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Abstract

We discuss climate change and resource scarcity from the perspective of macroeconomic modeling
and quantitative evaluation. Our focus is on climate change: we build a very simple “integrated assess-
ment model,” ie, a model that integrates the global economy and the climate in a unified framework.
Such a model has three key modules: the climate, the carbon cycle, and the economy. We provide a
description of how to build tractable and yet realistic modules of the climate and the carbon cycle. The
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baseline economic model, then, is static but has a macroeconomic structure, ie, it has the standard
features of modern macroeconomic analysis. Thus, it is quantitatively specified and can be calibrated
to obtain an approximate social cost of carbon. The static model is then used to illustrate a number of
points that have been made in the broad literature on climate change. Our chapter begins, however,
with a short discussion of resource scarcity—also from the perspective of standard macroeconomic
modeling—offering a dynamic framework of analysis and stating the key challenges. Our last section
combines resource scarcity and the integrated assessment setup within a fully dynamic general equi-
librium model with uncertainty. That model delivers positive and normative quantitative implications
and can be viewed as a platform for macroeconomic analysis of climate change and sustainability
issues more broadly.

Keywords

Climate system, Climate change, Carbon cycle, Damages, Growth, Discounting, Externality, Pigou tax

JEL Classification Code

H23, O4, Q01, Q3, Q4, Q54

s0010 1. INTRODUCTION

p0010 In this chapter we discuss climate change and resource scarcity from the perspective of

macroeconomic modeling and quantitative evaluation. Our focus is to build toward an

“integrated assessment model,” (IAM) ie, a model that integrates the global economy and

the climate in a unified framework. The chapter is not meant to be a survey of the rather

broad field defined by interconnections between climate and economics. Rather, it has a

sharp focus on the use of microeconomics-based macroeconomic models in this area,

parameterized to match historical data and used for positive and normative work. Our

understanding of the literature is that this approach, which is now standard macroeco-

nomic in analyses (rather broadly defined), has not been dominant in the literature

focused on developing IAMs, let alone anywhere else in the climate literature. We con-

sider it a very promising approach also for climate-economy work, however, having

contributed to it recently; in fact, the treatment we offer here is naturally built up around

some of our own models and substantive contributions. Although there is a risk that this

fact will be interpreted as undue marketing of our own work, it is rather that our climate-

economy work from the very beginning made an effort precisely to formulate the IAM,

and all the issues that can be discussed with an IAM, in terms of a standard macro-

economic settings and in such a way that calibration and model evaluation could be

conducted with standard methods. Ex-post, then, one can say that our work grew out

of an effort to write something akin to a climate-economy handbook for macroecono-

mists, even though the kind offer to write an actual such a chapter arrived much later. At

this point, with this work, we are simply hopeful that macroeconomists with modern

training will find our exposition useful as a quick introduction to a host of issues and
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perhaps also as inspiration for doing research on climate change and sustainability. We do

find the area of great importance and, at the same time, rather undeveloped inmany ways.

p0015 One exception to our claim that IAMs are not microeconomics-based macroeco-

nomic models is Nordhaus’s work, which started in the late 1970s and which led to

the industry standards DICE and RIce: dynamic integrated models of climate and the

economy, DICE depicting a one-region world and RICE a multiregion world. How-

ever, these models remain the nearest thing to the kind of setting we have in mind, and

even the DICE and RICE models are closer to pure planning problems. That is, they do

not fully specify market structures and, hence, do not allow a full analysis of typical pol-

icies such as a carbon tax or a quota system. Most of the models in the literature—to the

extent they are fully specified models—are simply planning problems, so a question such

as “What happens if we pursue a suboptimal policy?” cannot be addressed. This came as a

surprise to us when we began to study the literature. Our subsequent research and the

present chapter thus simply reflect this view: some more focus on the approach used

in modern macroeconomics is a useful one.

p0020 So as a means of abstract introduction, consider a growth economy inhabited by a

representative agent with utility function
P∞

t¼0β
tuðCt,StÞ with a resource constraint

Ct+Kt+1¼ (1�δ)Kt+F(Kt, Et, St) and with a law of motion St+1¼H(St, Et). The

new variables, relative to a standard macroeconomic setting, are S and E. S, a stock, rep-

resents something that is affects utility directly and/or affects production, whereas E, a

flow, represents an activity that influences the stock. To a social planner, this would

be nothing but an augmented growth model, with (interrelated) Euler equations both

for K and S. In fact, standard models of human capital accumulation map into this setup,

with H increasing in both arguments and F increasing in S but decreasing in E.a How-

ever, here we are interested in issues relating to environmental management—from a

macroeconomic perspective—and then the same setup can be thought of, at least in

abstract, with different labels: we could identify S with, say, clean air or biodiversity,

and E with an activity that raises output but lowers the stock S. Our main interest will

be in the connections between the economy and the climate. Then, St can be thought of

as the climate at t, or a key variable that influences it, namely, the stock of carbon in the

atmosphere; and Et would be emissions of carbon dioxide caused by the use of fossil fuel

in production. The carbon stock S then hurts both utility (perhaps because a warmer cli-

mate makes people suffer more in various ways) and output. Thus, u2<0, F2>0, F3<0,

H1>0, and H2>0. The setting still does not appear fully adequate for looking at the

climate issue, because there ought to be another stock: that of the available amounts

of fossil fuel (oil, coal, and natural gas), which are depletable resources in finite supply.

Indeed, many of our settings below do include such stocks, but as we will argue even the

setting without an additional stock is quite useful for analyzing the climate issue.
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Furthermore, one would also think that technology, and technological change of differ-

ent sorts, must play a role, and indeed we agree. Technology can enhance the production

possibilities in a neutral manner but also amount to specific forms of innovation aimed at

developing nonfossil energy sources or more generally saving on fossil-based energy. We

will discuss these issues in the chapter too, including endogenous technology, but the

exposition covers a lot of ground and therefore only devotes limited attention to tech-

nology endogeneity.

p0025 Now so far the abstract setting just described simply describes preferences and tech-

nology. So how would markets handle the evolution of the two stocks K and S? The key

approach here is that it is reasonable to assume, in the climate case, that the evolution of S

is simply a byproduct of economic activity: an externality. Thus, tracing out the differ-

ence between an optimal path for K and S and a laissez-faire market path becomes

important, as does thinking about what policies could be used to move the market out-

come toward the optimum as well as what intermediate cases would imply. Thus, the

modern macroeconomist approach would be to (i) define a dynamic competitive equi-

librium with policy (say, a unit tax on E), with firms, consumers, and markets clearly

spelled out, then (ii) look for insights about optimal policy both qualitatively and

quantitatively (based on, say, calibration), and perhaps (iii) characterize outcomes for

the future for different (optimal and suboptimal) policy scenarios. This is the overall

approach we will follow here.

p0030 We proceed in three steps. In the first step, contained in Section 2, we discuss a setting

with resource scarcity alone—such as an economywith a limited amount of oil. Howwill

markets then price the resource, and how will it be used up over time? Thus, in this sec-

tion we touch on the broader area of “sustainability,” whereby the question is how the

economy manages a set of depletable resources. It appears to be a common view in the

public debate that markets do not carry this task out properly, and our view is that it really

is an open question whether they do or not; indeed, we find this issue intriguing in itself,

quite aside from any interest in the specific area of climate change. The basic market

mechanisms we go through involve the Hotelling rule for pricing and then, coupled with

a representative agent with preferences defined over time as in our abstract setting above

and a specific demand for the resource (say, from its use in production), a dynamic path

for resource use. As a preliminary exploration into whether our market-based analysis

works, one can compare the models implications for prices and quantities and we briefly

do. As a rough summary, it is far from clear that Hotelling-based pricing can explain our

past data for depletable resources (like fossil fuel or metals). Similarly, it is challenging to

account for the historical patterns of resource use, though here the predictions of the the-

ory are arguably less sharp. Taken together, this suggests that it is not obvious that at least

our benchmark theories of markets match the data, so it seems fruitful to at least consider

alternatives. In Section 2 we also look at the case of fossil fuel in more detail and, in

this context, look at (endogenous) technical change: we look at how markets could
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potentially react to resource scarcity by saving on the scarce resource instead of saving on

other inputs. Thus, we apply the notion of “directed technical change” in this context

and propose it as an interesting avenue for conducting further macroeconomic research

within the area of sustainability more broadly. Finally, Section 2 should be viewed as a

delivering a building block for the IAMs to be discussed later in the chapter, in particular

that in Section 5.

p0035 In Section 4, we take our second step and develop a very simple, static integrated

assessment model of climate change and the global economy. Despite its being simple

and stylized, this baseline model does have a macroeconomic structure, ie, it makes

assumptions that are standard in modernmacroeconomic analysis. Many of its key param-

eters are therefore straightforwardly calibrated to observables and thus, with the addi-

tional calibration necessary to introduce climate into the model, it can be used to

obtain an approximate social cost of carbon. The static model is then used to illustrate

a number of points that have been made in broad literature on climate change. None

of these applications do full justice to the literature, of course, since our main purpose

is to introduce the macroeconomic analyst to it. At the same time, we do offer a setting

that is quantitatively oriented and one can imagine embedding each application in a fully

dynamic and calibrated model; in fact, as far as we are aware, only a (minority) subset of

these applications exist as full quantitative studies in the literature.

p0040 In our last section, Section 5, which is also the third and final step of the chapter, we

describe a fully dynamic, stochastic IAM setting.With it, we show how to derive a robust

formula for the (optimal) marginal cost of carbon and, hence, the appropriate Pigou tax.

We show how to assign parameter values and compute the size of the optimal tax. The

model can also be used as a complete setting for predicting the climate in the future—

along with the paths for consumption, output, etc.—for different policy paths. We con-

clude that although the optimal-tax formula is quite robust, the positive side of the model

involves rather strong sensitivity to some parameters, such as those involving different

sources for energy generation and, of course, the total sizes of the stocks of fossil fuels.

p0045 Before transiting from discussing sustainability in Section 2 to climate modeling in

Section 4, we offer a rather comprehensive introduction to the natural-science aspects

of climate change. Section 3 is important for explaining what we perceive as the basic

and (among expert natural scientists) broadly agreed upon mechanisms behind global

warming: how the climate is influenced by the carbon concentration in the atmosphere

(the climate model) and how the carbon concentration evolves over time as a function

of the time path for emissions (the model of the carbon cycle). This presentation thus offers

two “modules” that are crucial elements in IAMs. These modules are extremely simplified

versions of what actual climatemodels and carbon-cycle models in use look like. However,

they are, we argue, decent approximations of up-to-date models. The reason why simpli-

fications are necessary is that our economic models have forward-looking agents and it is

well known that such models are much more difficult to analyze, given any complexity in
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the laws of motions of stocks given flows: they involve finding dynamic fixed points, unlike

any natural-science model where particles behave mechanically.b

p0050 Finally, although it should be clear already, let us reiterate that this chapter fails to

discuss many environmental issues that are of general as well as macroeconomic interest.

For example, the section on sustainability does not discuss, either empirically or theoret-

ically, the possible existence of a “pollution Kuznets curve”: the notion that over the

course of economic development, pollution (of some or all forms) first increases and then

decreases.c That section also does not offer any theoretical discussion of other common-

pool problems than that associated with our climate (such as overfishing or pollution).

The sections on IAMs, moreover, does not contain a listing/discussion of the different

such models in the literature; such a treatment would require a full survey in itself.

s0015 2. LIMITED NATURAL RESOURCES AND SUSTAINABILITY CONCERNS

p0055 Climate change is a leading example within environmental economics where global mac-

roeconomic analysis is called for. It involves a global externality that arises from the

release of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere. This release is a byproduct of our econ-

omies’ burning of fossil fuel, and it increases the carbon dioxide concentration worldwide

and thus causes warming not just where the emission occurs. In twoways, climate change

makes contact with the broader area of sustainability: it involves two stocks that are impor-

tant for humans and that are affected by human activity. The first stock is the carbon con-

centration in the atmosphere. It exerts an influence on the global climate; to the extent

warming causes damages on net, it is a stock whose size negatively impacts human wel-

fare. The second stock is that of fossil fuels, ie, coal, oil, and natural gas. These stocks are

not harmful per se but thus can be to the extent they are burnt.

p0060 More generally, sustainability concerns can be thought of in terms of the existence of

stocks in finite supply with two properties: (i) their size is affected by economic activity

and (ii) they influence human welfare.d Obvious stocks are natural resources in finite sup-

ply, and these are often traded in markets. Other stocks are “commons,” such as air qual-

ity, the atmosphere, oceans, ecosystems, and biodiversity. Furthermore, recently, the

term “planetary boundaries” has appeared (Rockstr€om et al., 2009). These boundaries

represent other limits that may be exceeded with sufficient economic growth (and there-

fore, according to the authors, growth should be limited). This specificNature article lists
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nine boundaries, among them climate change; the remaining items are (i) stratospheric

ozone depletion, (ii) loss of biosphere integrity (biodiversity loss and extinctions),

(iii) chemical pollution and the release of novel entities, (iv) ocean acidification,

(v) freshwater consumption and the global hydrological cycle, (vi) land system change,

(vii) nitrogen and phosphorus flows to the biosphere and oceans, and (viii) atmospheric

aerosol loading. Thus, these are other examples of commons.

p0065 Aside from in the work on climate change, the macroeconomic literature has had rel-

atively little to say on the effects and management of global stocks. The Club of Rome

(that started in the late 1960s) was concerned with population growth and a lack of food

and energy. The oil crisis in the 1970s prompted a discussion about the finiteness of oil

(see, eg, the 1974Review of Economic Studies issue on this topic), but new discoveries and a

rather large fall in the oil price in the 1980s appeared to have eliminated the concern

about oil among macroeconomists. Similarly, technology advances in agriculture seemed

to make limited food supply less of an issue. Nordhaus (1973, 1974) discussed a limited

number of metals in finite supply, along with their prices, and concluded that the avail-

able stocks were so large at that point that there was no cause for alarm in the near to

medium-run future. Thus, the concerns of these decades did not have a long-lasting

impact on macroeconomics. Perhaps relatedly, so-called green accounting, where the

idea is to measure the relevant stocks and count their increases or decreases as part of

an extended notion of national economic product, was proposed but has been implemen-

ted and used in relatively few countries.e Limited resources and sustainability are typically

not even mentioned in introductory or intermediate undergraduate textbooks in mac-

roeconomics, let alone in PhD texts. In PhD texts specifically on growth, there is also

very little: Aghion and Howitt’s (2008) growth book has a very short, theoretical chapter

on the subject, Jones (2001) has a chapter in his growth book which mentions some data;

Acemoglu’s (2009) growth book has nothing.f

p0070 The purpose here is not to review the literature but to point to this broad area as one

of at least potential relevance and as one where we think that more macroeconomic

research could be productive. To this end, we will discuss the basic theory and its con-

frontation with data. This discussion will lay bare some challenges and illustrate the need

for more work.

p0075 We will focus on finite resources that are traded in markets and hence abstract from

commons, mainly because these have not been subject to much economic macroeco-

nomic analysis (with the exception of the atmosphere and climate change, which we will
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discuss in detail later). Thus, our discussion begins with price formation and quantity

determination in markets for finite resources and then moves on to briefly discuss endog-

enous technological change in the form of resource saving.

s0020 2.1 Prices and Quantities in Markets for Finite Resources
p0080 To begin with, let us consider the simplest of all cases: a resource e in finite supplyR that is

costless to extract and that has economic value. Let us suppose the economic value is

given by an inverse demand function pt¼D(et), which we assume is time-invariant

and negatively sloped. In a macroeconomic context we can derive such a function assum-

ing, say, that e is an input into production. Abstracting from capital formation, suppose

yt ¼Fðnt,etÞ¼An1�ν
t eνt , with inelastic labor supply nt¼1, that ct¼yt, and that utility isP∞

t¼0β
t log ct.

g Let time be t¼ 0,…,T , with T possibly infinite. Here, the demand func-

tion would be derived from the firm’s input decision: pt ¼ νAeν�1
t .

s0025 2.1.1 The Hotelling Result: The Price Equation in a Baseline Case
p0085 The key notion now is that the resource can be saved.We assume initially that extraction/

use of the resource is costless. The decision to save is therefore a dynamic one: should the

resource be sold today or in the future? For a comparison, an interest rate is needed, so let rt
denote the interest rate between t�1 and t. If the resource is sold in two consecutive

periods, it would then have to be that on the margin, the owner of the resource is indif-

ferent between selling at t and at t+1:

pt ¼ 1

1+ rt+1

pt+1:

This is theHotelling equation, presented inHotelling (1931). The price of the finite resource,

thus, grows at the real rate of interest. The equation can also be turned around, using the

inverse demand function, to deliver predictions for how the quantity sold will develop; for

now, however, let us focus on the price. Thus, we notice that an arbitrage condition

delivers a sharp prediction for the dynamics of the price that is independent of the demand.

For the price dynamics, the demand is only relevant to the extent it may be such that the

resource is not demanded at all at some point in time. For the price level(s), however, demand

is of course key: one needs to solve the difference equation along with the inverse demand

function and the constraint on the resource to arrive at a value for p0 (and, consequently, all

its subsequent values). Here, pt would be denoted the Hotelling rent accruing to the owner:

as it is costless to extract it, the price is a pure rent. Thus, to the extent the demand is higher,

the price/rent path will be at a higher level. Similarly, if there is more of the resource, the

price/rent path will be lower, since more will be used at each point in time.
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s0030 2.1.2 Prices and Quantities in Equilibrium: Using a Planning Problem
p0090 Let us consider the planning problem implicit in the earlier discussion and let us for sim-

plicity assume thatT ¼∞. Thus the planner wouldmaximize ν
PT

t¼0β
t log ct subject to ct ¼

Aeνt for all t and
PT

t¼0et ¼R.h This delivers the condition νβt/et¼μ, where μ is the

multiplier on the resource constraint, and hence et+1¼βet. Inserting this into the resource

constraint, one obtains e0ð1+ β+… Þ¼ e0=ð1�βÞ¼R. Hence, e0¼ (1�β)R and the ini-

tial price of the resource in terms of consumption (which can be derived from the decen-

tralization) will be p0¼Aν ð1�βÞRð Þν�1
. Furthermore, pt ¼Aν ð1�βÞRð Þν�1βðν�1Þt;

notice that the gross interest rate here is constant over time and equal to βν�1.i We see that

amore abundant resource translates into a lower price/rent. In particular, asR goes to infin-

ity, the price approaches 0: marginal cost. Similarly, higher demand (eg, through a higherA

or higher weight on future consumption, β, so that the resource is demanded in more

periods and will thus not experience as much diminishing returns per period), delivers a

higher price/rent. Consider also the extensionwhere the demand parameterA is time vary-

ing. Then the extraction path is not affected at all, due to income and substitution effects

canceling. The consumption interest rates will change, since the relative price between

consumption and the resource must change. The equation for price dynamics applies just

as before, however, so price growth is affected only to the extent the interest rate changes.

The price level, of course, is also affected by overall demand shifts.

s0035 2.1.3 Extraction Costs
p0095 More generally, suppose that the marginal cost of extraction of the resource is ct in period

t, and let us for simplicity assume that these marginal costs are exogenous (more generally

it would depend on the amount extracted and the total remaining amount of the

resource). The Hotelling formula for price dynamics becomes

pt� ct ¼ 1

1+ rt+1

ðpt+1� ct+1Þ:

Put differently, the Hotelling rent, which is now the marginal profit per unit, p� c, grows

at the real rate of interest. This is thus the more general formula that applies. It is robust in

a number of ways; eg, allowing endogenous extraction costs delivers the same formula

and the consideration of uncertainty reproduces the formula in expectation).j The dis-

cussion of determinants of prices and quantities above thus still applies, though the
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h
np0045 For ν¼1 this is a standard cake-eating problem.

i
np0050 The Euler equation of the consumer delivers 1+ rt+1¼ ct+1/(ctβ)¼ et+1

ν /(et
νβ)¼βν/β¼βν�1.

j
np0055 The case where the natural resource is owned by a monopolist produces a more complicated formula, as

one has to consider marginal revenue instead of price and as the interest rate possibly becomes endogenous.

However, the case of monopoly does not appear so relevant, at least not today. In the case of oil, Saudi oil

production is currently only about 10% of world production.
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key object now becomes the marginal profit per unit. First, the general idea that more of

the resource (higher R) lowers the price survives: more of the resource moves the price

toward marginal cost, thus gradually eliminating the rent. Second, regarding the effects of

costs, let us consider three key cases: one where marginal costs are constant (and positive),

one where they are declining, and one where they are increasing. We assume, for sim-

plicity, that there is a constant interest rate. A constant positive marginal cost thus implies

that the price is rising at a somewhat lower rate initially than when extraction is costless,

since early on the price is a smaller fraction of the rent (early on, there is more left of the

resource). If the marginal cost of extraction rises over time—a case that would apply in

the absence of technological change if the easy-to-extract sources are exploited first—the

price will rise at a higher rate; and under the assumption of a falling marginal extraction

cost, typically reflecting productivity improvements in extraction, prices rise more

slowly. Quantity paths change accordingly, when we use an invariant demand function.

With a faster price rise, quantities fall faster, and vice versa. In particular, when the future

promises lower (higher) extraction costs, extraction is postponed (slowed down) and so

falls less (more) rapidly.

s0040 2.2 Confronting Theory with Data
p0100 The Hotelling predictions are, in principle, straightforwardly compared with data. The

ambition here is not to review all the empirical work evaluating the Hotelling equation

for finite resources but merely to mention some stylized facts and make some general

points.k As for prices, it is well known that (real) prices of metals fall at a modest rate over

the “long run,” measured as one hundred years or more; see, eg, Harvey et al. (2010).

The prices of fossil fuels (oil, coal, and natural gas) have been stable, with a slight net

increase over the last 40 or so years. The volatilities of all these time series are high,

on the order of magnitude of those for typical stock-market indices.l When it comes

to quantities, these time series have been increasing steadily, and with lower fluctuations

than displayed by the corresponding prices. Are these observations broadly consistent

with Hotelling’s theory?

p0105 To answer this question, note that Hotelling’s theory is mainly an arbitrage-based the-

ory of prices and that quantity predictions involve more assumptions on supply and

demand, such as those invoked in our planning problem above. To evaluate Hotelling’s

rule, we first need to have an idea of the path for extraction costs, as they figure prom-

inently in the more general version of the theory. The situation is somewhat complicated

by the fact that extraction occurs on multiple sites. For oil at least, it is also clear that the

marginal costs differ greatly between active oil wells, for example with much lower

costs in Saudi Arabia than in the North Sea. This in itself appears inefficient, as the less
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k
np0060 For excellent discussions, see, eg, Krautkraemer, 1998 and Cuddington and N€ulle, 2014.

l
np0065 There are also attempts to identify long-run cycles; see, eg, Erten and Ocampo, 2012.
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expensive oil ought to be extracted first in order to minimize overall present-value costs.

We know of no study that has good measurements of marginal extraction costs going

far back in time. Suppose, however, that productivity growth in the mining/extraction

sector was commensurate with that in the rest of our economies. Then it would be rea-

sonable to assume that the relative cost of extracting natural resources—and that is the

relevant price given that we are referring to evidence on real prices—does not have

any sharp movements upward or downward. Hence, the Hotelling formula, given a

known total depletable stock of the resource, would imply an increasing price series,

at a rate of a few percent per year, with a slightly lower growth rate early on, as explained

earlier. This is clearly not what we see. It is, alternatively, possible that extraction costs

have developed unevenly. Pindyck (1978) argues, for the case of oil, that lower and lower

extraction costs explained a stable price path initially but that later extraction costs sta-

bilized (or even increased), hence pushing prices up. In retrospect, however, although

prices rose again in 1979 they did not continue increasing after that and rather fell overall;

today, the oil price is back at a real price that is not terribly far from the pre-1973 level.

p0110 An proposed explanation for the lack of price growth in the data is a gradual finding of

new deposits (of oil, metals, and so on). As explained earlier, the theory does predict

lower prices for higher total deposits of the resource. However, it would then have to

be that markets systematically underpredicted the successes of new explorations, and over

very long periods of time.

p0115 Relatedly, it is possible that markets expect technological change in the form of the

appearance of close substitutes to the resource in question. Consider a very simple case with

a costless-to-extract rawmaterial as in the baseline Hotelling model but where next period a

perfect substitute, in infinite supply and with a constant marginal cost �p, appears with some

probability. Then the arbitrage equation reads pt ¼ 1

1+ rt+1

πt+1pt+1 + ð1�πt+1Þ�pð Þ,
where πt+1 is the probability of the perfect substitute appearing. Clearly, such uncertainty

and potential price competition will influence price dynamics and will lead to richer pre-

dictions. However, we know of no systematic study evaluating a quantitative version of this

kind of hypothesis and comparing it to data.

p0120 A different view of the prices of natural resources (and commodities more generally) is

the Prebisch (1962) and Singer (1950) hypothesis: that commodities have lower demand

elasticities, so that when income rises, prices fall. Their hypothesis, thus, is in contrast

with Hotelling’s rule, since scarcity is abstracted from. Clearly, if one formulated a model

with the Prebisch–Singer assumption and scarcity, as discussed earlier, the Hotelling

formula would survive, and any demand effects would merely affect the level of the price

path and not its dynamics.

p0125 In sum, although many authors claim that richer versions of the Hotelling model

take its predictions closer to data, it seems safe to say that there is no full resolution of

the contrast between the model’s prediction of rising prices/profits per unit (at the rate

of interest) and the data showing a stable or declining real price of the typical resource.
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Some would argue that markets are not fully rational, or not forward-looking enough:

the power of the scarcity argument in Hotelling’s seminal work is very powerful but

relies crucially on forward-looking with a long horizon, to the extent there is a relatively

large amount of the resource left in ground. It seems to us that this hypothesis deserves

some attention, though it is a challenge even to formulate it.m

p0130 To evaluate quantities, as underlined earlier, a fuller theory needs to be specified. This

leads to challenges as well, as we shall see. Here, we will simply look at an application,

albeit a well-known one and one that is relevant to the climate context. In the context

of this application, we will also discuss technological change as a means toward saving on

a scarce resource.

s0045 2.3 An Application: Fossil Energy
p0135 On a broad level, when a resource is in scarce supply, a key question is its substitutability

with alternative resources. In this section, we look at fossil energy and provide an outline

of how one could go about looking at one aspect of scarcity in this market: the response of

energy saving, ie, one of the ways in which markets can respond to a shortage. This anal-

ysis, like the rest of this chapter (that addresses climate change), is built on a quantitatively

oriented macroeconomic model. It can also be regarded as one of the building blocks in

the climate-economy model; indeed, the exhaustible-resource formulation in Section 5

coincides with the core formulation entertained here.

p0140 The starting point is the extension of basic growth theory to include energy; the standard

reference is Dasgupta andHeal (1974), but noteworthy other contributions include those by

Solow (1974) and Stiglitz (1974). One of themain concerns here was precisely sustainability,

ie, whether production functions (or various sorts) would allow future generations to be as

well off as current generations. The Cobb–Douglas function was found to be an in-between
case here; with more substitutability between energy and the other inputs, sustainability was

possible. This line of work did not much address technical change, neither quantitatively nor

theoretically. Clearly, much of the literature on scarce resources was written shortly after the

oil-price hikes in the 1970s and it was not until the late 1980s that the theoretical develop-

ments allowed technological change to be endogenized in market-based environments.

p0145 We build a similar framework to that in Dasgupta and Heal’s work and formulate an

aggregate production function with three inputs—capital, labor, and fossil energy—and

we use it to account for postwar US data. This analysis follows Hassler et al. (2015)

closely. We allow technical change in this production function in the form of capital/

labor saving and energy saving and we consider three broad issues: (i) what substitution

elasticity (between a capital-labor composite, on the one hand, and energy, on the other)

fits the data best; (ii) measurement of the series for input saving and to what extent they

appear to respond to price movements (ie, does energy-saving appear to respond to the

price of fossil fuel?); and (iii) the model’s predictions for future input saving and fossil-fuel

m
np0070 See, eg, Spiro (2014).
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dependence. The model focuses on energy demand, as derived from an aggregate pro-

duction function, and all of the discussion can be carried out without modeling supply.

p0150 So consider an aggregate production function of the nested CES form

y¼ 1�νð Þ Akαl1�α
� �ε�1

ε + Aee
� �ε�1

ε

� � ε
ε�1

,

with the obvious notation.n Here, we see that ε2 ½0,∞� expresses the substitutability

between capital/labor and energy.A is the technology parameter describing capital/labor

saving and Ae correspondingly describes energy saving. If there is perfect competition for

inputs, firms set the marginal product of each input equal to its price, delivering—

expressed in terms of shares—the equations

wl

y
¼ 1�αð Þ 1� γð Þ Akαl1�α

y

� �ε�1
ε

(1)

and

pe

y
¼ γ

Aee

y

� �ε�1
ε
: (2)

s0050 2.3.1 Accounting for Input Saving Using US Data
p0155 Eqs. (1) and (2) can be rearranged and solved directly for the two technology trendsA and

AE. This means that it is possible, as do Hassler et al., to use data on output and inputs and

their prices to generate time paths for the input-saving technology series. This is parallel

with Solow’s growth-accounting exercise, only using a specific functional form. In par-

ticular, Ae can be examined over the postwar period, when the price of fossil fuel—oil in

particular—has moved around significantly, as shown in Fig. 1 Q3.

p0160 The authors use this setting and these data to back out series for Ae and A, conditional

on a value for ε. With the view that the A and Ae series are technology series mainly, one

can then examine the extent to which the backed-out series for different ε look like tech-
nology series: are fairly smooth and mostly nondecreasing. It turns out that ε has to be

close to zero for theAe series to look like a technology series at all; if ε is higher than 0.2 or
so, the implied up-and-down swings in Ae are too high to be plausible. On the other

hand, for a range of ε values between 0 (implying that production is Leontief ) and

0.1, the series is rather smooth and looks like it could be a technology series. Fig. 2 plots

both the A and Ae series. We see that Ae grows very slowly until prices rise; then it starts
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n
np0075 This production function introduces a key elasticity, along with input-specific technology levels, in the

most tightly parameterized way. Extensions beyond this functional class, eg, to the translog case, would

be interesting not only for further generality but because it would introduce a number of additional tech-

nology shifters; see, eg, Berndt and Christensen, 1973.
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Fig. 2f0015 Energy- and capital/labor-saving technologies compared.
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growing significantly. Hence, the figure does suggest that the scarcity mechanism is oper-

ative in a quantitatively important way. It is also informative to look at how the two series

compare. A it looks like TFP overall, but more importantly it does seem to covary neg-

atively in the medium run with Ae, thus suggesting that the concept of directed technical

changemay be at play. In other words, when the oil price rose, the incentives to save on oil

and improve oil efficiency went up, and to the extent these efforts compete for a scarce

resource that could alternatively be used for saving on/improving the efficiency of capital

and labor, as a result the latter efforts would have fallen.

p0165 Hassler et al. (2015) go on to suggest a formal model for this phenomenon and use it,

with a calibration of the technology parameters in R&D based on the negative historical

association between A and AE, to also predict the future paths of technology and of

energy dependence. We will briefly summarize this research later, but first it is necessary

to formulate a quantitatively oriented dynamic macroeconomic model with energy

demand and supply included explicitly.

s0055 2.3.2 A Positive Model of Energy Supply and Demand with a Finite Resource
p0170 Using the simple production function above and logarithmic preferences, it is straight-

forward to formulate a planner’s problem, assuming that energy comes from a finite

stock. We will first illustrate with a production function that is in the specified class

and that is often used but that does not (as argued earlier) fit the macroeconomic data:

the Cobb–Douglas case, where F(Akα, Aee)¼kαeν, where a constant labor supply (with

a share 1�α�ν) is implicit and we have normalized overall TFP including labor to 1.

We also assume, to simplify matters, that (i) there is 100% depreciation of capital between

periods (which fits a period of, say, 20 years or more) and that (ii) the extraction of energy

is costless (which fits oil rather well, as its marginal cost is much lower than its price, at

least for much of the available oil). For now, we abstract from technological change; we

will revisit it later. Thus, the planner would maximize

X∞
t¼0

log ct

subject to

ct + kt+1¼ kαt e
ν
t

and
P∞

t¼0et ¼R, with R being the total available stock. It is straightforward to verify that

we obtain a closed-form solution here: consumption is a constant fraction 1�αβ of out-
put and et¼ (1�β)βtR, ie, energy use falls at the rate of discount. As energy falls, so does

capital, consumption, and output. In fact, this model asymptotically delivers balanced

(negative) growth at a gross rate g satisfying (from the resource constraint)

g¼ gαβν¼ β
ν

1�α. Capital is not on the balanced path at all times, unless its initial value
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is in the proper relation to initial energy use.o This model of course also generates the

Hotelling result: pt+1 must equal pt(1+ rt+1), where 1+ r is the marginal product of capital

and 1+ r hence the gross real interest rate. Notice, thus, that the interest rate will be con-

stant on the balanced growth path but that it obeys transition dynamics. Hence, even

though energy use falls at a constant rate at all times, the energy price will not grow

at a constant rate at all times (unless the initial capital stock is at its balanced-growth level):

it will grow either faster or slower. Consumption, along with output and capital, goes to

zero here along a balanced growth path, but when there is sufficient growth in technol-

ogy (which is easily added in the model), there will be positive balanced growth. The

striking fall in energy use over time would of course be mitigated by an assumption that

marginal extraction costs are positive and decreasing over time, as discussed earlier, but it

is not obvious that such an assumption is warranted.

p0175 Fig. 3 Q4, which is borrowed from Hassler et al. (2015), shows that, in the data, energy

(defined as a fossil composite) rises significantly over time. In contrast, as we have just

shown, the simple Cobb–Douglas model predicts falling energy use, at a rate equaling

the discount rate. Suppose instead one adopts the model Hassler et al. (2015) argue fit

the data better, ie, a function that is near Leontief in kα and e. Let us first assume that

the technology coefficientsA and Ae are constant over time. Then, there will be transition
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o
np0080 Initial capital then has to equal αðRð1�βÞÞνð Þ

1
1�αβ

1�α�ν
1�α .
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dynamics in energy use, forAkα has to equalAee at all points in time. Thus, the initial value

of capital andRmay not admit balanced growth in e at all times, givenA andAe. Intuitively,

ifAkα0 is too low, ewill be held back initially and grow over time as capital catches up to its

balanced path. Thus, it is possible to obtain an increasing path for energy use over a period

of time. Eventually, of course, energy use has to fall. There is no exact balanced growth path

in this case. Instead, the saving rate has to go to zero since any positive long-run saving rate

would imply a positive capital stock.p Hence, the asymptotic economy will be like one

without capital and in this sense behave like in a cake-eating problem: consumption

and energy will fall at rate β. In sum, this model can deliver peak oil, ie, a path for oil

use with a maximum later than at time 0. As already pointed out, increasing oil use can

also be produced from other assumptions, such as a decreasing sequence of marginal extrac-

tion costs for oil; these explanations are complementary.

p0180 With exogenous technology growth inA andAe it is possible that very different long-

run extraction behavior results.q In particular, it appears that a balanced growth path with

the property that gAg
α ¼ gAege¼ g is at least feasible. Here, the first equality follows from

the two arguments of the production function growing at the same rate—given that

the production function F is homogeneous of degree one in the two arguments Akα

and Aee—and the second equality says that output and capital have to grow at that

same rate. Clearly, if the planner chooses such asymptotic behavior, ge can be solved

for from the two equations to equal g
1

1�α
A =gAe , a number that of course needs to be less

than 1. Thus, in such a case, ge will not generally equal β. A more general study of these

cases is beyond the scope of the present chapter.

s0060 2.3.3 Endogenous Energy-Saving Technical Change
p0185 Given the backed-out series for A and Ae, which showed negative covariation in the

medium run, let us consider the model of technology choice Hassler et al. (2015) pro-

pose. In it, there is an explicit tradeoff between raising A and raising Ae. Such a tradeoff

arguably offers one of the economy’s key behavioral responses to scarcity. That is, growth

in Ae can be thought of as energy-saving technological change. In line with the authors’

treatment, we consider a setup with directed technological change in the form of a plan-

ning problem, thus interpreting the outcome as one where the government has used

policy optimally to internalize any spillovers in the research sector. It would be straight-

forward, along the lines of the endogenous-growth literature followingRomer (1990), to

consider market mechanisms based on variety expansion or quality improvements,
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p
np0085 If the saving rate asymptotically stayed above s> 0, then kt+1 �s Akαt . This would imply that capital would

remain uniformly bounded below from zero. However, here, it does have to go to zero as its complement

energy has to go to zero.
q

np0090 An exception is the Cobb–Douglas case for which it is easy to show that the result above generalizes: e falls

at rate β.
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monopoly power, possibly with Schumpeterian elements, and an explicit market sector

for R&D. Such an analysis would be interesting and would allow interesting policy ques-

tions to be analyzed. For example, is the market mechanism not allowing enough tech-

nical change in response to scarcity, and does the answer depend on whether there are

also other market failures such as a climate externality? We leave these interesting ques-

tions for future research and merely focus here on efficient outcomes. The key mecha-

nism we build in rests on the following simple structure: we introduce one resource, a

measure one of “researchers.” Researchers can direct their efforts to the advancement of

A and Ae. We look at a very simple formulation:

At+1¼Atf ðntÞ and Ae
t+1 ¼Ae

t feð1�ntÞ,
where nt 2 [0,1] summarizes the R&D choice at time t and where f and fe are both strictly

increasing and strictly concave; these functions thus jointly demarcate the frontier for

technologies at t+1 given their positions at t. Hence, at a point in time t, At and Ae
t

are fixed. In the case of a Leontief technology, there would be absolutely no substitut-

ability at all between capital and energy ex-post, ie, at time t when At and Ae
t have been

chosen, but there is substitutability ex-ante, by varying ns for s< t. With a less extreme

production function there would be substitutability ex-post too but less so than ex-ante.r

Relatedly, whereas the share of income in this economy that accrues to each of the inputs

is endogenous and, typically, varies with the state of the economy, on a balanced growth

path the share settles down. As we shall see, in fact, the share is determined in a relatively

simple manner.

p0190 The analysis proceeds by adding these two equations to the above planning problem.

Taking first-order conditions and focusing on a balanced-growth outcome, this model

rather surprisingly delivers the result that the extraction rate must be equal to β, regardless
of the values of all the other primitives.s This means, in turn, that two equations jointly

determining the long-run growth rates of A and Ae can be derived. One captures the

technology tradeoff and follows directly from the equations above stating that these

growth rates, respectively, are gA¼ f(n) and gAe ¼ f eð1�nÞ. The other equation comes

from the balanced-growth condition that Atk
α
t ¼Ae

t et, given that F is homogeneous of

degree one; from this equality the growth rates of A and Ae are positively related. In fact,

given that et falls at rate β, we obtain n from g
1

1�α
A ¼ gAeβ.
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r
np0095 The Cobb–Douglas case is easy to analyze. It leads to an interior choice for n that is constant over time,

regardless of initial conditions and hence looks like the case above where the two technology factors are

exogenous.
s

np0100 The proof is straightforward; for details, see Hassler et al. (2015). It is thus the endogeneity of the tech-

nology levels in the CES formulation that makes energy fall at rate β; when they grow exogenously,

we saw that energy does not have to go to zero at rate β.
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p0195 One can also show, quite surprisingly as well, that the long run share of energy se in

output is determined by ð1� seÞ=se ¼�@ loggA=@ loggAe .t In steady state, this expression

is a function of n only, and as we saw above it is determined straightforwardly knowing β,
α, f, and f e. How, then, can these primitives be calibrated? One way to proceed is to look

at historical data to obtain information about the tradeoff relation between gA and gAe . If

this relation is approximately log-linear (ie, the net rates are related linearly), the observed

slope is all that is needed, since it then gives @ loggA=@ loggAe directly. The postwar

behaviors of A and Ae reported above imply a slope of �0.235 and hence a predicted

long-run value of se of around 0.19, which is significantly above its current value, which

is well below 0.1.

s0065 2.3.4 Takeaway from the Fossil-Energy Application
p0200 The fossil-energy application shows that standard macroeconomic modeling with the

inclusion of an exhaustible resource can be used to derive predictions for the time paths

for quantities and compare them to data. Moreover, the same kind of framework aug-

mented with endogenous directed technical change can be used to look at optimal/mar-

ket responses to scarcity. It even appears possible to use historical data reflecting past

technological tradeoffs in input saving to make predictions for the future. The presen-

tation here has been very stylized and many important real-world features have largely

been abstracted from, such as the nature of extraction technologies over time and space.

The focus has also been restricted to the long-run behaviors of the prices and quantities of

the resources in limited supply, but there are other striking facts as well, such as the high

volatilities in most of these markets. Natural resources in limited supply can become

increasingly limiting for economic activity in the future and more macroeconomic

research may need to be directed to these issues. Hopefully the analysis herein can give

some insights into fruitful avenues for such research.

s0070 3. CLIMATE CHANGE: THE NATURAL-SCIENCE BACKGROUND

p0205 An economic model of climate change needs to describe three phenomena and their

dynamic interactions. These are (i) economic activity; (ii) carbon circulation; and

(iii) the climate. From a conceptual as well as a modeling point of view it is convenient

to view the three phenomena as distinct sub-subsystems. We begin with a very brief

description of the three subsystems and then focus this section on the two latter.

p0210 The economy consists of individuals that act as consumers, producers and perhaps as

politicians. Their actions are drivers of the economy. In particular, the actions are deter-

minants of emissions and other factors behind climate change. The actions are also
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t
np0105 The authors show that this result follows rather generally in the model: utility is allowed to be any power

function and production any function with constant returns to scale.
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responses to current and expected changes in the climate by adaptation. Specifically,

when fossil fuel is burned, carbon dioxide (CO2) is released and spreads very quickly

in the atmosphere. The atmosphere is part of the carbon circulation subsystem where

carbon is transported between different reservoirs; the atmosphere is thus one such res-

ervoir. The biosphere (plants, and to a much smaller extent, animals including humans)

and the soil are other reservoirs. The oceans constitute the largest carbon reservoir.

p0215 The climate is a system that determines the distribution of weather events over time

and space and is, in particular, affected by the carbon dioxide concentration in the atmo-

sphere. Due to its molecular structure, carbon dioxide more easily lets through short-

wave radiation, like sun-light, than long-wave, infrared radiation. Relative to the energy

outflow from earth, the inflow consists of more short-wave radiation. Therefore, an

increase in the atmospheric CO2 concentration affects the difference between energy

inflow and outflow. This is the greenhouse effect.

p0220 It is straightforward to see that we need at minimum the three subsystems to construct

a climate-economy model. The economy is needed to model emissions and economic

effects of climate change. The carbon circulation model is needed to specify how emis-

sions over time translate into a path of CO2 concentration. Finally, the climate model is

needed to specify the link between the atmospheric CO2 concentration and the climate.

s0075 3.1 The Climate
s0080 3.1.1 The Energy Budget
p0225 We will now present the simplest possible climate model. As described earlier, the pur-

pose of the climate model is to determine how the (path of ) CO2 concentration deter-

mines the (path of the) climate. A minimal description of the climate is the global mean

atmospheric temperature near the surface. Thus, at minimum we need a relationship

between the path of the CO2 concentration and the global mean temperature. We start

the discussion by describing the energy budget concept.

p0230 Suppose that the earth is in a radiative steady state where the incoming flow of short-

wave radiation from the sun light is equal to the outgoing flow of largely infrared radia-

tion.u The energy budget of the earth is then balanced, implying that the earth’s heat

content and the global mean temperature is constant.v Now consider a perturbation

of this equilibrium that makes the net inflow positive by an amount F. Such an increase

could be caused by an increase in the incoming flow and/or a reduction in the outgoing

flow. Regardless of how this is achieved, the earth’s energy budget is now in surplus
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u
np0110 We neglect the additional outflow due to the nuclear process in the interior of the earth, which is in the

order of one to ten thousands in relative terms when compared to the incoming flux from the sun; see the

Kam et al. (2011).
v

np0115 We disregard the obvious fact that energy flows vary with latitude and over the year producing differences

in temperatures over space and time. Since the outflow of energy is a nonlinear (convex) function of the

temperature, the distribution of temperature affects the average outflow.
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causing an accumulation of heat in the earth and thus a higher temperature. The speed at

which the temperature increases is higher the larger is the difference between the inflow

and outflow of energy, ie, the larger the surplus in the energy budget.

p0235 As the temperature rises, the outgoing energy flow increases since all else equal, a hot-

ter object radiates more energy. Sometimes this simple mechanism is referred to as the

‘Planck feedback’. As an approximation, let this increase be proportional to the increase

in temperature over its initial value. Denoting the temperature perturbation relative to

the initial steady state at time t by Tt and the proportionality factor between energy flows

and temperature by κ, we can summarize these relations in the following equation:

dTt

dt
¼ σ F� κTtð Þ: (3)

p0240 The left-hand side of the equation is the speed of change of the temperature at time t. The

term in parenthesis on the right-hand side is the net energy flow, ie, the difference in

incoming and outgoing flows. The equation is labeled the energy budget and we note

that it should be thought of as a flow budget with an analogy to how the difference

between income and spending determines the speed of change of assets.

p0245 When the right-hand side of (3) is positive, the energy budget is in surplus, heat is

accumulated, and the temperature increases. Vice versa, if the energy budget has a deficit,

heat is lost, and the temperature falls. When discussing climate change, the variable F is

typically called forcing and it is then defined as the change in the energy budget caused by

human activities. The parameter σ is (inversely) related to the heat capacity of the system

for which the energy budget is defined and determines how fast the temperature changes

for a given imbalance of the energy budget.w

p0250 We can use Eq. (3) to find how much the temperature needs to rise before the system

reaches a new steady state, ie, when the temperature has settled down to a constant. Such

an equilibrium requires that the energy budget has become balanced, so that the term in

parenthesis in (3) again has become zero. Let the steady-state temperature associated with

a forcing F be denotedT(F). AtT(F), the temperature is constant, which requires that the

energy budget is balanced, ie, that F�κT(F)¼0. Thus,

TðFÞ¼F

κ
: (4)

p0255 Furthermore, the path of the temperature is given by

Tt ¼ e�σκt T0�F

κ

� �
+
F

κ
:
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w
np0120 The heat capacity of the atmosphere is much lower than that of the oceans, an issue we will return to below.
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p0260 Measuring temperature in Kelvin (K), and F in Watt per square meter, the unit of κ is
W=m2

K
:x If the earth were a blackbody without an atmosphere, we could calculate the

exact value of κ from laws of physics. In fact, at the earth’s current mean temperature
1

κ
would be approximately 0.3, ie, an increase in forcing by 1 W/m2 would lead to an

increase in the global temperature of 0.3 K (an equal amount in degrees Celsius).y In

reality, various feedback mechanisms make it difficult to assess the true value of κ.
One of the important feedbacks is that a higher temperature increases the concentration

of water vapor, which is also is a greenhouse gas; another is that the polar ice sheets melt,

which decreases direct reflection of sun light and changes the cloud formation. We will

return to this issue below but note that the value of κ is likely to be substantially smaller

than the blackbody value of 0.3�1, leading to a higher steady-state temperature for a

given forcing.

p0265 Now consider how a given concentration of CO2 determines F. This relationship can

be well approximated by a logarithmic function. Thus, F, the change in the energy bud-

get relative to preindustrial times, can be written as a logarithmic function of the increase

in CO2 concentration relative to the preindustrial level or, equivalently, as a logarithmic

function of the amount of carbon in the atmosphere relative to the amount in preindus-

trial times. Let St and �S, respectively, denote the current and preindustrial amounts of

carbon in the atmosphere. Then, forcing can be well approximated by the following

equation.z

Ft ¼ η

log2
log

St
�S

� �
: (5)

The parameter η has a straightforward interpretation: if the amount of carbon in the

atmosphere in period t has doubled relative to preindustrial times, forcing is η. If it qua-
druples, it is 2η, and so forth. An approximate value for η is 3.7, implying that a doubling

of the amount of carbon in the atmosphere leads to a forcing of 3.7 watts per square meter

on earth.aa
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x
np0125 Formally, a flow rate per area unit is denoted flux. However, since we deal with systems with constant

areas, flows and fluxes are proportional and the terms are used interchangeably.
y

np0130 See Schwartz et al. (2010) who report that if earth were a blackbody radiator with a temperature of 288K

� 15°C, an increase in the temperature of 1.1 K would increase the outflow by 3.7 W/m2, implying

κ�1¼1.1/3.7 � 0.3.
z

np0135 This relation was first demonstrated by the Swedish physicist and chemist and 1903 Nobel Prize winner in

Chemistry, Svante Arrhenius. Therefore, the relation is often referred to as theArrhenius’s Greenhouse Law.

See Arrhenius (1896).
aa

np0140 See Schwartz et al. (2014). The value 3.7 is, however, not undisputed. Otto et al. (2013) use a value of 3.44

in their calculations.
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p0270 We are now ready to present a relation between the long-run change in the earth’s

average temperature as a function of the carbon concentration in the atmosphere. Com-

bining Eqs. (4) and (5) we obtain

T Ftð Þ¼ η

κ

1

log2
log

St
�S

� �
: (6)

p0275 As we can see, a doubling of the carbon concentration in the atmosphere leads to an

increase in temperature given by
η

κ
. Using the Planck feedback, η/κ � 1.1°C. This is

a modest sensitivity, and as already noted very likely too low an estimate of the overall

sensitivity of the global climate due to the existence of positive feedbacks.

p0280 A straightforward way of including feedbacks in the energy budget is by adding a term

to the energy budget. Suppose initially that feedbacks can be approximated by a linear

term xTt, where x captures the marginal impact on the energy budget due to feedbacks.

The energy budget now becomes

dTt

dt
¼ σ F + xTt�κTtð Þ, (7)

where we think of κ as solely determined by the Planck feedback. The steady-state tem-

perature is now given by

TðFÞ¼ η

κ�x

1

ln2
ln

S

�S

� �
: (8)

p0285 Since the ratio η/(κ�x) has such an important interpretation, it is often labeled theEqui-

librium Climate Sensitivity (ECS) and we will use the notation λ for it.ab Some feedbacks

are positive but not necessarily all of them; theoretically, we cannot rule out either x<0

or x� κ. In the latter case, the dynamics would be explosive, which appears inconsistent

with historical reactions to natural variations in the energy budget. Also x<0 is difficult

to reconcile with the observation that relatively small changes in forcing in the earth’s

history have had substantial impact on the climate. However, within these bands a large

degree of uncertainty remains.

p0290 According to the IPCC, the ECS is “likely in the range 1.5–4.5°C,” “extremely

unlikely less than 1°C,” and “very unlikely greater than 6°C.”ac Another concept, taking
some account of the shorter run dynamics, is theTransient Climate Response (TCR). This is

the defined as the increase in global mean temperature at the time the CO2 concentration
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ab
np0145 Note that equilibrium here refers to the energy budget. For an economist, it might have beenmore natural

to call λ the steady-state climate sensitivity.
ac

np0150 See IPCC et al. (2013a, page 81) and IPCC et al. (2013b, box 12.1). The report states that “likely” should

be taken to mean a probability of 66–100%, “extremely unlikely” 0–5%, and “very unlikely” 0–10%.
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has doubled following a 70-year period of annual increases of 1%.ad IPCC et al. (2013b,

Box 12.1) states that the TCR is “likely in the range 1°C–2.5°C” and “extremely

unlikely greater than 3°C.”

s0085 3.1.2 Nonlinearities and Uncertainty
p0295 It is important to note that the fact that

1

κ�x
is a nonlinear transformation of x has impor-

tant consequences for how uncertainty about the strength of feedbacks translate into

uncertainty about the equilibrium climate sensitivity.ae Suppose, for example, that the

uncertainty about the strength in the feedback mechanism can be represented by a sym-

metric triangular density function with mode 2.1 and endpoints at 1.35 and 2.85. This is

represented by the upper panel of Fig. 4. The mean, and most likely, value of x translates

into a climate sensitivity of 3. However, the implied distribution of climate sensitivities is

severely skewed to the right.af This is illustrated in the lower panel, where
η

κ�x
is plotted

with η¼3.7 and κ¼0.3�1.

p0300 The models have so far assumed linearity. There are obvious arguments in favor of

relaxing this linearity. Changes in the albedo due to shrinking ice sheets and abrupt weak-

ing of the Gulf are possible examples.ag Such effects could simply be introduced by mak-

ing x in (7) depend on temperature. This could for example, introduce dynamics with

so-called tipping points. Suppose, for example, that

x¼ 2:1 if T < 3oC

2:72 else

�

Using the same parameters as earlier, this leads to a discontinuity in the climate sensitivity.

For CO2, concentrations below 2��S corresponding to a global mean temperature devi-

ation of 3 degrees, the climate sensitivity is 3. Above that tipping point, the climate sen-

sitivity is 6. The mapping between
St
�S
and the global mean temperature using Eq. (6) is

shown in Fig. 5.
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ad
np0155 This is about twice as fast as the current increases in the CO2 concentration. Over the 5, 10, and 20 year-

periods ending in 2014, the average increases in the CO2 concentration have been 0.54%, 0.54%, and

0.48% per year, respectively. However, note that also other greenhouse gases, in particular methane, affect

climate change. For data, see the Global Monitor Division of the Earth System Research Labroratory at

the US Department of Commerce.
ae

np0160 The presentation follows Roe and Baker (2007).
af

np0165 The policy implications of the possibility of a very large climate sensitivity is discussed in Weitzman

(2011).
ag

np0170 Many state-of-the-art climate models feature regional tipping points; see Drijfhouta et al. (2015) for a list.

Currently, there is, however, no consensus on the existence of specific global tipping points at particular

threshold levels; see Lenton et al. (2008), Levitan (2013), and IPCC et al. (2013b, section 12.5.5).
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p0305 It is also straightforward to introduce irreversibilities, for example by assuming that

feedbacks are stronger (higher x) if a state variable like temperature or CO2 concentration

has ever been above some threshold value.

s0090 3.1.3 Ocean Drag
p0310 We have presented the simplest possible model of how the CO2 concentration deter-

mines climate change. There are of course endless possibilities of extending this simplest

Fig. 4f0025 Example of symmetric uncertainty of feedbacks producing right-skewed climate sensitivity.

Fig. 5f0030 Tipping point at 3 K due to stronger feedback.
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framework. An example is to include another energy-budget equation. In Eqs. (3) and

(7), we described laws of motion for the atmospheric temperature, which heats much faster

than the oceans. During the adjustment to a steady state, there will be net energy flows

between the ocean and the atmosphere. Let Tt and TL
t , respectively, denote the atmo-

spheric and ocean temperatures in period t, both measured as deviations from the initial

(preindustrial) steady state. With two temperatures, we can define energy budgets sep-

arately for the atmosphere and for the oceans. Furthermore, allow for a variation in forc-

ing over time and let Ft denote the forcing at time t. We then arrive at an extended

version of Eq. (7) given by

dTt

dt
¼ σ1 Ft + xTt� κTt�σ2 Tt�TL

t

	 
	 

: (9)

p0315 Comparing (9) to (7), we see that the term σ2 Tt�TL
t

	 

is added. This term represents a

new flow in the energy budget (now defined specifically for the atmosphere), namely the

net energy flow from the atmosphere to the ocean. To understand this term, note that if

the ocean is cooler than the atmosphere, energy flows from the atmosphere to the ocean.

This flow is captured in the energy budget by the term �σ2 Tt�TL
t

	 

. If Tt >TL

t , this

flow has a negative impact on the atmosphere’s energy budget and likewise on the rate of

change in temperature in the atmosphere (the LHS). The cooler is the ocean relative to

the atmosphere, the larger is the negative impact on the energy budget.

p0320 To complete this dynamic model, we need to specify how the ocean temperature

evolves by using the energy budget of the ocean. If the temperature is higher in the atmo-

sphere than in the oceans, energy will flow to the oceans, thus causing an increase in the

ocean temperature. Expressing this as a linear equation delivers

dTL
t

dt
¼ σ3 Tt�TL

t

	 

: (10)

p0325 Eqs. (9) and (10) together complete the specification of how the temperatures of the

atmosphere and the oceans are affected by a change in forcing.

p0330 We can simulate the behavior of the system once we specify the parameters of the

system (σ1, σ2, σ3, and κ all positive) and feed in a sequence of forcing levels Ft.

Nordhaus and Boyer (2000) use σ1¼0.226, σ2¼0.44, and σ3¼0.02 for a discrete-time

version of (9) and (10) defined as the analogous difference equations with a 10-year step.

In (6) we show the dynamic response of this model to a constant forcing of 1W/m2 for

(κ�x)�1¼0.81. The lower curve represents the ocean temperature TL
t , which increases

quite slowly. The middle curve is the atmospheric temperature,Tt, which increases more

quickly (Fig. 6) Q5.

p0335 Clearly, the long-run increase in both temperatures is given by
1

κ
times the increase in

forcing, ie, by 0.81°C. Most of the adjustment to the long-run equilibrium is achieved

after a few decades for the atmosphere but takes several hundred years for the ocean tem-

perature. Without the dragging effect of the oceans, the temperature increases faster, as
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shown by the top curve where we have set σ2¼0, which shuts down the effect of the

slower warming of the ocean. However, we see that the time until half of the adjustment

is achieved is not very different in the two cases.

s0095 3.1.4 Global Circulation Models
p0340 The climate models discussed so far are extremely limited in scope from the perspective of

a climate scientist. In particular, they are based on the concept of an energy budget. Such

models are by construction incapable of predicting the large disparity in climates over the

world. For this, substantially more complex general circulation models (GCMs) need to

be used. Suchmodels are based on the fact that the energy flow to earth is unevenly spread

over the globe both over time and space. This leads to movements in air and water that

are the drivers of weather events and the climate. These models exist in various degrees of

complexity, often with an extremely large number of state variables.ah

p0345 The complexity of general circulation models make them difficult to use in economics.

In contrast to systems without human agents, such models do not contain any forward-

looking agents. Thus, causality runs in one time direction only and the evolution of the

system does not depend on expectations about the future. Therefore, solving such a com-

plex climate model with a very large set of state variables may pose difficulties—in practice,

because they are highly nonlinear and often feature chaotic behavior—but not the kind of

difficulties economists face when solving their dynamic models.
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Fig. 6f0035 Increase in atmospheric and ocean temperatures after a permanent forcing of 1W/m2.

ah
np0175 See IPCC et al. (2013b, chapter 9) for a list and discussion of GCMs.
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p0350 One way of modeling a heterogeneous world climate that does not require a com-

bination of a very large state space and forward-looking behavior builds on statistical down-

scaling.ai The output of large-scale dynamic circulation models or historical data is then

used to derive a statistical relation between aggregate and disaggregated variables. This is in

contrast to the actual nonlinear high-dimensional models because they do not feature

randomness; the model output only looks random due to the nonlinearities. The basic

idea in statistical downscaling is thus to treat a small number of state variables as sufficient

statistics for a more detailed description of the climate. This works well due in part to the

fact that climate change is ultimately driven by a global phenomenon: the disruption of

the energy balance due to the release of green house gases, where CO2 plays the most

prominent role.

p0355 LetTi, t denote a particular measure of the climate, eg, the yearly average temperature,

in region i in period t. We can then estimate a model like

Ti, t ¼ �T i + f li,ψ1ð ÞTt + zi, t

zi, t ¼ρzi, t�1 + νi, t

var νi, tð Þ¼g li,ψ2ð Þ
corr νi, t, νj, t

	 
¼h d li, lj
	 


,ψ3

	 

:

This very simple system, used for illustration mainly, explains downscaling conceptually.

Here, �T i is the baseline temperature in region i. f, g, and h are specified functions param-

eterized by ψ1, ψ2, and ψ3. zi,t is the prediction error and it is assumed to follow an AR(1)

process. li is some observed characteristic of the region, eg, latitude, and d li, lj
	 


is a dis-

tance measure. Krusell and Smith (2014) estimate such a model on historical data. The

upper panel in Fig. 7 shows the estimated function fwith li denoting latitude. We see that

an increase in the global mean temperature Tt has an effect on regional temperature levels

that depends strongly on the latitude. The effect of a 1°C increase in the global temper-

ature ranges from 0.25°C to 3.6°C. Q6The lower panel in the figure shows the correlation

pattern of prediction errors using d to measure Euclidian distance.

p0360 Now consider a dynamic economic model (where agents are forward-looking) with a

small enough number of state variables that themodel can be solved numerically.With one

of these state variables playing the role of global temperature in the above equation system,

one can imagine adding a large amount of heterogeneity without losing tractability, so long

as the heterogeneous climate outcomes (eg, the realization of the local temperature distri-

bution) do not feed back into global temperature. This is the approach featured in Krusell

and Smith (2015), whosemodel can be viewed as otherwise building directly on themodels

(static and dynamic) presented in the sections later in this chapter.aj

ai
np0180 See IPCC et al. (2013b, chapter 9) for a discussion of statistical downscaling.

aj
np0185 Krusell and Smith (2015) actually allow some feedback, through economic variables, from the temper-

ature distribution on global temperature but develop numerical methods that nevertheless allow the

model to be solved.
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Fig. 7f0040 Statistical downscaling: regional climate responses to global temperature.
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s0100 3.2 Carbon Circulation
p0365 We now turn to carbon circulation (also called the carbon cycle). The purpose of the

modeling here is to produce a mapping between emissions of CO2 and the path of

the CO2 concentration in the atmosphere. The focus on CO2 is due to the fact that while

other gases emitted by human activities, in particular methane, are also important con-

tributors to the greenhouse effect, CO2 leaves the atmosphere much more slowly. The

half-life of methane is on the order of 10 years, while as we will see, a sizeable share of

emitted CO2 remains in the atmosphere for thousands of years.ak

s0105 3.2.1 Carbon Sinks and Stores
p0370 The burning of fossil fuel leads to emissions of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere. The

carbon then enters into a circulation system between different global reservoirs of carbon

(carbon sinks) of which the atmosphere is one. In Fig. 8, the carbon reservoirs are repre-

sented by boxes. The number in black in each box indicates the size of the reservoir in

GtC, ie, billions of tons of carbon. As we can see, the biggest reservoir by far is the inter-

mediate/deep ocean, with more than 37,000 GtC. The vegetation and the atmosphere

are of about the same size, around 600 GtC, although the uncertainty about the former is

substantial. Soils represent a larger stock as does carbon embedded in the permafrost.

Black arrows in the figure indicate preindustrial flows between the stocks measured in

GtC per year. The flows between the atmosphere and the ocean were almost balanced,

implying a constant atmospheric CO2 concentration.

p0375 By transforming carbon dioxide into organic substances, vegetation in the earth’s

biosphere induces a flow of carbon from the atmosphere to the biosphere. This is the

photosynthesis. The reverse process, respiration, is also taking place in plants’ fungi, bac-

teria, and animals. This, together with oxidation, fires, and other physical processes in the

soil, leads to the release of carbon in the form of CO2 to the atmosphere. A similar process

is taking place in the sea, where carbon is taken up by phytoplankton through photosyn-

thesis and released back into the surface ocean. When phytoplankton sink into deeper

layers they take carbon with them. A small fraction of the carbon that is sinking into

the deep oceans is eventually buried in the sediments of the ocean floor, but most of

the carbon remains in the circulation system between lower and higher ocean water.

Between the atmosphere and the upper ocean, CO2 is exchanged directly. Carbon

dioxide reacts with water and forms dissolved inorganic carbon that is stored in the water.

When the CO2-rich surface water cools down in the winter, it falls to the deeper ocean

and a similar exchange occurs in the other direction. From the figure, we also note that

there are large flows of carbon between the upper layers of the ocean and the atmosphere

via gas exchange. These flows are smaller than, but of the same order of magnitude as, the

photosynthesis and respiration.
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ak
np0190 Prather et al. (2012) derive a half-life of methane of 9.1 years with a range of uncertainty of 0.9 years.
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s0110 3.2.2 Human Influence on Carbon Circulation
p0380 Before the industrial revolution, human influence on carbon circulation was small. How-

ever, atmospheric CO2 concentration started to rise from the mid-18th century and

onwards, mainly due to the burning of fossil fuels and deforestation but also as a result

of rising cement production.

p0385 In Fig. 8, the red figures denote changes in the reservoirs and flows over and above

preindustrial values. The figures for reservoirs refer to 2011 while flows are yearly aver-

ages during the period 2000–09. At the bottom of the picture, we see that the stock of

fossil fuel in the ground has been depleted by 365� 30 GtC since the beginning of indus-

trialization. The flow to the atmosphere due to fossil-fuel use and cement production is

reported to be 7.8� 0.6 GtC per year. In addition, changed land use adds 1.1� 0.8 GtC

per year to the flow of carbon to the atmosphere. In the other direction, the net flows

from the atmosphere to the terrestrial biosphere and to the oceans have increased.

All in all, we note that while the fossil reserves have shrunk, the amount of carbon in
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Fig. 8f0045 Global carbon cycle. Stocks in GtC and flows GtC/year. IPCC, Stocker, T.F., Qin, D., Plattner, G.K.,
Tignor, M., Allen, S.K., Boschung, J., Nauels, A., Xia, Y., Bex, V., Midgley, P.M., 2013. Climate Change 2013: the
Physical Science Basis. Cambridge University Press, Cam- Q16 bridge, UK, fig. 6.1).
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the atmosphere has gone from close to 600 to around 840 GtC and currently increases at a

rate of 4 GtC per year. A sizeable but somewhat smaller increase has taken place in the

oceans while the amount of carbon in the vegetation has remained largely constant.

p0390 We see that the gross flows of carbon are large relative to the additions due to fossil-

fuel burning. Furthermore, the flows may be indirectly affected by climate change,

creating feedback mechanism. For example, the ability of the biosphere to store carbon

is affected by temperature and precipitation. Similarly, the ability of the oceans to store

carbon is affected by the temperature. Deposits of carbon in the soil may also be affected

by climate change. We will return to these mechanisms below.

s0115 3.2.3 The Reserves of Fossil Fuel
p0395 The extent to which burning of fossil fuel is a problem from the perspective of climate

change obviously depends on howmuch fossil fuel remains to (potentially) be burnt. This

amount is not known and the available estimates depends on definitions. The amount of

fossil resources that eventually can be used depends on estimates of future findings as well

as on forecasts about technological developments and relative prices. Often, reserves are

defined in successively wider classes. For example, the US Energy Information Agency

defines four classes for oil and gas. The smallest is proved reserves, which are reserves that

geologic and engineering data demonstrate with reasonable certainty to be recoverable in

future years from known reservoirs under existing economic and operating conditions.

As technology and prices change, this stock normally increases over time. Successively

larger ones are economically recoverable resources, technically recoverable resources, and remaining

oil and natural gas in place.

p0400 Given different definitions and estimation procedures the estimated stocks differ and

will change over time. Therefore, the numbers in this section can only be taken as indi-

cations. Furthermore, reserves of different types of fossil fuels are measured in different

units, often barrels for oil, cubic meters or cubic feet for gas, and tons for coal. However,

for our purpose, it is convenient to express all stocks in terms of their carbon content.

Therefore nontrivial conversion must be undertaken. Given these caveats, we calculate

fromBP (2015) global proved reserves of oil and natural gas to be approximately 200 GtC

and 100 GtC, respectively.al At current extraction rates, both these stocks would last

approximately 50 years. Putting these numbers in perspective, we note that the
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al
np0195 BP (2015) reports proved oil reserves to 239,8 Gt. For conversion, we use IPCC (2006, table 1.2 and 1.3).

From these, we calculate a carbon content of 0.846 GtC per Gt of oil. BP (2015) reports proved natural gas

reserves to be 187.1 trillion m3. The same source states an energy content of 35.7 trillion BtU per trillion

m3 equal to 35.9 trillion kJ. IPCC (2006) reports 15.3 kgC/GJ for natural gas. This means that 1 trillion m3

natural gas contains 0.546 GtC. For coal, we use the IPCC (2006) numbers for antracite, giving

0.716 GtC per Gt of coal. For all these conversions, it should be noted that there is substantial variation

in carbon content depending on the quality of the fuel and the numbers used must therefore be used with

caution.
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atmosphere currently contains over 800 GtC. Given the results in the previous sections,

we note that burning all proved reserves of oil and natural gas would have fairly modest

effects on the climate.am Again using BP (2015), we calculate proved reserves of coal to

around 600 GtC, providing more potential dangers for the climate.

p0405 Using wider definitions of reserves, stocks are much larger. Specifically, using data

from McGlade and Ekins (2015) we calculate ultimately recoverable reserves of oil, nat-

ural gas and coal to close to 600 GtC, 400 GtC and 3000 GtC.an Rogner (1997) estimates

coal reserves to be 3500 GtC with a marginal extraction cost curve that is fairly flat.

Clearly, if all these reserves are used, climate change can hardly be called modest.

s0120 3.2.4 A Linear Carbon Circulation Model
p0410 A natural starting point is a linear carbon circulationmodel. Let us begin with a two-stock

model as in Nordhaus and Boyer (2000). We let the variables St and SLt denote the

amount of carbon in the two reservoirs, respectively: St for the atmosphere and SLt for

the ocean. Emissions, denoted Et, enter into the atmosphere. Under the linearity assump-

tion, we assume that a constant share ϕ1 of St flows to S
L
t per unit of time and, conversely,

a share ϕ2 of S
L
t flows in the other direction implying

dSt

dt
¼�ϕ1St +ϕ2S

L
t +Et,

dSLt
dt

¼ ϕ1St�ϕ2S
L
t :

(11)

p0415 Eq. (11) form a linear systemof differential equations, similar to Eqs. (9) and (10).However,

there is a key difference: additions of carbon to this system through emissions get “trapped”

in the sense that there is no outflow from the system as a whole, reflecting the fact that one

of the characteristic roots of the system in (11) is zero.ao This implies that ifE settles down to

a positive constant, the sizes of the reservoirs S and SL will not approach a steady state, but

will grow forever. If emissions eventually stop and remain zero, the sizes of the reservoirs

will settle down to some steady-state values, but these values will depend on the amount of

emissions accumulated before that. This steady state satisfies a zero net flow as per

0¼�ϕ1S+ϕ2S
L, (12)
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am
np0200 As we will soon see, a substantial share of burned fossil fuel quickly leaves the atmosphere.

an
np0205 See footnote al for conversions.

ao
np0210 If we were to also define a stock of fossil fuel in the ground from which emissions are taken, total net flows

would be zero. Since it is safe to assume that flows into the stock of fossil fuel are negligible, we could

simply add an equation
dRt

dt
¼�Et to the other equations, which would thus capture the depletion of fossil

reserves.
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implying that

S

SL
¼ϕ2

ϕ1

and that the rate of convergence is determined by the nonzero root � ϕ1 +ϕ2ð Þ.
p0420 As we have seen above, CO2 is mixed very quickly into the atmosphere. CO2 also

passes quickly through the ocean surface implying that a new balance between the

amount of carbon in the atmosphere and the shallow ocean water is reached quickly.ap

The further transport of carbon to the deep oceans is much slower, motivating a third

model reservoir: the deep oceans. This is the choice made in recent versions of the DICE

and RICE models (Nordhaus and Sztorc, 2013), which use a three-reservoir linear

system similar to (11).

s0125 3.2.5 Reduced-Form Depreciation Models
p0425 Although the stock-flow model has a great deal of theoretical and intuitive appeal, it runs

the risk of simplifying complicated processes too much. For example, the ability of the

terrestrial biosphere to store carbon depends on temperature and precipitation. There-

fore, changes in the climate may have an effect on the flows to and from the biosphere

not captured in the model described earlier. Similarly, the storage capacity of the oceans

depends (negatively) on the temperature. These shortcomings could possibly be

addressed by including temperature and precipitation as separate variables in the system.

Furthermore, also the processes involved in the deep oceans are substantially more com-

plicated than what is expressed in the linear model. In particular, the fact that carbon in

the oceans exists in different chemical forms and that the balance between these has an

important role for the dynamics of the carbon circulation is ignored but can potentially be

of importance.

p0430 An important problem with the linear specification (see, Archer, 2005 and Archer

et al., 2009) is due to the so-called Revelle buffer factor (Revelle and Suess, 1957).

As CO2 is accumulated in the oceans, the water is acidified. This dramatically limits

its capacity to absorb more CO2, making the effective “size” of the oceans as a carbon

reservoir decrease by approximately a factor of 15 (Archer, 2005). Very slowly, the acid-

ity decreases and the preindustrial equilibrium can be restored. This process is so slow,

however, that it can be ignored in economic models. IPCC (2007, p. 25, Technical

Summary), take account of the Revelle buffer factor and conclude that “About half of

a CO2 pulse to the atmosphere is removed over a time scale of 30 years; a further

30% is removed within a few centuries; and the remaining 20% will typically stay in

the atmosphere for many thousands of years.” The conclusion of Archer (2005) is that
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ap
np0215 This takes 1–2 years (IPCC et al., 2013b).
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a good approximation is that 75% of an excess atmospheric carbon concentration has a

mean lifetime of 300 years and the remaining 25% remain several thousands of years.aq

p0435 A way of representing this is to define a depreciation model. Golosov et al. (2014)

define a carbon depreciation function. Let 1� d sð Þ represent the amount of a marginal

unit of emitted carbon that remains in the atmosphere after s periods. Then postulate that

1�d sð Þ¼φL + 1�φLð Þφ0 1�φð Þs: (13)

p0440 The three parameters in (13) are easily calibrated to match the three facts in the earlier

IPCC quote; we do this in Section 5. A similar approach is described in IPCC (2007,

table 2.14). There,

1�d sð Þ¼ a0 +
X3
i¼1

aie
� s
τi

� �
, (14)

with a0¼0.217, a1¼0.259, a2¼0.338, a3¼0.186, τ1¼172.9, τ2¼18.51, and

τ3¼1.186, where s and the τis are measured in years. With this parametrization, 50%

of an emitted unit of carbon has left the atmosphere after 30 years, 75% after 356 years,

and 21.7% stays forever. It is important to note that this depreciation model is appropriate

for a marginal emission at an initial CO2 concentration equal to the current one (around

800 GtC). The parameters of the depreciation function should be allowed to depend on

initial conditions and inframarginal future emissions. If emissions are very large, a larger

share will remain in the atmosphere for a long time. To provide a measure for how sen-

sitive the parameters are, note that of an extremely large emission pulse of 5000 GtC,

which is more than 1� the current accumulated emissions, around 40% remains after

a thousand years, as opposed to half as much for a much smaller pulse.ar

s0130 3.2.6 A Linear Relation Between Emissions and Temperature
p0445 As discussed earlier, it may be too simplistic to analyze the carbon circulation in isolation.

The storage capacity of the various carbon sinks depends on how the climate develops.One

might think that including these interactions would make the model more complicated.

However, this does not have to be the case. In fact, there is evidence that various feedbacks

and nonlinearity in the climate and carbon-cycle systems tend to cancel each other out,

making the combined system behave in a much simpler and, in fact, linear way. as In order

to briefly discuss this, let us defined the variable CCRm (Carbon-Climate Response) as the

change in the global mean temperature over some specified time interval m per unit of

emissions of fossil carbon into the atmosphere over that same time interval
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aq
np0220 Similar findings are reported in IPCC et al. (2013b, box 6.1).

ar
np0225 See IPCC et al. (2013b, box 6.1).

as
np0230 This subsection is based on Matthews et al. (2009).
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CCRm �Tt+m�TtÐ m
t
Esds

:

Given our previous discussions in this and the previous sections, one would think that this

variable is far from a constant: the dynamic behavior of the climate and the carbon cycle

will in general make theCCRm depend on the length of the time interval considered. For

example, since it takes time to heat the oceans, the temperature response could depend on

whether the time interval is a decade or a century. Similarly, since also the carbon dynam-

ics are slow, the extra CO2 concentration induced by a unit of emission tends to be lower

the longer the time interval considered. Furthermore, the CCRm might depend on how

much emissions have already occurred; higher previous emissions can reduce the effec-

tiveness of carbon sinks and even turn them into net contributors. The marginal effect on

temperature from an increase in the CO2 concentration also depends on the level of CO2

concentration due to the logarithmic relation between CO2 concentration and the

greenhouse effect.

p0450 Quite surprisingly, Matthews et al. (2009) show that the dynamic and nonlinear

effects tend to cancel, making it a quite good approximation to consider the CCRm as

a constant, CCR, independent of both the time interval considered and the amount

of previous emissions. Of course, knowledge about the value of CCR is incomplete

but Matthews et al. (2012) quantify this knowledge gap and argue that a 90% confidence

interval is between 1 and 2.5°C per 1000 GtC.at This means that we can write the

(approximate) linear relationship

Tt+m ¼Tt +CCR

ðm
t

Esds:

p0455 To get some understanding for this surprising result, first consider the time indepen-

dence. We have shown in the previous chapter that when the ocean is included in

the analysis, there is a substantial delay in the temperature response of a given forcing.

Thus, if the CO2 concentration permanently jumps to a higher level, it takes many

decades before even half the final change in temperature has taken place. On the other

hand, if carbon is released into the atmosphere, a large share of it is removed quite slowly

from the atmosphere. It happens to be the case that these dynamics cancel each other, at

least if the time scale is from a decade up to a millennium. Thus, in the shorter run, the

CO2 concentration and thus forcing is higher but this is balanced by the cooling effect of

the oceans.

p0460 Second, for the independence of CCR with respect to previous emissions note

that the Arrhenius law discussed in the previous chapter implies a logarithmic relation
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at
np0235 IPCC et al. (2013a,b) defines the very similar concept, the Transient Climate Response to cumulative

carbon Emissions (TCRE), and states that it is likely between 0.8 and 2.5°C per 1000 GtC for cumulative

emissions below 2000 GtC.
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between CO2 concentration and the temperature. Thus, at higher CO2 concentrations,

an increase in the CO2 concentration has a smaller effect on the temperature. On the

other hand, existing carbon cycle models tend to have the property that the storage

capacity of the sinks diminishes as more CO2 is released into the atmosphere. These

effects also balance—at higher levels of CO2 concentration, an additional unit of emis-

sions increases the CO2 concentration more but the effect of CO2 concentration on tem-

perature is lower by roughly the same proportion.

p0465 Given a value of CCR, it is immediate to calculate how much more emissions can be

allowed in order to limit global warning to a particular value. Suppose, for example, we

use a value of CCR¼1.75. Then, to limit global warming to 2°C, we cannot emit more

than (2/1.75)�1000¼1140 GtC, implying that only around 600 GtC can be emitted in

the future. If, on the other hand, we use the upper limit of the 95% confidence interval

(CCR¼2.5) and aim to reduce global warming to 2°C, accumulated emissions cannot be

more than a total of 800 GtC of which most is already emitted.

s0135 3.3 Damages
p0470 In this section, we discuss how the economy is affected by climate change. Since eco-

nomic analysis of climate change tends to rely on cost-benefit calculation, it is not only

a necessary cornerstone of the analysis but arguably also a key challenge for climate eco-

nomics. For several reasons, this is a very complicated area, however. First, there is an

almost infinite number of ways in which climate change can affect the economy. Sec-

ond, carbon emissions are likely to affect the climate for a very long time: for thousands

of years. This implies that the quantitative issue of what weight to attach to the welfare

of future generations becomes of key importance for the valuation. Third, global

climate change can potentially be much larger than experienced during the modern

history of mankind. Historical relations between climate change and the economymust

therefore be extrapolated significantly if they are to be used to infer the consequences of

future climate change. Fourth, many potential costs are to goods and services without

market prices.

p0475 The idea that the climate affect the economy is probably as old as the economy itself,

or rather as old as mankind. That the distribution of weather outcomes—the climate—

affects agricultural output must have been obvious for humans since the Neolithic rev-

olution. The literature on how the climate affects agriculture is vast and not reviewed

here. It is also well known that in a cross-country setting, a hotter climate is strongly

associated with less income per capita. Also within countries, such a negative relation

between temperature and income per capita can be found (Nordhaus, 2006). However,

Nordhaus (2006) also finds a hump-shaped relation between output density, ie, output

per unit of land area, and average temperature. This suggests that a method of adaptation

is geographic mobility. An overview is provided in Tol (2009). A more recent economic
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literature using modern methods emphasizing identification is now rapidly expanding.

The focus is broad and climate change is allowed to have many different effects, including

a heterogeneous effect on the economic productivity of different production sectors,

effects on health, mortality, social unrest, conflicts, and much more. Dell et al. (2014)

provide an overview of this newer literature.

p0480 Climate change thus likely has extremely diverse effects, involving a large number of

different mechanisms affecting different activities differently. The effects are spatially het-

erogeneous and have different dynamics. Despite this, it appears important to aggregate

the effects to a level that can be handled by macroeconomic models.au

s0140 3.3.1 Nordhaus's Approach
p0485 Early attempts to aggregate the economic impacts of climate change were carried out in

Nordhaus (1991).av Nordhaus (1992, 1993) constructed the path-breaking integrated

assessment model named DICE, ie, a model with the three interlinked systems—the cli-

mate, the carbon cycle, and the economy.aw This is a global growth model with carbon

circulation, and climate module, and a damage function. This very early incarnation of

the damage function assumed that the economic losses from global warming were pro-

portional to GDP and a function of the global mean temperature, measured as a deviation

from the preindustrial average temperature. Nordhaus’s assumption in the first version of

DICE was that the fraction of output lost was

D Tð Þ¼ 0:0133
T

3

� �2

:

p0490 Nordhaus underlines the very limited knowledge that supported this specification. His

own study (Nordhaus, 1991) studies a number of activities in the United States and con-

cludes that these would contribute to a loss of output of 0.25% of US GDP for a tem-

perature deviation of 3°C. He argues that a reasonable guess is that the this estimate omits

important factors and that the United States losses rather are on the order of 1% of GDP

and that the global losses are somewhat larger. Nordhaus (1992) cites Cline (1992) for an

estimate of the power on temperature in the damage function but chooses 2 rather than

the cited 1.3.

p0495 Later work (Nordhaus and Boyer, 2000) provided more detailed sectorial estimates of

the damage function. Here, the aggregation includes both damages that accrue to market

activities and those that could affect goods, services, and other values that are not traded.
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np0240 Macroeconomic modeling with large degrees of heterogeneity is developing rapidly, however. In the

context of climate economy modeling, see eg, Krusell and Smith (2015) for a model with nearly

20,000 regions.
av

np0245 Other early examples are Cline (1992), Fankhauser (1994), and Titus (1992).
aw

np0250 DICE stands for Dynamic Integrated Climate-Economy model.
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An attempt to value the risk of catastrophic consequences of climate change is also

included. Obviously, this is an almost impossible task, given the little quantitative knowl-

edge about tail risks. Nordhaus and Boyer use a survey, where climate experts are asked to

assess the probability of permanent and dramatic losses of output at different increases in

the global mean temperature.

p0500 The latest version of DICE (Nordhaus and Sztorc, 2013) instead goes back to a more

ad-hoc calibration of the damage function. Based on results in a survey in Tol (2009) and

IPCC (2007) depicted in Fig. 9, they postulate a damage function given by

D Tð Þ¼ 1� 1

1+ 0:00267T2
: (15)

p0505 The functional form in (15) is chosen so that damages are necessarily smaller than 1 but for

the intended ranges of temperature, it may be noted that 1� 1

1+ 0:00267T2
� 0:023

T

3

� �2
.ax

Thus, the functional form remains similar to the first version of DICE but the estimated

damages at three degrees have increased from 1.3% to 2.3% of global GDP.
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Fig. 9f0050 Global damage estimates. Dots are from Tol (2009). The solid line is the estimate from the DICE-
2013R model. The arrow is from the IPCC (2007b, page 17)Q7 . Reprinted from Nordhaus, W.D., Sztorc, P.,
2013. DICE 2013R: introduction and users manual. Mimeo, Yale University.

ax
np0255 It is important to note that Nordhaus and Sztorc (2013) warn against using their damage function for

temperature deviations over 3°C.
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p0510 Nordhaus has also developed models with multiple regions, RICE (Regional Inte-

grated Climate-Economy model). The later versions of this model have different damage

functions defined for 12 regions. Here, the linear-quadratic function of the global mean

temperature is appended with a threshold effect at a four-degree temperature deviation:

at this level, the exponent on the temperature is increased to six. Separate account is also

taken for sea-level rise, whose damages are described using a linear-quadratic function.

p0515 Similar aggregate damage functions are used in other global integrated assessment

models; prominent examples are WITCH, FUND, and PAGE.ay. Specifically, WITCH

has quadratic, region-specific damage functions for eight global regions. FUND uses

eight different sectorial damage functions defined for each of 16 regions. PAGE, which

was used in the highly influential Stern report (Stern, 2007), uses four separate damage

functions for different types of damages in each of eight regions. A special feature of the

damage functions in FUND is that the exponent on the global mean temperature is

assumed to be a random variable in the interval [1.5–3].

s0145 3.3.2 Explicit Damage Aggregation
p0520 The damage functions described so far has only been derived to a limited degree from a

“bottom-up approach” where explicit damages to particular regions and economic sec-

tors are defined and aggregated. To the extent that such an approach has been used, the

final results have been adjusted in an ad-hoc manner, often in the direction of postulating

substantially larger damages than found in the explicit aggregation. Furthermore, the

work has abstracted from general-equilibrium effects and simply added estimated dam-

ages sector by sector and region by region. Obviously this is problematic as the welfare

consequences of productivity losses to a particular sector in a particular region depend

on the extent to which production can move to other regions or be substituted for by

other goods.

p0525 An example of a detailed high-resolution modeling of climate damages where

(regional) general equilibrium effects are taken into account is the PESETA project,

initiated by the European Commission.az Damages estimated are for coastal damages,

flooding, agriculture, tourism, and health in the European Union. A reference scenario

there is a 3.1°C increase in the temperature in the EU by the end of this century relative

to the average over 1961–90. The resulting damages imply an EU-wide loss of 1.8%

of GDP. The largest part of this loss is due to higher premature mortality in particular

in south-central EU.ba In the northern parts of the EU, welfare gains associated mainly

with lower energy expenditures are approximately balanced by negative impacts in
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np0260 See Bosetti et al. (2006), Tol (1995), and Chris et al. (1993) for descriptions of WITCH, FUND, and

PAGE, respectively.
az

np0265 See Ciscar et al. (2011) for a short description.
ba

np0270 France, Austria, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, Slovenia, and Romania.
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human health and coastal area damages.bb Clearly, these effects are small relative to the

expectations for economic growth over this period as well as compared to fears of

dramatic impacts often expressed in the policy debate about climate change.

s0150 3.3.3 Top-Down Approaches
p0530 An alternative approach to the bottom-up approach is to estimate a reduced-form rela-

tion between aggregate measures like GDP, consumption, and investments and climate.

The idea here is to associate natural historical variation in climate to changes in the aggre-

gate variables of interest. Most of this work thus focuses on short-run changes in

temperature as opposed to climate change. Examples of this approach are Dell et al.

(2012) who examine how natural year-to-year variation in a country’s temperature

affects its GDP. Using data from 1950–2003, they find strong and persistent effects of

a temporary deviation in temperature, with a point estimate of 1.4% of GDP per degrees

Celsius—but only in poor countries. A similar result, but using global variation in the tem-

perature, is reported by Bansal and Ochoa (2011). Krusell and Smith (2015), however,

find that positive temperature shocks affect the level of GDP but not its rate of growth,

and they do not find evidence of a difference between rich and poor countries.

p0535 Another approach is taken inMendelsohn et al. (1994). Instead of attempting to mea-

sure a direct relation between climate and output, ie, estimating a production function

with climate as an input, the focus is here on agricultural land prices. They label this a

Ricardian approach.The advantage of this is that adaptation, for example changed crops,

can be taken into account. The finding is that higher temperature, except in the fall,

is associated with lower land prices. However, the strength in this relation is lower than

what is suggested by estimates based on traditional production function analysis. This

indicates that the latter underestimates the potential for adaptation.

p0540 Burke et al. (2015) estimate empirical relations between economic activity and cli-

mate by assuming that local damages are a function not of global temperature but of local

temperature. That is, heterogeneity here is built in not in terms of differences in responses

to global temperature changes but simply through how local climates are very different to

start with. If a region is very cold, warming can be beneficial, and if a region is very warm,

further warming will likely be particularly detrimental. In line with Nordhaus (2006), a

hump-shaped relation between economic activity and average yearly temperature is then

estimated, with a maximum around 12–13°C. If this relation is taken as a causal relation

from climate to productivity, it can be used to measure the long-run consequences of

climate change. However, the use of the relation to evaluate long-run consequences

precludes a study of short- and medium-run costs. This holds in particular for the costs

of geographic reallocation of people, an area where little is known. In line with Burke

et al. (2015) and Krusell and Smith (2015) postulate a unique damage function of local
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temperature for a large number of regions and impose the condition that this function

generate Nordhaus’s estimated aggregate damages for warming of 1°C, 2.5°C, and
5°C. They find a somewhat lower ideal temperature than do Burke et al. but that the

losses from having local temperatures far from the ideal value can be very large.

s0155 3.3.4 Remarks
p0545 The section on damage measurements in this chapter is short and does not do full justice

to the literature. However, even a very ambitious survey would make clear that the

research area of damage measurement is at a very early stage and provides frustratingly

little guidance for cost-benefit analysis. On the one hand, most of the evidence points

to rather limited aggregate global damages, at last for moderate degrees of climate change.

On the other hand, it is not possible to rule out large damages, at least if climate change is

more than moderate. After all, if the damages from climate change cannot be measured

and quantified, how can we arrive at policy recommendations? There is no quick answer;

much more research on this is clearly needed. In the absence of more solid evidence there

is unfortunately ample room for extreme views—on both sides of the climate debate—to

make claims about damage functions that support any desired action.We therefore prefer

to proceed cautiously and to base our calibrations of damage functions on the evidence

that, after all, has been gathered and put together. But before moving on to a description

of the approach we take here, let us make some remarks about some mechanisms we will

be abstracting from and that could nevertheless prove to be important.

p0550 One aspect of damages concerns the long run: is it possible that a warmer climate hurts

(or helps?) long-run economic development, and might it even affect the growth rate of

output? The work by Dell et al. (2012) as well as Burke et al. (2015) suggest such effects

might be present on the local level, though without providing evidence on mechanisms.

For an overall growth-rate effect on world GDP, there is as far as we know no evidence.

Clearly, any growth effects—by naturally adding effects over time—will lead to large

total effects, and that regions at different ends of the distribution would diverge in their

levels of production and welfare, and it is not clear that our growth data support this con-

clusion. At the same time, the large implied effects make it all the more important to dig

deeper and understand whether growth effects could actually be present. To be clear, our

null hypothesis is that there are no effects on long-run growth rates of climate change.

p0555 Relatedly, it is common—following Nordhaus’s lead—to describe damages as essen-

tially proportional to GDP. This formulation, which to an important extent appears to be

untested, has some important implications. One is that higher GDP ceteris paribus leads

to higher damages. Another is that, since lower GDP means less to consume and con-

sumption (typically, in macroeconomic models) is assumed to be associated with dimin-

ishing marginal utility, the welfare losses from a unit of damage measured in consumption

units are lower the higher is GDP. Thus, if future generations will have higher GDP than

we have today, there are two opposing forces: the total damages in consumption units
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will be higher but each of those units will hurt future generations less. As we shall see,

under reasonable assumptions on utility, those two forces cancel, or roughly cancel.

However, there are various ways to depart from Nordhaus approach. One is to assume

that damages occur in consumption units but are not (linearly) proportional to GDP

(eg, our capital stock could be damaged). Another is to think of damages as occurring

to specific consumption bundles that may not display the same degree of diminishing

returns as consumption as a whole (examples include effects on leisure, health, or lon-

gevity). Damages can also occur in the form of changes in the distribution of resources

and in other ways that are not easily thought of in terms of an aggregate damage function

proportional to GDP.

p0560 Climate change can also lead to social conflict, as it changes the values of different

activities and, more generally, “endowments.” One channel occurs via migration: if a

region is hit hard by a changed climate and people migrate out, history tells us that

the probability of conflict in the transition/destination areas will rise (see eg, Miguel

et al., 2004, Burke et al., 2009, Jia, 2014, La Ferrara and Harari, 2014, and Burke

et al., 2015, for an overview). At the same time, migration is also one of the main ways

humans have to adapt to a changing climate. In fact, one view is that “populations can

simplymove toward the poles a bit” and hence drastically limit any damages fromwarmer

weather; see Desmet and Rossi-Hansberg (2015) for an analysis that takes the migration

mechanism seriously (see also Brock et al., 2014). A related aspect is that climate change

will have very diverse effects. It may be true that aggregated damages are small as a share of

GDP and that those who lose a lot could be compensated by other, losing less or nothing

at all. However, such global insurance schemes do not exist, at least not presently. The

extent to which there are compensating transfers will likely to greatly impact any reason-

able cost-benefit analysis of climate change and policies against it.

p0565 Tipping points are often mentioned in the climate-economy area and earlier we dis-

cussed some possible tipping points in the natural-science sections. Damages can also

have tipping points in various ways and on some level a tipping point is simply a highly

nonlinear damage function. One example leading to tipping points is the case of rising sea

levels due to the melting of the ice caps. Clearly, some areas may become flooded and

uninhabitable if the sea level rises enough, and the outcome is thus highly nonlinear. This

argument speaks clearly in favor of using highly nonlinear damage functions on the local

level, at least when it comes to some aspects of higher global temperatures. However, the

sea-level rise equally clearly does not necessarily amount to a global nonlinearity in dam-

ages. Suffice it to say here that very little is known on the topic of global tipping points in

damages.Wewill proceed with the null that a smooth convex aggregate damage function

is a good starting point: we follow Nordhaus in this respect as well.

p0570 On an even broader level, let us be clear that different approaches are needed in this

area. Bottom-up structural approaches like the PESETA project are very explicit and

allow extrapolation, but they are limited to a certain number of factors and may miss
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important other mechanisms. Reduced-form micro-based approaches allow credible

identification but may also miss important factors and general-equilibrium effects.

Reduced-form aggregate approaches are less likely to miss mechanisms or general-

equilibrium effects but necessarily involve a small number of observables and are much

harder to interpret and extrapolate from. There is, we believe, no alternative at this point

other than proceeding forward on all fronts in this important part of the climate-economy

research area.

s0160 3.3.5 The Operational Approach: A Direct Relation
p0575 We now discuss a very convenient tool for the rest of the analysis in this chapter: a way of

incorporating the existing damage estimates into our structural integrated-assessment

models. In Section 3.1.1, we have noted that the relation between the CO2 concentration

and the greenhouse effect is concave (it is approximately logarithmic). The existence of

feedbacks is likely to imply an amplification of the direct effect, but in the absence of known

global threshold effects, the logarithmic relation is likely to survive. Above we have also

noted that that modelers so far typically have chosen a convex relation between temper-

ature and damages: at least formoderate degrees of heating, a linear-quadratic formulation is

often chosen. Golosov et al. (2014) show that the combination of a concave mapping from

CO2 concentrations to temperature and a convex mapping from temperature to damages

for standard parameterizations imply an approximately constant marginal effect of higher

CO2 concentration on damages as a share of GDP. Therefore, they postulate

DðTðSÞÞ¼ 1� e�γ S��Sð Þ, (16)

where S is the amount of carbon in the atmosphere at a point in time and �S is its prein-

dustrial level. This formulation disregards the dynamic relation between CO2 concentra-

tion and temperature. It also disregards the possibility of abrupt increases in the convexity of

the damage mapping and threshold effects in the climate system. These are important con-

siderations, in particular when large increases in temperature are considered. However, the

approximation provides a very convenient benchmark by implying that the marginal dam-

age measured as a share of GDP per marginal unit of carbon in the atmosphere is constant

and given by γ.bc Measuring S in billions of tons of carbon (GtC), Golosov et al. (2014)

show that a good approximation to the damages used to derive the damage function in

DICE (Nordhaus, 2007) is given by (16) with γ¼5.3 	 10�5.

p0580 In Fig. 10, we show an exponential damage function with this parameter. Specifically,

the figure shows the implied damage function plotted against temperature using the rela-

tionship TðSÞ¼ 3
lnS� lnS0

ln2
, ie, using a climate sensitivity of 3 degrees. Comparing this

damage function to the Nordhaus function as depicted in Fig. 9, we see that the former is
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slightly less convex.bd While the exponential damage function implies a constant mar-

ginal loss of 0.0053% per GtC, the quadratic formulation implies increasing marginal loss

up to approximately 4°C. However, in the important range 2.5–5.0°C, the marginal loss

is fairly constant within the range 0.0053% and 0.0059% per GtC.

s0165 4. A STATIC GLOBAL ECONOMY-CLIMATE MODEL

p0585 Our discussion of integrated assessment models comes in two parts. The first part—in the

present section—introduces an essentially static and highly stylized model, whereas the

second part presents a fully dynamic and quantitatively oriented setup. The simple model

in the present section can be viewed as a first step and an organizational tool: we can use it

to formally discuss a large number of topics that have been studied in the literature.More-

over, for some of these topics we can actually use the model for a quantitative assessment,

since it has most of the features of the macroeconomic structure in the later section.

The model is thus a static version of Golosov et al. (2014) and it is also very similar to

Nordhaus’s DICE model.

p0590 We consider a world economy where the production of output—a consumption

good—is given by

c¼AðSÞkαn1�α�νEν� ζE:

Here, A(S) denotes global TFP, which we take to be a function of the amount of carbon

in the atmosphere, S. Moreover, we normalize so that Smeasures the excess carbon con-

centration, relative to a preindustrial average, �S. That is, the actual concentration is S+ �S,
whereas we will only need to use S in our modeling. The discussion in Section 3.3 allows

us to use this notation and, moreover, to use a simple functional form that we argue is a
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bd
np0285 Reducing the exponent on temperature to 1.5 and increasing the constant in front of temperature to

0.0061 in (15) produces a damage function very close to the exponential one.
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decent approximation to the complex system mapping the amount of carbon in the

atmosphere to temperature and then mapping temperature, with its negative impacts

on the economy, to TFP. We will thus use

AðSÞ¼ e�γS,

with γ>0. Recall from the previous discussions that the map from S to T is logarithmic,

so it features decreasing marginal impacts of increased atmospheric carbon concentration

on temperature. The estimated mapping from T to TFP, on the other hand, is usually

convex, so that the combined mapping actually can be described with the negative expo-

nential function. Thus, damages are (1� e�γS)kαn1�α�νEν, which is increasing and con-

cave in S. (Note that we let energy, E, be capitalized henceforth, to distinguish it from

Euler’s number, e, used in the exponential damage function.) Though we argue above

that this form for the damage function is a good one, it is straightforward to change it in

this simple model, as we will below in one of our model applications. The exponential

function is also useful because it simplifies the algebra and thus helps us in our illustrations.

We will occasionally refer to γ as the damage elasticity of output.

p0595 The inputs in production include capital and labor, which we take to be exogenously

supplied in the static model. The production function is Cobb–Douglas in the three

inputs. As for capital and labor entering this way, we just use the standardmacroeconomic

formulation. The substitution elasticity between the capital-labor composite and energy

is also unitary here, which is not far from available estimates of long-run elasticities, and

we think of the static model as a short-cut representation of a long-run model. The short-

run elasticity is estimated to be far lower, as discussed in Section 2.3.

p0600 We also see that the generation of output involves a cost ζE of producing energy. We

will discuss in detail below how energy is generated but the simple linear form here is

useful because it allows us to illustrate with some main cases. One of these cases is that

when energy is only produced from oil. Much of the oil (say, the Saudi oil) is very cheap

to produce relative to its market price, so in fact we can think of this case as characterized

by ζ¼0. Oil exists in finite supply, so this case comes along with an upper bound on

energy: E
 �E.
p0605 A second case is that when energy comes from coal. Coal is very different because its

market price is close to its marginal cost, so here we can think of ζ as a positive deep

parameter representing a constant marginal cost in terms of output units (and hence

the cost of producing energy in terms of capital and labor, and energy itself, has the same

characteristics as does the final-output good). Coal is also only available in a finite amount

but the available amount here is so large that we can think of it as infinite; in fact, if we

were to use up all the coal within, say, the next 500 years, the implied global warming will

be so high that most analysts would regard the outcome as disastrous, and hence the pre-

sumption in this case is that not all of the amount will be used up (and hence considering

the available amount to be infinite is not restrictive). In reality, the supply of fossil fuel is
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of course not dichotomous: a range of fuels with intermediate extraction costs exists

(see the discussion earlier in Section 3.2.3).

p0610 A third case is that with “green energy,” where a constant marginal cost in terms of

output is also a reasonable assumption. Finally, we can imagine a combination of these

three assumptions and we will indeed discuss such possibilities below, but it is useful to

consider coal and oil first separately first.

p0615 Turning to the mapping between energy use and atmospheric carbon concentration,

the different energy sources correspond to different cases. In the case of oil and coal, we

will simply assume that S¼ϕE+ �S, where �S is the part of carbon concentration that is

not of anthropogenic origin. As constants in TFP do not influence any outcomes here,

we normalize �S to equal zero. The equation thus states that carbon concentration

is increased by the amount of emissions times ϕ. The constant ϕ represents the role of

the carbon cycle over the course of a model period—which we will later calibrate

to 100 years—and captures the fraction of the emissions during a period that end up

in the atmosphere. A explained in Section 3.2, the depreciation structure of carbon in

the atmosphere, though nontrivial in nature, can be rather well approximated linearly.

Emissions, in turn, are proportional to the amount of fossil fuel used.be

p0620 We consider a consumer’s utility function that, for now, only has consumption as

an argument. Hence, so long as it is strictly increasing in consumption the model is

complete.

p0625 Wewill discuss outcomes in a market economy of this sort where the consumer owns

the capital and supplies labor under price taking, just like in standard macroeconomic

models. Firms buy inputs, including energy, in competitive markets and energy is pro-

duced competitively. Formally, we can think of there being two sectors where isoquants

have the same shape but where in the consumption-goods sector firms solve

max
k, l,E

e�γSkαn1�α�νEν�wn� rk�pE,

where we denote wages and rental rates by w and r, respectively, and where p is the

price of energy; the consumption good is the num�eraire. In the energy sector the firms

thus solve

max
k, l,E

p
e�γS

ζ
kαn1�α�νEν�wn� rk� pE:

It is straightforward to show, because the Cobb–Douglas share parameters are the same in

the two sectors and inputs can be moved across sectors without cost, that this delivers
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issues below when we consider coal and oil jointly.
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p¼ζ (whenever energy is nontrivially produced, so in the coal and green-energy cases,

1/ζ becomes the TFP in the energy sector relative to that in the final-goods sector). Note

also that GDP, y, equals the production of the consumption good, since energy here is an

intermediate input.bf

p0630 Note that in both of the above profit maximization problems firms do not choose S,

ie, they do not perceive an effect on TFP in their choice, even though S¼ϕE in equi-

librium. This is as it should be: the climate damage from emissions are a pure, and global,

externality. Markets fail to take this effect into account and optimal policy should be

designed to steer markets in the right direction.

p0635 The associated planning problem thus reads

max
E

e�γϕEkαn1�α�νEν�ζE;

here, clearly, the externality is taken into account. In the case of oil, for which ζ¼0 is

assumed, there is an additional constraint for the planner, namely that E
 �E.
p0640 We will now discuss the solution to this problem for the different cases, starting with

the case of oil.

s0170 4.1 The Case of Oil
p0645 Here, ζ¼0 and the energy-producing sector is trivial. Under laissez-faire, all of the oil is

supplied to the market and its price will be given by its marginal product: p� �p¼
νe�γϕ �Ekαn1�α�ν �Eν�1

. To the extent �E and γϕ are large, this will involve an allocation

with large damages to welfare.

p0650 The planner, on the other hand, may not use up all the oil. It is straightforward to see

that the solution to the planner’s problem is a corner solution whenever �E< ν=ðγϕÞ: the
planner would then, like the markets, use up all the available oil. Thus, there is a negative

by-product of emissions but it is not, at its maximal use, so bad as to suggest that its use

should be limited. (In fact, as we shall argue below, this is not an unreasonable conclusion

for oil given a more general, calibrated structure.) If, on the other hand, �E� ν=ðγϕÞ, the
solution is interior at an E that solves E¼ν/(γϕ).

s0175 4.1.1 Optimal Taxes
p0655 What are the policy implications of this model? For a range of parameter values—for

�E< ν=ðγϕÞ—no policy is needed. At the same time, taxes are not necessarily harmful:

if we think of a unit tax on the use of oil (the firms, whose maximization problems

are displayed earlier), so that users of oil pay p+τ per unit instead of p, all tax rates on
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np0295 We do not explicitly have a home sector demanding energy. We take GDP to include housing

services and to the extent they can be thought of as produced according to the market production

function, these energy needs are included, but other home energy needs (such as gasoline for cars)

are simply abstracted from.
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oil less than �p will deliver the optimal outcome (recall that the price of oil is a pure rent

and the tax will therefore not affect the allocation). If the unit tax is exactly equal to �p, the
market price of oil will be zero and oil producers are indifferent between producing or

not. At this level there is still an equilibrium which delivers the optimal amount of oil,

namely, when all producers choose to produce; otherwise, not enough oil is used.

p0660 So suppose instead that �E> ν=ðγϕÞ. Now a tax is needed, and the tax should be set so

that p¼0; the price is zero at the socially optimal use of oil. Otherwise, no oil producer

would restrict its production and the outcomewould be �E.With a tax that is high enough

that the price oil producers receive is zero, ie,

τ¼ νe�νkαn1�α�ν ν

γϕ

� �ν�1

,

there exists an equilibrium where precisely oil output is equal to ν=ðγϕÞ< �E.

s0180 4.1.2 Pigou and the Social Cost of Carbon: A Simple Formula
p0665 A different way of getting at optimal policy here is to directly compute the optimal tax of

carbon to be that direct damage cost of a unit of emission that is not taken into account by

markets. This “marginal externality damage” is referred to in the literature as the social cost

of carbon.bg Moreover, the concept needs to be sharpened as the marginal externality dam-

age can be computed at different allocations.We thus refer to the optimal social cost of carbon

(OSCC) as the marginal externality damage of a unit of carbon emission evaluated at the

optimal allocation. Let the optimal carbon amount be denoted E*. Given Pigou’s prin-

ciple (Pigou, 1920), the OSCC is the way to think about optimal tax policy, so the tax to

be applied is

τ� ¼ γϕe�γϕE�kαn1�α�νðE�Þν,
since this is the derivative of the production function with respect to Ewhere it appears

as an externality, evaluated at E*. The idea here is that this tax always allows the gov-

ernment to achieve the optimal outcome as a competitive equilibrium with taxes.

To check that this is consistent with the brute-force analysis earlier, note first that

for the case where E� ¼ �E, τ� ¼ γϕy�< νy�= �E, where y* is the optimal level of output.

Thus, in equilibrium p¼ νy�= �E� γϕy�> 0, which is consistent with all oil being

sold. For the case where �E> ν=ðγϕÞ, the optimal tax formula τ*¼γϕy* implies, at

the interior solution E*¼ν/(γϕ), that p+ τ*¼νy*/E*¼γϕy* so that p¼0. In other

words, oil producers are indifferent between producing or not and E* is therefore

an optimal choice.
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p0670 More generally, it is important to understand that Pigou pricing proceeds in two steps:

(i) work out the optimal allocation, by solving the planning problem; and (ii) find the

OSCC at this allocation and impose that tax. The first step is straightforward in principle

but can be challenging if the planning problem is not convex, eg, because the damage

function is highly nonlinear; in such a case, there may in particular be multiple solutions

to the planner’s first-order conditions. The second step has a potential difficulty if for a

given tax there are multiple market equilibria. The simple baseline model here does

not admit multiple equilibria for a given tax rate but such models are not inconceivable.

One important case may be where there are coordination problems in which technology

a society chooses—perhaps between a fossil and a green technology. We discuss such

cases later.

p0675 The OSCC formula that we derived says that the optimal unit tax on carbon is pro-

portional to the value of GDP at the optimal allocation, with a constant of proportionality

given by γϕ. This result is an adaptation of the finding in Golosov et al. (2014) who derive
theOSCC to be proportional to GDP in a muchmore general setting—a dynamic model

that is calibrated to long-run data. The constant of proportionality in that model is also a

function of other parameters relating to intertemporal preferences and the carbon cycle,

both elements of which are dynamic modeling aspects. They also find this result to be

very robust to a number of modeling changes. We shall review these results later but

it is important to note already at this point that the core of the proportionality of the

OSCC to output can be explained within the structure of the simple static model here.

s0185 4.1.3 Costs of Carbon When Taxes are not Optimally Set
p0680 Let us emphasize what the OSCC formula says and does not say. It tells us what the mar-

ginal externality cost of carbon is, provided we are in an optimal allocation. However, as

there appear to be damages from global warming on net and very few countries have

carbon taxes, the real world is not at an optimal allocation with respect to carbon use,

and this fact suggests that there is another measure that might be relevant: what the mar-

ginal externality cost of carbon is today, in the suboptimal allocation. So let SCC, the

social cost of carbon, be a concept that can be evaluated at any allocation, and suppose

we look at the laissez-faire allocation.

p0685 One can, conceptually, define a SCC in more than one way. We will define it here as

the marginal externality damage of carbon emissions keeping constant behavior in the given

allocation. This is an important qualification, because if an additional unit of carbon is

emitted into the atmosphere, equilibrium decisions will change—whether we are in

an optimal allocation or not—and if the given allocation is not optimal, the induced

changes in behavior will, in general, have a first-order effect on utility. Hence, an alter-

native definition would, somehow, take the induced changes in decisions into account.

(If the allocation is optimal, these effects can be ignored based on an envelope-theorem

argument.)
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p0690 Let us thus compute the SCC for the case of our static model. Let us assume
�E> ν=ðγϕÞ, so that there is excessive carbon use. Then the SCC, γϕy, is lower than
the OSCC, γϕy*. This is of course true since y*>y by definition: the planner’s aim

is precisely to maximize GDP in this simple model and laissez-faire markets fail to. Note

also that the percentage difference between the two measures here is only a function of
�E and E* and not of other indicators of the “size” of the economy, such as the amount

of capital or labor.

p0695 Depending on the allocation we are looking at, the SCC may in general be higher or

lower than the OSCC. There is also no presumption that the laissez-faire SCC have to be

higher than the OSCC, which one might imagine if the marginal damages of emissions

rise with the level of emissions. In the simple static model we just looked at here, how-

ever, the SCC is always be below the OSCC, because damages appear in TFP and are of a

form that implies proportionality to output; the OSCC is chosen to maximize output in

this setting, so the OSCCmust then be higher than the SCC. In contrast, in our dynamic

model in Section 5, although the SCC will be proportional to current output there too,

the SCCwill typically be above the OSCC. The reason there is that current output tends

to be rising with higher current fossil use—it is primarily future output that will fall with

current emissions, due to the incurred damages—implying that the SCC will be higher

for higher levels of current emissions, and in particular the SCC will be higher than the

OSCC since the latter dictates lower emissions. The comparison between the SCC and

the OSCC is of practical importance: suppose we are in a laissez-faire allocation today,

and that econometricians have measured SCC, ie, damages from emissions based on our

current allocation. Then this SCC measure is not of direct relevance for taxation; in fact,

for the calibrated dynamic model, we would conclude that the optimal tax is below the

econometricians’ laissez-faire SCC estimates.

p0700 Most of the integrated-assessment literature on the social cost of carbon computes the

cost as is indicated above, ie, as a marginal cost at an optimal allocation and, more gen-

erally, comparisons between suboptimal and optimal allocations are rather unusual. The

simple model here does allow such comparisons (as does the dynamic benchmark model

described later). Thus define the percentage consumption equivalent as the value λ such that

u(c*(1�λ))¼u(c), where c* is the optimal consumption level and c any suboptimal level.

Thus we can compute the laissez-faire value for λ in the simple model (i) to be 0, in the

case where there is little enough carbon that all of it should be used ( �E> ν=ðγϕÞ); and (ii),
in the case where too much carbon is available, to satisfy

1� λ¼ e�γϕ �Ekαn1�α�ν �Eν

e�γϕE�kαn1�α�νðE�Þν

¼ e
�γϕð �E� ν

γϕÞ γϕ �E

ν

� �ν

:
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It is straightforward to verify that λ is increasing in �E here. Note, however, that variables

such as capital or labor do not enter, nor would the size of the population if it were intro-

duced as a separate variable. So the “size” of the economy is not important for this

measure.

s0190 4.2 The Case of Coal
p0705 Here, ζ>0 and we interpret E as coal. Laissez faire now always involves an interior

solution for E and it is such that its (private) benefit equals its (private) cost p¼ζ
¼νe�γϕEkαn1�α�νEν�1. The planner chooses a lower amount of E: E* is chosen so that

the private benefit of coal minus its social cost equals its private cost:

�γϕe�γϕE�kαn1�α�νðE�Þν + νe�γϕE�kαn1�α�νðE�Þν�1¼ ζ:

Notice here that when coal production becomes more productive (ζ falls), markets use

more coal. The same is true for the planner, since the left-hand side of the above equation

must be decreasing at an optimum level E* (so that the second-order condition is satis-

fied): if ζ falls, the left-hand side must fall, requiring E* to rise. Thus, technical improve-

ments in coal production imply higher emissions.

s0195 4.2.1 Optimal Taxes and the Optimal Social Cost of Carbon
p0710 Recall that, in the benchmark model, we think of coal as produced at a constant

marginal cost in terms of output goods. Given that GDP, y, equals consumption or

e�γϕEkαn1�α�ν(E)ν�ζE, we can write the equation determining the optimal coal use as

�γϕðy� + ζE�Þ+ νðy� + ζE�Þ=E� ¼ ζ:

Hence, the optimal social cost of carbon, OSCC, is now γϕy�ð1+ ζE�=Y�Þ¼
γϕy�ð1+ pE�

y� Þ. So it is not quite proportional to GDP (as it was in the case of oil)

but rather to GDP plus firms’ energy costs as a share of GDP. In practice, energy costs

are less than 10% of GDP so a rule of thumb that sets the unit tax on coal equal to γϕ times

GDP is still approximately correct.

s0200 4.2.2 Costs of Carbon When Taxes are not Optimally Set
p0715 What is the social cost of carbon at the laissez-faire allocation? It is γϕ(y+ζE), where y is

laissez-faire GDP and E is laissez-faire carbon use, where we know that y<y* and

E>E*. Unlike in the case of oil, it is not clear whether this amount is smaller than

the OSCC. The subtlety here is that the production of coal itself—an intermediate

input—is hampered by a damage from climate change and thus the total externality from

coal production is not just γϕy.
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p0720 Consumption in the laissez-faire allocation is lower by a fraction λ that satisfies

1�λ¼ e�γϕEkαn1�α�νEν� ζE

e�γϕE�kαn1�α�νð �E�Þν�ζE� ¼
e�γϕEkαn1�α�νEν

e�γϕE�kαn1�α�νð �E�Þν
1�ν

1�ν+ γϕE� ,

where for the second equality we have used the equilibrium and planner’s conditions,

respectively. This expression is, unlike in the oil example, not explicit in terms of prim-

itives. In general, it depends nontrivially on the size of the economy (of course, one can

derive first-order conditions determining both E and E* as a function of primitives but,

for the latter, not in closed form).

s0205 4.2.3 Coal Production Only Requires Labor: Our Benchmark Model
p0725 The case where coal is produced at a constant marginal cost in terms of output units is

somewhat less tractable than the following alternative: coal production does not require

capital and does not experience TFP losses from climate change. Ie, E¼χnE, where nE is
labor used in coal production and χ is a productivity parameter. This case is less realistic

but given that energy production is a rather small part of firms’ costs, it is convenient to

use this specification for some purposes. In this case, we have output given as

y¼ e�γϕχnEkαð1�nEÞ1�α�νðχnEÞν,
where total labor is now normalized: n¼1. In a laissez-faire allocation, we obtain that

nE ¼ ν

1�α
. The planner’s allocation delivers optimal n�E from

�γϕχ +
ν

n�E
¼ 1�α�ν

1�n�E
:

It is straightforward to check that higher productivity in producing coal will increase

emissions both in the laissez-faire allocation and in the optimal one.

p0730 Here, moreover, the social cost of carbon will be exactly proportional to GDP, as in

the oil case: γϕy*. The reason is that no indirect externality (through the production of

fossil fuel) is involved in this case. Similarly, we can solve for laissez-faire measures of the

cost of carbon and the welfare gap relative to the full optimum.

p0735 In what follows, when we focus on coal production or oil production that occurs at

positive marginal cost, we will use this formulation since it allows for simpler algebra

without forsaking quantitatively important realism.

s0210 4.3 Calibration
p0740 We will now calibrate the static model. This is of course heroic, given that so many

aspects of the climate-economy nexus feature dynamics, but the point here is merely

to show that the static model can be thought of in quantitative terms. It is also possible

to compare the results here to those in the calibration of the fully dynamic model in

Section 5.2.
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p0745 So let the heroics begin by calling our model period 100 years. The benchmark model

will have coal as the only source energy; as we will argue later, the stock of oil is rather

small relative to the stock of coal, and we leave out renewables for now (in the dynamic

model in the later section, we calibrate the production of energy services as using three

sources: oil, coal, and green). We assume that coal is produced from labor alone as in the

previous section, and the model thus has five parameters: γ, ϕ, α, ν, and χ. We thus need

five observations to pin these down.

p0750 Output being a flow, we can straightforwardly set α and ν based on average historic

data; we select 0.3 and 0.04, respectively (see Hassler et al., 2015). For the rest of the

model parameters, let us relate the model’s laissez-faire equilibrium to some other observ-

ables. We thus need to relate the equilibrium outcomes for the key variables—E, S, nE,

and y—to relevant data targets. A business-as-usual scenario with continuously increasing

emissions can lead to increases of the temperature of around 4°C at the end of the cen-

tury.bh We interpret business as usual as our laissez-faire allocation. Let us use this

information to find out the associated atmospheric concentration and emissions implied

to generate this result, given our model. Arrhenius’s formula gives

4¼ΔT ¼ λ
log

S+ �S
�S

log 2
¼ 3

log
S+600

600
log 2

,

which allows us to solve for S as roughly 900 (GtC, in excess of the preindustrial level 600).

What are the corresponding emissions required? The model says S¼ϕE. To select ϕ, use
the estimated linear carbon depreciation formula in Section 3.2.5 above for computing

the average depreciation from emitting a constant amount per decade. This amounts to

a straight average of the consecutive depreciation rates and a value for ϕ of 0.48: the atmo-

spheric carbon concentration rises by about one half of each emitted unit.

p0755 To calibrate γ, let us take IPCC’s upper estimate from Fig. 9: at a warming of 4 ∘C,
they report a total loss of 5% of GDP. This is a flow measure and thus easy to map into

our present structure. We thus need e�γS to equal 0.95. This delivers γ¼5.7 	 10�5.

p0760 It remains to calibrate the parameter χ of the coal sector: its labor productivity. We can

find it as follows. To reach 900 GtC, one needs to emit 900/0.48 units given the

calculation above. In the model solution, nE¼ν/(1�α). This means that 900/0.48¼
χnE¼χ 	 0.04/0.7, which delivers a χ of approximately 32,813.

s0215 4.4 A Few Quantitative Experiments with the Calibrated Model
p0765 We now illustrate the workings of the simple baseline model with coal with a few

quantitative experiments. The chief purpose is to check robustness of the main results.
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Similar exercises could be carried out in all of the applications that follow (dealing with

uncertainty, tipping points, tax-vs-quota policy comparisons, and so on). We have left

such quantitative analysis out for brevity but for each application it would be valuable

to use the baseline calibration as discussed here, calibrate the new parameters relevant

to the application, and then produce output in the form of tables and graphs. Indeed,

such exercises appear ideal for teaching the present material.

p0770 Starting out from the calibrated benchmark, let us vary two of the parameters within

reasonable ranges. We first look at the effect of the damage elasticity of output, varying it

from a half of its estimated value to much higher ones. We see that a doubling of the

damage elasticity a little more than doubles the GDP gap between laissez-faire and the

optimum. For damages 10�higher than the baseline estimate, the loss of GDP is almost

a quarter of GDP.

p0775 Turning to carbon depreciation, the robustness looks at a tighter range around the

baseline calibration as compared to that for damages (the uncertainty about damages, after

all, is much higher). Modest changes in carbon depreciation, as depicted in the table later,

do nevertheless have some impact: a change of ϕ by 25 percentage point changes the

output gap by about seven tenths of a percent and temperature by a little over half

a degree.
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p0780 Finally, let us look at a more complete range of suboptimal taxes for the baseline

calibration. The table and figures below illustrate by varying the tax, measured as a per-

cent of GDP. Fig. 11 illustrates rather clearly that the model is more nonlinear for neg-

ative than for positive taxes: if the tax is turned into a sizeable subsidy the warming and

output losses are substantial.

s0220 4.5 Summary: Core Model
p0785 We have built a simple static model which can be used to think about the key long-run

aspects of carbon emissions and climate change. Though only a full dynamic, and much

more complex, model can do the analysis of climate change full justice, our simple model

does have some features that makes it quantitatively reasonable. The mapping from
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emissions to damages is described with a simple closed form but it captures the key features

of this mapping in much more elaborate dynamic models, such as Nordhaus’s DICE and

RICE models. The role of fossil fuels in the economy is also described in a very rudimen-

tary way but it too is the most natural starting point in dynamic quantitative models.

p0790 The simple model implies that the optimal social cost of carbon—the marginal exter-

nality damage at the optimal allocation—is proportional to GDP; this result is exactly true

in some special cases of the model and approximately true otherwise. Also more gener-

ally, evaluated as a fraction of output, the (marginal) social cost of carbon (ignoring indi-

rect effects on behavior of raising emissions) is independent of the allocation at which it is

measured. This also means that the social cost of carbon is lower in the laissez-faire allo-

cation than in the optimal allocation, because in the static model where damages appear

to TFP optimal output by definition is higher than laissez-faire output. This feature will

disappear in a dynamic model—where laissez-faire output tends to be higher (in the short

run) than in the optimal allocation because less energy is used—and in a model where

damages do not affect output, eg, by affecting utility directly. We will of course look

at these kinds of extensions below. Moreover, in the simple static model we formulated

here, the utility loss from not using taxes to curb carbon use, expressed in percentages of

consumption, is scale-independent.

p0795 Next, we use the simple model to address some issues that have featured prominently

in the literature. These include the choice of policy instruments—in particular the com-

parison between price and quantity regulations (taxes vs quotas)—along with extensions

to consider utility damages, uncertainty, tipping points, technological change, and more.

s0225 4.6 Utility Damages
p0800 We can, instead of or in addition to the damages to TFP, imagine that higher global tem-

peratures affect welfare directly. This could occur in a variety of ways, through effects on

health, the value of leisure, or more generally perceived life quality. Ignoring TFP dam-

ages for simplicity, consider first a utility function of a specific functional form:

uðc,EÞ¼ log c� γS,

where, again, S¼ϕE is carbon concentration in excess of the preindustrial level. Here,

thus, atmospheric carbon concentration, and hence emissions, influence utility linearly,

whereas consumption has decreasing marginal utility. This means that the value of one less

unit of emissions in terms of consumption increases as the economy gets richer: uE/uc¼γϕc.
This implies, immediately, that the social cost of carbon in this economy is identical to that

above: it is proportional to output. Thus, if the utility cost has the structure just assumed,

the implications for how to tax carbon remain the same as in themore common case of TFP

damages. In fact, we can now interpret the formulation with TFP damages as possibly com-

ing from two sources: direct damages to TFP and utility damages.
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p0805 With the remaining parts of the economy unchanged (except that we now view TFP

as unaffected by emissions), we can solve for the laissez-faire equilibrium exactly as

before. For sake of illustration, let us focus on coal and on the case where energy is pro-

duced linearly from labor. The social planner’s problem is to solve

max
nE

log kαðn�nEÞ1�α�νðχnEÞν
	 
� γϕχnE:

The problem simplifies to solving

max
nE

ð1�α�νÞ logðn�nEÞ+ ν lognE� γϕχnE:

The first-order condition gives
ν

nE
¼ 1�α�ν

n�nE
+ γϕχ, which is the exact same equation as

in the corresponding model with TFP damages.

p0810 What is the optimal tax/the OSCC in this model? The consumption-good firm’s

first-order condition for energy (assuming a unit tax τ) is p+τ¼νkα(n�E/χ)1�α�νEν�1,

whereas the energy firm’s first-order condition reads pχ¼w, with w¼ (1�α�ν)kα

(n�E/χ)�α�νEν. This delivers
1�α�ν

χ
kαðn�E=χÞ�α�ν

Eν + τ¼ νkαðn�E=χÞ1�α�ν
Eν�1,

from which we see that τ*¼γϕy* is the optimal tax here as well.

p0815 More generally, the SCC at any consumption/energy allocation here can be obtained

as�uE(c, E)/uc(c, E)¼γϕc, and since consumption is GDP in the static model we again

have that the SCC equals γϕy. We can, finally, define the utility loss in the laissez-faire

allocation, measured in terms of a percentage consumption loss (ie, from u(c*(1�λ),

E*)¼u(c, E)). We obtain logð1�λÞ¼ log
c

c�� γϕðE�E�Þ and thus that 1�λ¼
e�γϕðE�E�Þ c

c� which has the same form as before and, thus, is scale-independent.

s0230 4.7 Other Damage Functions
p0820 Our assessment in the section earlier on damages from climate change is that this is the

subarea in the climate-economy literature with the most striking knowledge gaps. Inte-

grated assessment models differ to some extent in how they formulate damages as a func-

tion of climate (temperature) and how they parameterize their functions but the

functional form used inNordhaus’s work (the DICE andRICEmodels) is the most com-

mon one. One possibility is that the overall damage levels are very different from the most

common estimates in the literature, and another is that the functional-form assumptions

are wrong. For this discussion, let us use the utility-damage formulation just outlined, and

where we argued that log c� γS is a formulation that is quantitatively close to that used by

Nordhaus, given that this function should be viewed as a composition of the mapping

from emissions to atmospheric carbon concentration and the mapping from the latter

to damages. Let us therefore think about the choice of damage functions in terms of
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the more general formulation log c�ΓðSÞ, with Γ being a more nontrivial function.bi

The function Γ, if truly described globally, should probably be increasing for positive

values of S (since S¼0 corresponds to the preindustrial concentration) and convex.

For sufficiently low values of S (below 0), the function ought to be decreasing, since there

is a reasonable notion of an “appropriate” climate: human beings could not survive if it is

too cold either.

p0825 A concrete argument for a convex Γ(S), rather than the linear one we use in our

benchmark, is based on the arguments in Section 3.2.6: there appears to be an approx-

imate reduced-form relationship between the global temperature and the unweighted

cumulative amount of past anthropogenic emissions (since the industrial era began),

which is linear. This was labeled the CCR (Carbon-Climate Response) formulation.

Then take, say, Nordhaus’s global damage functionmapping temperature to output losses

as given, and combine it with this approximate linear relationship. The resulting Γ(S)
must then be convex.bj

p0830 With the more general damage function Γ(S), all the earlier analysis goes through

with the only difference being that Γ0(S) now replaces γ earlier. Obviously, Γ could

be calibrated so that Γ0(S)¼γ (with a standard calibration for γ) for current total emission

levels, so the added insights here are about how the OSCC (and optimal tax) and the

SCCs evolve as GDP evolves.

p0835 The SCC in this case becomes Γ0(S)y, where y again is GDP. Thus, to the extent Γ is

convex, the optimal tax (as well as the SCC more generally) would not just be propor-

tional to output but it would also increase with emissions; how much it would increase

simply depends on the degree of convexity of Γ. Moreover, imagine an exogenous

improvement in TFP. Such a shock would now increase the OSCC (the optimal tax)

through two channels. The first channel was present before: a direct positive effect on

y (leading to a higher tax by the same percentage amount). The second channel is an

indirect effect via a higher demand for E. In terms of the decentralized economy, a higher

TFP would, for a given tax, make firms demand a higher E, and since Γ0(S) is increasing,
this would then call for a further increase in the optimal tax rate.bk
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np0310 We maintain logarithmic curvature without loss of generality.
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np0315 Note, however, that the approximate linearity appears to be in somewhat of a conflict with Arrhenius’s

insight that the temperature change is proportional to the logarithm of the atmospheric carbon concen-

tration (thus, a concave function). The conflict is not as strong as it seems, however. Our approximation

that Γ(S) is linear relies on a description of a carbon cycle that is rather realistic (eg, has more complex

dynamics) and that uses Arrhenius’s formula, which still has widespread acceptance. The upshot of this

really is that the just-mentioned convexity after all cannot be very strong.
bk

np0320 This discussion is a reminder that the optimal-tax formula τ*¼Γ0(S*)y* is not a closed form, since S* and
y* are endogenous.
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p0840 Similarly, the percentage consumption equivalent loss in welfare λ from remaining at

laissez-faire can be computed from

logð1�λÞ¼ log
c

c��ðΓðSÞ�ΓðS�ÞÞ:

To the extent Γ is convex, this expression potentially increases faster in S�S* (and, more

generally, depends on both these emission levels separately).

p0845 Now consider a highly nonlinear damage function, and let us investigate whether

such a case poses a difficulty for the Pigou approach to the climate problem. Consider

the possibility that at a low level of emissions, so for a low S, the social cost of carbon

is actually zero: Γ0(S)¼0. However, Γ(S) is at the same time increasing rapidly for higher

values of S, after which it again levels off and becomes flat: Γ0(S)¼0 also for high enough

values of S. The latter amounts to a “disaster” outcome where more atmospheric carbon

concentration actually does not hurt because all the horrible events that could happen

have already happened given that S is so high. Here, though low emissions have a zero

SCC, such low emissions are not what Pigou’s formula would prescribe: they would pre-

scribe that the SCC equal the net private benefits from emissions, and they are high for

low emission levels. The net private benefits of emissions are, in particular, globally

declining here (and, since damages appear in preferences and not to production in the

particular case under study, always positive). So instead, it is optimal to raise emissions

to a point with a S* such that Γ0(S*) is positive, perhaps one where Γ is increasing rapidly.

The example shows that although a rapidly rising damage function in some sense poses a

threat, the Pigou approach still works rather well. A key here is that for any given tax rate,

the market equilibrium is unique; in the argument earlier, this manifested itself in the

statement that the net private benefits from emissions are globally declining. They

may not be, ie, there may be multiple market equilibria, but such cases are unusual.

We consider such examples in Section 4.14.1 in the context of coordination problems

in technology choice.

p0850 In conclusion, the model is well-designed also for incorporating “more convex”

damage functions, and the qualitative differences in conclusions are not major nor dif-

ficult to understand. The key conclusion remains: more research on the determination

and nature of damages—including the mechanisms whereby a warmer climate imposes

costs on people—is of utmost importance in this literature, and integrated assessment

modeling stands ready to incorporate the latest news from any such endeavors.

s0235 4.8 Tipping Points
p0855 A tipping point typically refers to a phenomenon either in the carbon cycle or in the

climate system where there is a very strong nonlinearity. Ie, if the emissions exceed a

certain level, a more drastic effect on climate, and hence on damages, is realized. As dis-

cussed earlier in the natural-science part of the chapter, one can for example imagine
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a departure from the Arrhenius approximation of the climate model. Recall that the

Arrhenius approximation was that the temperature increase relative to that in the prein-

dustrial era is proportional to the logarithm of the atmospheric carbon concentration (as a

fraction of the preindustrial concentration), where the constant of proportionality—often

labeled λ—is referred to as climate sensitivity. One way to express a tipping point is that λ
shoots up beyond some critical level of carbon concentration. Another is that the carbon

cycle has a nonlinearity making ϕ a(n increasing) function of S, due to carbon sinks

becoming less able to absorb carbon. Finally, we can imagine that damages feature a

stronger convexity beyond a certain temperature point; for example, sufficiently high

temperature and humidity make it impossible for humans and animals to survive

outdoors.

p0860 Notice that all these examples simply amount to a different functional form for dam-

ages than that assumed earlier (whether damages appear to TFP or to utility). Thus, one

can proceed as in the previous section and simply replace the total damage γS by a damage

function Γ(S), where this function has a strong nonlinearity. One could imagine many

versions of nonlinearity. One involves a kink, whereby we would have a linear function

γloS for S
 S and γhiS for S> S, with γlo << γhi. A second possibility is simply a globally

more convex (and smooth) function Γ. One example is Acemoglu et al. (2013) Q8, who

assume that there is something labeled “environmental quality” that, at zero, leads to

minus infinity utility and has infinitely positive marginal utility (without quantitative

scientific references). One can also imagine that there is randomness in the carbon cycle

or the climate, and this kind of randomness may allow for outcomes that are more

extreme than those given by a simple (and deterministic) linear function γS. Finally,
the Γ(S) function could feature an irreversibility so that it attains a higher value if S ever

has been above some threshold, thus even if S later falls below this threshold.

p0865 As discussed in the previous subsection, the formulation with a tipping point does not

change the analysis of the laissez-faire equilibrium. It does, however, alter the social plan-

ner’s problem. In particular, in place of γ as representing the negative externality of emis-

sions in the planner’s first-order condition we now have Γ0(S) and this derivative may be

very high. It is still possible to implement the optimum with a carbon tax, though it will

no longer just be proportional to the optimal level of GDP and may respond nonlinearly

to any parametric change, as discussed earlier. Suppose, for example, that γ becomes

“infinite” beyond some S. Then, from the perspective of a government choosing the

optimal tax rate on carbon emissions, the objective function would have highly asym-

metric payoffs from the tax choice: if the tax rate is chosen to be too low, the damage

would be infinite, and more generally changes in the environment (such as increases

in the capital stock or labor input, which would increase the demand for energy) would

necessitate appropriate increases in the tax so as to avoid disaster.

p0870 Overall, in order to handle tipping points in a quantitative study based on an inte-

grated assessment model one would need to calibrate the nonlinear damage function.
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In terms of our first example, how would one estimate S? As we argued in the natural-

science sections Q9earlier, our interpretation of the consensus is that whereas a number of

tipping points have been identified, some of which are also quantified, these are tipping

points for rather local systems, or systems of limited global impact in the shorter run. To

the extent there is a global (and quantitatively important) tipping point, there does not

appear to be a consensus on where it would lie in S space. Therefore, at this point and

in waiting for further evidence either on aggregate nonlinearities in the carbon cycle or

climate system or in how climate maps into economic costs, we maintain a linear

formulation (or, in the case damages appear in TFP, in the equivalent exponential form).

Performing comparative statics on γ is of course very important and we return to it later.

s0240 4.9 Uncertainty
p0875 It is possible to analyze uncertainty in a small extension of the simple benchmark model.

Suppose we consider a prestage of the economy when the decisions on emissions need to

be made—by markets as well as by a fictitious planner. We then think of utility as of the

expected-utility kind, and we begin by using a utility formulation common in dynamic

macroeconomic models: uðcÞ¼ log c. Thus, the objective is Eð logðcÞÞ. Uncertainty

could appear in various forms, but let us simply consider a reduced-form representation

of it by letting γ, the damage elasticity of output, be random. That is, in some states of

nature emissions are very costly and in some they are not. Recall that the uncertainty can

be about the economic damages given any temperature level or about how given emis-

sions influence temperature.

p0880 For the sake of illustration, we first consider the simplest of cases: γ is either high, γhi,
or low, γlo, with probabilities π and 1�π, respectively. The emissions decision has to be

made—either by a planner or by actors in decentralizedmarkets—ex-ante, but there is no

“prior period” in which there is consumption or any other decisions than just how high

to make E. We consider the case of coal here, and with coal production requiring labor

only, without associated TFP damages.

p0885 Looking at the planning problem first, we have

max
E

π log e�γhiϕEkα 1�E

χ

� �1�α�ν

Eν

 !
+ ð1�πÞ log e�γloϕEkα 1�E

χ

� �1�α�ν

Eν

 !
:

Save for a constant, this problem simplifies to

max
E

�ðπγhi + ð1�πÞγloÞϕE+ ð1�α�νÞ log 1�E

χ

� �
+ ν logE:

A key feature of this maximization problem is that the damage elasticity appears only in

expected value! This means that the solution of the problem will depend on the expected

value of γ but not on any higher-order properties of its distribution. This feature, which
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of course holds regardless of the distributional assumptions of γ, will not hold exactly if

coal/oil is produced with constant marginal cost in terms of final output (as in our very

first setting above), but approximately the same solution will obtain in any calibrated

version of the model since the fossil-fuel costs are small as a fraction of output.

p0890 Notice that the “certainty equivalence” result obtains here even though the consumer

is risk-averse. However, it obtains for logarithmic utility only. If the utility function

curvature is higher than logarithmic, the planner will take into account the variance

in outcomes: higher variance will reduce the choice for E.bl Formally, and as an example,

consider the utility function c1�σ/(1�σ) so that the planner’s objective is

Eγ

e�γEkα 1�E

χ

� �1�α�ν

Eν

 !1�σ

1�σ
:

Since E is predetermined, we can write this as

kα 1�E

χ

� �1�α�ν

Eν

 !1�σ

1�σ
Eγe

�γEð1�σÞ:

Assume now that γ is normally distributed with mean μ and variance σ2μ. Then we obtain
the objective

e�ΓðEÞkα 1�E

χ

� �1�α�ν

Eν

 !1�σ

1�σ
,

with

ΓðEÞ¼�γE+
σ2μE

2ð1�σÞ
2

:

Thus, the objective function is a monotone transformation of consumption, with con-

sumption determined as usual in this model except for the fact that the damage expression

γE is now replaced by Γ(E), a convex function for σ>1 (higher curvature than logarith-

mic). To the extent that the variance σμ
2 is large and σ is significantly above 1, we thus

have uncertainty play the role of a “more convex damage function,” as discussed earlier.

We see that the logarithmic function that is our benchmark does apply as a special case.
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np0325 The asset pricing literature offers many utility functions that, jointly with random processes for con-

sumption, can deliver large welfare costs; several of these approaches have also been pursued in the

climate-economy literature, such as in Barro (2013), Gollier (2013), Crost and Traeger (2014), and

Lemoine (2015).
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s0245 4.9.1 The Dismal Theorem
p0895 In this context let us briefly discuss the so-calledDismal Theorem derived and discussed by

Weitzman in a series of papers (eg, Weitzman, 2009; see also the discussion in Nordhaus,

2009). Weitzman provides conditions under which, in a rather abstract context where

governmental action could eliminate climate uncertainty, expected utility is minus infin-

ity in the absence of appropriate government action. Thus, one can (as does Weitzman)

see this as an argument for (radical) government action. His result follows, very loosely

speaking, if the uncertainty has fat enough tails, the risk aversion is high enough, and the

government is able to entirely eliminate the tail uncertainty, but the details of the der-

ivation depend highly on specifics. In our present context, a normal distribution for γ is
clearly not fat-tailed enough and the only way for the government to shut down tail risk is

to setE to zero. However, imagine that the economy has an amount of free green energy,

denoted E
�
, ie, the production function is e�γEkα 1�E

χ

� �1�α�ν

ðE� +EÞν; then setting

E¼0 still allows positive output. Now imagine that γ has a distribution with fat enough

tails, ie, one allowing infinitely high values for γ and slowly decreasing density there.

Then expected utility will become infinite if σ is large enough.bm

p0900 The Dismal Theorem is not connected to data, nor applied in a quantitatively spec-

ified integrated assessment model. It relies fundamentally on a shock structure that allows

infinitely negative shocks (in percentage terms), and our historical data is too limited to

allow us to distinguish the shape of the left tail of this uncertainty in conjunction with the

shape of marginal utility near zero; at this point, it seems hard enough to be sure of the

mean of the shocks.

s0250 4.10 Taxes vs Quotas
p0905 In the discussion earlier, we have been focusing on a tax as the obvious candidate policy

instrument. Indeed the damage externality is a pure externality for which the Pigou the-

orem applies straightforwardly. What are alternative policies? The Coase theorem applies

too as well but it does not seem possible in practice to define property rights for the atmo-

sphere (into which emissions can then bemade, in exchange for a payment to the owner).

What about regulating quantities? Indeed the “cap-and-trade” system, which is a quota-

based mechanism, has been the main system proposed in the international negotiations to
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bm
np0330 A simpler, reduced form setting is that where consumption is given by a t distribution (which has fatter tails

than the normal distribution), representing some risk which in this case would be labeled climate risk.

Then with power utility, u(c)¼ c1�σ/(1�σ), and if σ is high enough, the marginal utility at zero goes

to infinity fast enough that expected utility is minus infinity. This point was original made by Geweke

(2001). If the government can shut down the variance, or otherwise provide a lower bound for consump-

tion, it would then be highly desirable.
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come to a global agreement on climate change. A cap-and-trade system is indeed in place

in Europe since 2005.bn There is a debate on whether a tax or a quota system is better, and

here we will only allude to the main arguments. Our main purpose here, instead, is to

make a few basic theoretical points in the comparison between the two systems. These

points are also relevant in practice.

p0910 Before proceeding to the analysis, let us briefly describe the “-and-trade” part, which

we will not subject to theoretical analysis. If a region is subject to a quantity cap—

emissions cannot exceed a certain amount—the determination of who gets to emit

how much, among the users of fossil energy in the region, must still be decided on.

The idea is then to allocate emission rights and to allow trade in these rights. The trading,

in theory at least, will then ensure that emissions are made efficiently. The initial alloca-

tion of emission rights can be made in many ways, eg, through grandfathering (giving

rights in proportion to historic use) or auctions. To analyze the trading system formally

wewould need to introduce heterogeneity among users, which would be straightforward

but not yield insights beyond that just mentioned.

p0915 The first, and most basic, point in comparing quotas and taxes is that, if there is no

uncertainty or if policies can be made contingent on the state of nature, both instruments

can be used to attain any given allocation.bo If a tax is used, the tax applies to all users; if a

quota is used, regardless of how the initial emission rights are used, the market price of an

emission right will play the role of the tax: it will impose an extra cost per unit emission

and this cost will be the same for all users, provided the market for emission rights

works well.

p0920 Second, suppose there is uncertainty and the policy cannot be made state-contingent.

This is a rather restrictive assumption—there is no clear theoretical reason why policies

could not change as the state of nature changes—but still an interesting one since it

appears that political/institutional restrictions of this sort are sometimes present. To ana-

lyze this case, let us again consider uncertainty and an ex-ante period of decisions. To

capture the essence of the restriction we assume that the only decision made ex-ante

is the policy decision. A policy could be either a unit tax or a quantity cap. We assume

that the quantity cap is set so that it is always binding ex-post, in which case one can view

the government as simply choosing the level of emissions ex-ante.

p0925 The choice between a tax and a quota when there is uncertainty (or private informa-

tion on the part of “the industry”) has been studied extensively in the environmental

literature since Weitzman (1974) and similar analyses are available in other parts of

economics (eg, Poole, 1970). One can clearly provide conditions under which one
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np0335 The European Union Emission Trading System (EU ETS) was launched in 2005 covering about half the

CO2 emissions in the union (Ellerman and Buchner, 2007).
bo

np0340 This statement requires a qualification for taxes in the (rather unusual) cases for which a Pigou rule is not

sufficient, as discussed already.
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policy or the other is better, along the lines ofWeitzman’s original paper.Weitzman con-

sidered a cost and a benefit of a pollutant, each of which depended on some random

variable, and the two random variables were assumed to be independent. He then

showed that what instrument would be best depended on the relative slopes of the mar-

ginal benefits and cost curves. Follow-up papers relaxed and changed assumptions in a

variety of directions, but there appear to be no general theorems that apply in the

climate-change application to conclude decisively in one way or the other. In fact,

we know of no quantitatively parameterized dynamic model that looks at the issue so

what we will do here is simply provide a straightforward example using our simple static

model and then discuss a couple of separate, and we believe important, special cases.

p0930 For our example, we use one type of uncertainty only: that of the cost of producing

fossil fuel, χ. With the calibrated model and a uniform distribution around the calibrated

value for χ we obtained the ex-ante utility levels for a range of taxes and for a range

of emissions, both committed to before the randomness is realized. Fig. 12 shows the

results: a range of tax values around the optimal tax outperform the optimal quota. In

this case, the precommitted tax rate is a fixed value. If it could be set as a proportion

of output, which is ruled out now by assumption since the tax cannot be state-contingent
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but output will be, it would be fully optimal also ex-post, since the best tax ex-post is

always a fraction γϕ of output. Apparently, the ex-post randomness of output is not sig-

nificant enough to overturn this result. It is straightforward to look at other types of

shocks. Shocks to γ deliver more similar welfare outcomes for (optimal and precom-

mitted) taxes and quotas.

p0935 Now suppose that we consider a case of a tipping point and that the uncertainty is

coming from energy demand (through, say, a separate, exogenous and random TFP fac-

tor) or from the cost of coal production (through χ). If the tipping point is known to beE,
and Γ(E) is equal to zero for E<E but positive and very high otherwise, what is then the

best policy from an ex-ante perspective? Clearly, a policy with an emissions cap would

simply be set at E, a cap that may or may not bind ex-post: if the demand for energy is

low, or the cost of producing it is high, the ex-post market solution will (efficiently) be to

stay below E, and otherwise the cap will (efficiently) bind. A tax will not work equally

well. One can set the tax so that the economy stays below the tipping point, but in case

the energy demand is low, or its production costs are high, ex-post, output will be inef-

ficiently depressed. Thus, when we are dealing with asymmetric payoffs of this sort (rel-

ative to the amount of emissions), a quantity cap is better.

p0940 The previous example would have emissions rights trading at a positive price some-

times and at a zero price otherwise. Thus, the system with a quantity cap leads to a ran-

dom cost for firms of emitting carbon dioxide (beyond the price the firms pay the energy

producers). Variations in the supply of emissions rights, decided on by regulatory action,

influence the price of the trading rights as well. The experience in Europe since the cap-

and-trade system illustrates these points well: carbon prices have fluctuated between over

30 euro and virtually zero since the system started. Such fluctuations are observed also in

other regions with cap-and-trade systems (eg, New Zealand). Clearly, since optimal car-

bon pricing should reflect the social cost of carbon, such fluctuations are only efficient if

the social cost of carbon experiences fluctuations. Damages from carbon emissions are

likely not experiencing large fluctuations, but our assessments of how large they are of

course change over time as scientific knowledge accumulates. The recent large drops

in the price of emission rights can therefore be viewed as problematic from a policy

perspective.

p0945 A cap-and-trade system could be augmented with a “central emission bank” that

would have as its role to stabilize the price of emission rights by trading actively in this

market, hence avoiding the large and inefficient swings observed in the EU system.

Notice, however, that we would then be very close in spirit to a tax system: a tax system

would just be a completely stable (provided the chosen tax is stable) way of implementing

a stable price of emissions for firms.bp
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np0345 This and other issues in this policy discussion are covered in Hassler et al. (2016).
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s0255 4.11 Carbon Taxation in the Presence of Other Distortionary Taxes
p0950 Suppose the government needs to raise revenue and needs to do this in a distortionary

manner; the most common example would involve labor taxation and it is also a form of

taxation that can be studied in the baseline model here by the addition of valued leisure.

How, then, will the optimal carbon tax change? For example, suppose preferences are

log c +ψ log l, where l is leisure, so that the labor input in the final-goods sector would

be 1�nE� l (and, as before, nE in the coal sector). Suppose also that the government has a

distortionary tax on labor income, τl. Taxes are used to pay for an exogenous amount G

of consumption good (that does not enter agents’ utility). Lump-sum taxation is ruled out

(but lump-sum transfers are not), and thus the setup mimics a typical second-best situ-

ation in public finance.bq

p0955 Consider first a planning solution where the government is unrestricted and can just

mandate quantities. Thus, it maximizes

log e�γϕχnEð1�nE� lÞ1�α�νðχnEÞν�G
	 


+ψ log l

by choice of nE and l. This delivers two first-order conditions. One is familiar from our

baseline model:

�γϕχE�
1�α�ν

1�nE� l
+

ν

nE
¼ 0:

The other is the standard macro-labor condition

�1

c
	 ð1�α�νÞy

1�ne� l
+
ψ

l
¼ 0,

which says that the marginal utility of consumption times the marginal product of labor

has to equal the marginal utility of leisure (in the expression, of course, y denotes

e�γϕχnEð1�nE� lÞ1�α�νðχnEÞν and c¼y�G). These two first-order conditions can be

solved for first-best levels of nE and l given any G.

p0960 Now consider in contrast a competitive equilibrium which is laissez-faire with regard

to the taxation of carbon and which only uses labor taxes to raise revenue. Then, the two

conditions above would be replaced, first, by the laissez-faire condition for coal

� 1�α�ν

1�nE� l
+

ν

nE
¼ 0
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np0350 One can also consider an alternative assumption: there is no need to raise revenue (G¼0), there is an

exogenous tax rate on labor income, τ>0, and any tax revenues are rebated back lump-sum.
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and, second, a distorted macro-labor condition

�1

c
	 ð1�α�νÞyð1� τlÞ

1�nE� l
+
ψ

l
¼ 0,

with the additional constraint that the government budget balances: τl(1�α�ν)y/
(1�nE� l)¼G. These three conditions now determine nE, l, and τl and do not deliver

the first best. In particular, one can think of two “wedges” defining different departures

from the first best: the externality wedge due to climate damages and the tax wedge on

labor supply (these are defined as the differences between the left-hand sides of the

above equations with taxes and the corresponding ones from the first-best first-order

conditions).

p0965 Now suppose we increase the carbon tax marginally from 0. Then (i) the climate

wedge would become smaller and (ii) because τl falls—the government budget now

reads τl(1�α�ν)y/(1�nE� l)+τχnE¼G so that τ>0 allows a lower τl—the labor

wedge would fall as well. Hence relative to a laissez-faire situation from the perspective

of coal, introducing coal taxation involves a double dividend: it diminishes the climate

externality and it reduces the labor distortion. This is an often-discussed point in the

climate literature; for example Jorgenson et al. (2013b,a) argue that the double dividends

are quantitatively important for the United States and China, respectively.br Of course,

the extent to which labor taxes can be reduced depends on the size of the coal tax base.

p0970 What, then, will the best level of carbon taxation be?Will carbon taxes be higher than

in the absence of distortionary labor taxation? It would be straightforward to derive an

answer in the present model by maximizing consumer welfare—with the same objective

as that used by the planner—subject to the macro-labor first-order condition above,

τχ=y� 1�α�ν

1�nE� l
+

ν

nE
¼ 0 for the market’s marginal condition for coal, and the govern-

ment’s budget constraint. One can derive a marginal condition for the planner’s choice of

τ which involves the setting of a weighted combination of wedges to zero; this condition

can be solved numerically, together with the other equations, for the endogenous vari-

ables. The final level of taxes in this second-best solution is hard to characterize in terms of

primitives but some intuition can perhaps be gleaned. If the use of coal is complementary

with labor (which it is in the Cobb–Douglas formulation of production), on the margin

the reduction of coal will hurt labor supply because it lowers the marginal product of

labor. This speaks for a second best with a coal tax that is lower than in the absence

of distortionary labor taxation. If coal were instead complementary with leisure (say

because people burn coal to heat their homes when not working), this effect would

go in the opposite direction on the margin. However, exactly how all these effects play
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np0355 One can also identify a third dividend from introducing coal taxation: the reduce in local pollution from

the burning of coal, a factor which appears of first-order relevance particularly in China.
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out depends on the details of preferences and technology. For recent work on these issues

that in addition also addresses distortions due to capital taxation, see Schmitt (2014), who

pursues this approach in a dynamic model closely related to the setup here, and Barrage

(2015) Q11, who looks at a closely related setting and uses a primal approach to taxation.bs

s0260 4.12 A More Detailed Energy Sector
p0975 We set out with a stylized description of energy production using either oil, coal, or some

green alternative. In practice it is not either or; rather, these sources can all be used and are

partially, but not fully, substitutable. Some integrated assessment models include very

complex energy systems (eg, WITCH or MERGE; the latter is described in Manne

et al., 1995). One way to incorporate multiple energy sources explicitly is to keep

one kind of energy as an input into production but let this energy itself be produced from

an array of sources, including fossil fuel. Thus, consider the CES technology

E¼ κoE
ρ
o + κcE

ρ
c + ð1�κo�κcÞEρ

g

� �1
ρ
,

where Ei is the energy produced from source i, with i¼ o representing oil (and natural

gas), i¼ c representing coal, and i¼ g representing energy generated without fossil fuel.bt

This description is still stylized but it allows us to look into some interesting issues. The

parameter ρ2 ð�∞,1� regulates the (constant) elasticity of substitution between the

different energy sources.bu The κis are share parameters regarded as exogenous in all

of our analysis. We continue to think about the production of oil, coal, and green energy

as in the previous discussion.

p0980 It is straightforward to check that the social cost of carbon is still γy with this formu-

lation. Thus, this extension is not interesting from the perspective of optimal policy. Its

value, instead, is to deliver a much richer view of what the cost is of remaining at laissez-

faire, or in any case far from the optimum, because this cost turns out to crucially depend

on the elasticity of substitution between the different kinds of energy.

p0985 First, and just for illustration, let us look at the case where there is just oil and coal,

ie, where there is no green energy. Clearly, then, if the degree of substitutability between

oil and coal is very low, the difference between laissez-faire and the optimum is small.

Consider the extreme case: a Leontief function, ie, ρ¼�∞. Then if the total stock of

oil is small enough that the optimum involves using it all, the laissez-faire and optimal
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np0360 As is typically the case, in dynamic analyses it makes a difference whether the government has commit-

ment or not; Schmitt considers cases without commitment.
bt

np0365 It would be natural to consider a slight extension of this formulation with a nested CES between a com-

posite of oil and coal, on the one hand, and green energy on the other. Thus, oil and coal would form a

separate CES aggregate and one could consider the quantitatively reasonable case with a high degree of

substitutability between oil and coal and a lower one between the oil–coal composite and green energy.
bu

np0370 The elasticity is 1/(1�ρ).
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allocations are identical. With some more substitutability, the laissez-faire allocation is

not optimal, because coal use should be reduced given the externality and its unlimited

supply (recall its constant marginal cost in terms of labor). However, the difference is still

limited. In practice, however, oil and coal are rather good substitutes, so let us instead

(again, for illustration only) consider the opposite extreme case: perfect substitutability

(ρ¼1). Then the level of coal is determined very differently: laissez faire is far from

the optimum (provided γ is large). Thus, in this case there will be significant total losses

from government inaction.

p0990 According to available estimates, the remaining amount of (low-cost) oil left is quite

limited, in particular in comparison with the amount of remaining coal, so oil is not of

key importance for climate change.bv What is of importance, however, is the substitut-

ability with green energy. So, second, let us consider fossil fuel (interpreted as coal) vs

green energy. In a metastudy, Stern (2012) reports a long-run elasticity of substitution

of 0.95, as an average of oil–coal, oil–electricity, and coal–electricity elasticity measures.

Thus, this unweighted average is close to a Cobb–Douglas specification. In this case,

there can be a rather significant difference between the optimum and laissez-faire; relat-

edly, price incentives, or the effects of imposing a tax, are large if there is a nontaxed good

that is a close substitute.bw However, it is conceivable that green technology in the future

will be a very good substitute with fossil fuel. Considering a higher elasticity than the

unitary Cobb–Douglas elasticity is therefore a relevant robustness check. In this case,

the difference between the optimum and laissez-faire is rather large. For example, Golo-

sov et al. report, using a calibrated dynamic counterpart of the model here, that an elas-

ticity of 2 leads laissez-faire coal use 100 years from now to rise to levels that imply

exhaustion of all the coal deposits and would likely have catastrophic consequences

for the climate. In contrast, in the optimum, coal use in 100 years is lower than it is today,

and the climate as a result is rather manageable.

p0995 By definition, in the case of green energy vs fossil fuel, the observation that a high

elasticity of substitution leads to large welfare losses from not imposing a carbon tax

(or a quota) at the same time means that there is a large potential social benefit from

climate change action. A closely related implication is that there are, in such a case, strong

incentives—high social payoffs—from doing research to come up with green alterna-

tives. We turn to this issue in Section 4.14.

s0265 4.13 The Substitutability Between Energy and Other Inputs
p1000 What aspects of the earlier analysis are influenced by the nature of the production func-

tion? We have assumed a Cobb–Douglas structure in part for simplicity and part because

the energy share, though having gone through large swings over shorter periods of time,
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np0375 See McGlade and Ekins (2015) for supply curves of different types of fossil fuel.

bw
np0380 The Cobb–Douglas case is very similar to the case with only coal considered above.
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has remained fairly stable over the longer horizon (recall Fig. 1 in Section 2) Q12. It is nev-

ertheless necessary to also discuss departures from unitary elasticity. In this discussion,

we will maintain the assumption of a unitary elasticity between the capital and labor

inputs, thus confining attention to a different elasticity between the capital-labor com-

posite, on the one hand, and energy on the other.

p1005 Consider the aggregate production function e�γSF(Akαn1�α, AEE), where F is CES

and A and AE are technology parameters, thus maintaining the assumption that damages

appear as decreases in TFP. The social cost of carbon with this formulation will then obey

the same structure as before, ie, the marginal externality damage of fossil fuel (through

increased emissions E) is γϕy. What is different, however, is the difference between

the laissez-faire allocation and the optimum or, expressed differently, the consumption

equivalent cost of a suboptimal allocation. Consider oil, ie, a fossil fuel with zero extrac-

tion costs in a finite supply �E. Assume that it is not optimal to use all of the oil, and let us

simply examine the two extreme cases: Leontief and perfect substitutability.

p1010 We begin with the Leontief case. Here, output is given by e�γϕEmin

Akαn1�α,AEE
 �

. Ie, there is no substitutability between the capital-labor composite

and oil. In laissez-faire, oil use is �E. It is easy to show from the planner’s first-order

condition that E*¼1/(γϕ) in this case.bx Recall from Section 4.1.3 that, under

Cobb–Douglas, the optimal allocation is E*¼ν/(γϕ) and that the ratio of optimal

to laissez-faire output is eγϕð �E�ν=ðγϕÞÞ ν

γϕ �E

� �ν
> 1. Now we obtain eγϕð �E�1=ðγϕÞÞ 1

γϕ �E
.

Because �ν+ ν logν is decreasing we therefore conclude that in the Leontief case, the

difference between the optimal and the laissez-faire allocation is smaller than under uni-

tary elasticity. The fall in energy use is smaller, and this effect dominates the stronger

impact on output of any given fall in energy.

p1015 Under perfect substitutability, we have output given by e�γS Akαn1�α +AEE
	 


and

we assume that capital and labor are in use. Now the planner’s first-order condition leads

to E*¼1/(γϕ)�Akαn1�α/AE, which (as for the unitary-elasticity case) is a smaller

amount than in the Leontief case. It is also possible to show that the wedge between

optimal and laissez-faire output in this case is smaller than in the Leontief case.

p1020 In sum, we see that the energy use can be different than in the case with unitary elas-

ticity between energy and other inputs. With production functions with very low sub-

stitution elasticity between energy and other inputs, energy use will dictate that energy

use in the optimum fall more, but there is also a corresponding gain in a higher TFP.

There does not, perhaps surprisingly, therefore appear to be a very strong effect on
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np0385 This holds so long as there is an interior solution, ie, if 1/(γϕ)<Akαn1�α/AE. Note that there is abundance

of capital and labor now: on the one hand, the market uses oil to the point where E¼Akαn1�α, so that there

is excessive oil. On the other hand, the planner may want to decrease the oil use if the just stated inequality

holds, so that from the planner’s perspective, there is an abundance of capital and labor instead.
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the net gap between optimal output and laissez-faire output as the elasticity of substitu-

tion between inputs is varied. This is comforting given that the Cobb–Douglas formu-

lation is much easier to handle analytically.

s0270 4.14 Green Technology and Directed Technical Change
p1025 The existence of the green technology was taken as given earlier; green technologies of

various sorts—versions of water and wind power—have of course existed since before

the industrial revolution. These technologies have been improved and there are also

new sources of electricity production that do not involve fossil fuels, such as nuclear

power and solar power.by A central issue of concern in the area of climate change is

the further development of these technologies and research toward new ones. In the

macroeconomically oriented literature on climate change, various models have

been developed, with early papers by Bovenberg and Smulders and others (see,

eg, Bovenberg and Smulders, 1995). More recently, Acemoglu et al. (2012) provided

a setting of directed technical change and made the point that there may be path depen-

dence in R&D efforts toward the development of different energy technologies. We will

now use the simple model to illustrate these facts and some other points that have been

made in the literature.

p1030 A static model cannot fully do justice to the much more elaborate dynamic settings

where many of the arguments in this part of the literature have been developed. It does,

however, allow us to make a number of basic points. One simplification in our analysis

here is that we will not explicitly describe a decentralized R&D sector.bz We will distin-

guish between two different kinds of technological developments: new techniques for

the efficient use of energy (“energy saving”) and new techniques for the production

of energy. We begin with the latter.

s0275 4.14.1 Energy Production
p1035 We will mostly abstract from the determination of the overall efforts toward technolog-

ical developments, which one could model as well (say as a tradeoff between these activ-

ities and using labor directly in production), and simply assume that there is an R&D

input available in fixed supply; we set the total amount to 1 without loss of generality.

The use of this input can be directed toward either improving the productivity in produc-

ing energy from fossil sources, mc, or from green sources, mg, with the constraint that

mc+mg¼1. Eg, we can think of this choice as one between improving the drilling/

extraction technologies for North Sea oil and technological improvements in the
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np0390 Nuclear power is problematic from an environmental perspective too but we do not discuss this issue here.

bz
np0395 We could have developed such a version even in our static model but it would have complicated notation

without adding much of significance.
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cost-efficiency of solar-based units. The most straightforward setting would maintain the

production function in a two-energy-input form:

e�γEckαn1�α�ν λcE
ρ
c + ð1� λcÞEρ

g

� �ν
ρ
,

with the production of energy given by

Ec ¼ χcnc and Eg ¼ χgng

with n+nc+ng¼1. Along the lines indicated earlier, for given values of χc and χg, this
model is straightforwardly solved either for the optimum or for a laissez-faire allocation.

p1040 A very simple way of modeling research into making energy production more effi-

cient can now be expressed as follows:

χc ¼ χmc and χg ¼ χmg,

with mc+mg¼1. (If λc¼1/2, this setting is now entirely symmetric.)

p1045 A decentralized version of this model would have no agent—either the producer or

the user of fossil fuel—take into account the negative externality. However, notice that

there are increasing returns to scale in producing energy: double nc, ng, mc, and mg, and Ec

and Eg more than double. A decentralized equilibrium here would then have a much

more elaborate structure of varieties within each energy type, either with variety expan-

sion à la Romer or fixed variety but creative destruction Aghion and Howitt (1992),

monopolistic competition with profits, and then perfectly competitive research firms

producing new varieties (in the Romer case) or product improvements (in the

Aghion–Howitt case). We will not spell the variety structure out, but we will make

the assumption that the aggregation across varieties is identical for fossil fuel and green

energy, eg, implying identical markups across these two energy sectors. Finally, there

would normally (in dynamic models) also be spillovers, mostly for tractability, but they

are not needed here.ca We will, however, discuss spillovers later because there are sub-

stantive issues surrounding them.

p1050 A decentralized model such as that just described delivers equilibrium existence

despite the technological nonconvexity but we omit the description of it for brevity;

see Romer (1990) for the basic variety-expansion structure and Acemoglu (2009) for

a more recent description of a range of endogenous-growth models and many of their

uses. Monopolistic competition would distort the allocation, in the direction of under-

provision of energy, which itself would be beneficial for counterbalancing the climate

externality and thus to some extent relieve the government of the pressure to tax fossil

fuel. In the laissez-faire equilibrium, in the case of symmetry between fossil fuel and
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np0400 The reason they improve tractability is that if the researchers’ output does not give the researcher herself

dynamic gains, the R&D decision becomes static.
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energy, the markets will produce whatever the total energy composite is in an efficient

manner.cb Denoting this level E, the laissez-faire allocation will minimize nc+ng subject to

Eρ
c +Eρ

g �Eρ, Ec ¼ nc χmc, Eg ¼ ng χmg, and mc +mg ¼ 1:

The solution to this problem depends critically on ρ. So long as ρ<1/2, ie, so long as the

two sources of energy are poor enough substitutes, the solution is to set ng¼ne and

mc¼mg¼1/2; it is straightforward to compute the implied total labor use. If, on the other

hand, ρ>1/2, then the outcome is to set either nc¼mc¼0 or ng¼mg¼0, ie, a corner

solution obtains, with another easily computed labor use. So if the energy inputs are sub-

stitutable enough, there are multiple equilibria. The multiplicity is knife-edge in this case

since we assumed full symmetry. However, the essential insight here is not multiplicity

but rather sensitivity to parameters, as we will now elaborate on.

p1055 Suppose now, instead, that we change the setting slightly and assume

χc ¼ χ cmc and χg ¼ χ gmg,

ie, we assume that there are two separate constants in the two research production func-

tions. Then, in the case where ρ is high enough, there will be full specialization but the

direction of the specialization will be given by the relative sizes of χ c and χ g. If the for-
mer is higher, the energy will be produced by fossil fuel only; if the latter is higher, the

energy will be produced by green energy only. If the economy experienced a small

change in these parameters switching their order, we would have a complete switch

in the nature of the energy supplies. Crucially, now, note that we can think of χ c
and χ g as given by historical R&D activities. Then we can identify the kind of path depen-

dence emphasized in Acemoglu et al. (2012). These authors argued that temporary efforts,

via subsidies/taxes, to promote the research on “clean goods”—those produced using

green energy—would have permanent effects on our energy supplies by managing to

shift our dependence on fossil fuel over to a dependence on green energy.cc This can

be thought of, in terms of this model, as having managed to make χ g > χ c by past sub-
sidies to green R&D. Acemoglu et al. used a dynamic model with details that differ from

those here—among other things, they assumed much stronger convexities in damages so

that a switch to green energy was necessary or else utility would be minus infinity—but

this is the gist of their argument.

p1060 One can question whether the substitutability is strong enough for the path-

dependence argument to apply. For example, Hart (2013) argues that there are strong
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cb
np0405 The assumption of symmetry across the two energy sectors, and hence identical markups, is an important

assumption behind this result.
cc

np0410 In their analysis, the authors use a notion of two kinds of goods, one clean and one dirty, with labels deriv-

ing from the energy source used to produce them. The setting we use here, with an energy composite

relevant for the whole economy, is of course also an abstraction but we prefer it because it lends itself more

easily to calibration and comparison with data.
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complementarities in research across dirty and clean technologies. These complementar-

ities could, in practice, take the form of external effects/spillovers. For example, research

into improving electric cars can be helpful for improving the efficiency of cars running on

gasoline or diesel, and whether these complementarities are fully paid for or not in the

marketplace is not obvious. A way of expressing this formally within our simple frame-

work is a further generalization of our framework as follows:

χc ¼ χ cm
ζ
c m

1�ζ
g and χg ¼ χ gm

ζ
gm

1�ζ
c :

To the extent ζ is not too much higher than 1/2 here, there are strong complementarities

in technology development and path dependence would not apply. Hart (2013) argues

this is the relevant case, but it would be hard to argue that the case is settled. Aghion et al.

(2014), furthermore, show that there is empirical support for persistence, thoughwhether

these effects are strong enough to generate the kind of path dependence emphasized in

Acemoglu et al. (2012) is still not clear.

p1065 Turning, finally, to the planning problem in these economies, it is clear that the plan-

ner faces a tradeoff between the forces discussed here and the climate externality gener-

ated by fossil fuel. The setting is rather tractable and it is straightforward to determine the

optimal mix of energy supplies. We leave out the detailed analysis for brevity.

s0280 4.14.2 Energy Saving
p1070 Research into alternative (green) energy supplies is definitely one way of decreasing our

fossil-fuel use. Another is energy saving. To formalize this idea, let the energy composite

be written in a somewhat more general way, again emphasizing two energy sources

(c and g) only:

E¼ λc AcEcð Þρ + ð1� λcÞ AgEg

	 
ρ	 
1
ρ:

The technology factors Ai here indicate the “efficiency” with which different energy

sources are used. Note, parenthetically, that there is a direct parallel with how we treated

energy vs a capital-labor composite in Section 2. Now the Ais introduce asymmetry

between the different energy sources through another channel, andmoreover we can think

of them as being chosen deliberately. One interpretation of these choices is temporary deci-

sions to save on energy, eg, by directing effort toward closing windows or making sure

machines don’t run unnecessarily. Another interpretation emphasizes research toward

energy efficiency that are of a permanent nature. One example is the development of more

fuel-efficient cars; another is to developmethods for using less jet fuels when airplanes land.

In parallel with our treatment of energy production, we then add the equations

Ac ¼ �Acm
ζ
c m

1�ζ
g and Ag ¼ �Agm

ζ
gm

1�ζ
c ,
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again with the constraintmc+mg¼1.cdWith this structure as well, market allocations may

end up with specialization for a range of parameter configurations, as will the solution to

the planning problem, and path dependence is again possible.

p1075 An important concern in the modeling of energy saving or the efficiency of producing

energy is that there is a natural upper limit to efficiency. For example, light producedwith

LED has almost reached the efficiency limit and the same is true for electrical engines.

However, this does not mean that we are close to maximal energy efficiency in the pro-

duction of transportation services. For the transportation example it is less appropriate to

capture efficiency through Ag; rather, improvements come about through increasing

general energy efficiency (say, a coefficient in front of E in the overall production func-

tion). The limits to efficiency are normally not made explicit in economic models but

arguably should be in quantitative applications.

s0285 4.14.3 Are Subsidies for Green Technology Needed?
p1080 To attain the optimal allocation, the planner will of course need to tax the use of fossil

fuel. What other taxes and subsidies might be necessary? To the extent there is monopoly

power, and the energy sources undersupplied, subsidies are needed. Should the green

R&D sector be subsidized? Following Pigou’s principle, it should be to the extent there

are positive spillovers. So in the absence of technology spillovers in the green R&D sec-

tor, there would actually be no reason to subsidize. Moreover, if there are spillovers but

they are identical for the two sorts of energy, it is not clear that green technology should

receive stronger subsidies than should fossil-fuel technology, so long as fossil fuel is taxed

at the optimal rate.

p1085 In a second-best allocation, of course, matters are quite different. Suppose no coal tax

is used. Then subsidies to the production of green energy, or to the development of new

green technologies, would be called for. In political debates, subsidies to the development

of green technology appear to be quite popular, and our analysis is in agreement with this

view insofar as an optimal (global) carbon tax is not feasible. In practical policy imple-

mentation, though less so in debates, it also appears that coal subsidies are popular, per-

haps not as per-unit instruments but as support in the construction of plants. A study

(Hassler and Krusell, 2014) in fact claims that the average global tax on carbon is set

at about the right magnitude but with the wrong sign—owing to large subsidies for coal

production across the world.

p1090 The view expressed in Acemoglu et al. (2012) appears to contrast somewhat with

ours. They argue, based on their model of path dependence, that subsidies to green tech-

nology are necessary for attaining an optimum and that carbon taxes would not suffice.
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np0415 One can also state these constraints using other functional forms, such as ð �AcAcÞζ + ð �AgAgÞζ 
Aζ . It is an

empirical matter what formulation works best, and it is probably fair to say that the literature is so far silent

on this issue.
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They obtain this result not only because their model features strong intertemporal spillovers

toR&Dbut also because theymake assumptions such that if the “clean good” does not take

over from the “dirty good,” the climate damages will be infinitely costly (thus, they have

strong nonconvexities in their damage function, a tipping point of sorts). Moreover, their

model has a second-best structure with spillovers and very limited patent lives. How canwe

understand this result from the perspective of Pigou taxation? Recall that we pointed out

that Pigou taxation may not work if there are multiple market equilibria, and the kind of

setting Acemoglu et al. describe has a feature of this kind. The simplest parallel in our

static model is the coal-green setup we described in Section 4.14.1. There, we looked

at a planning problem with a choice between two energy sources. So suppose that

χ c ¼ χ g ¼ χ there, and let us imagine a market allocation where the labor productivity

of coal and green energy production, χmc and χmg, respectively, derive from variety expan-

sion in patent efforts (mc and mg) driven by monopoly profits for intermediate, specialized

goods. Suppose, moreover, that there are no research spillovers in this setting: this assump-

tion is perhaps natural in a static model (but less so in a dynamic one). In this framework,

then, there would be two equilibria if ρ, the parameter guiding the key energy elasticity,

is high enough. Suppose, moreover, that damages are to preferences, as in Section 4.6, and

with highly nonlinear features, as discussed in Section 4.7: the marginal damages are first

zero for a range of low emission levels, then high and positive, and then again zero in a

“disaster zone.” Suppose, moreover, that if the economy ends up using coal, emissions will

end up in the disaster zone. Then the Pigou procedure would amount to finding the opti-

mal solution—that with green technology only—and an associated tax on carbon that

is zero, since the marginal damage at zero emissions is zero. So here Pigou’s procedure

is highly problematic, since there are now two market outcomes given a zero tax on car-

bon, and one of them is a disaster outcome! Thus another instrument would be needed to

select among the two market outcomes, and one option would be a large enough subsidy

to green technology creation to rule out an equilibrium where markets engage in the

research on coal technologies.ce

s0290 4.14.4 Green Technology as a Commitment Mechanism
p1095 Some argue that future decision makers cannot be trusted to make good decisions and

that, therefore, to the extent we can affect their decisions with irreversible decisions made

today, we should. Why would future decision makers not make good decisions? One

reason is based on time-inconsistent discounting, as discussed earlier: the current decision

maker may have lower discount rates between any two future cohorts than that between

the current and next cohort, and if this profile of decreasing discount rates is shared

by future cohorts—updated by the appropriate number of cohorts—then profiles are
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np0420 With monopolistic competition, one would in general also need to encourage production to prevent

undersupply for those technologies that end up being patented.
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time-inconsistent. In particular, from the perspective of the current cohort, future

cohorts look too impatient. Since future carbon taxes cannot literally be committed

to today, then, the current cohort is restricted and appears to not be able to attain its pre-

ferred outcome.cf Another conceptually distinct reason for disagreements is that politi-

cians (and possibly the voters who support them) may be “myopic”; Amador (2003)

shows that rationality-based dynamic voting games in fact can lead to reduced forms

characterized by time-inconsistent preferences of politicians.cg Finally, Weitzman

(1998) provides further arguments for falling discount rates based on the idea that the true

future discount rate may be uncertain.

p1100 If current decision makers cannot decide directly on the future use of fossil fuels, they

may be able to at least influence outcomes, for example by investing in green technology

that, ex-post, will tilt the decisionmakers in the future in the right direction. To illustrate,

consider a model where production is given by

e�γϕχEnEð1�nE�ngÞ1�α�νðχEnE + χgngÞν:
E¼χEnE is coal-produced energy and Eg¼χgng is green energy; we make the assump-

tion, only for obtaining simpler expressions, that these two energy sources are perfect

substitutes. Now assume that there is an ex-ante period where an irreversible decision

can be made: that on ng. The cost is incurred ex-post, so only the decision is made

ex-ante.Moreover, it is possible to increase ng ex-post but not decrease it: it is not possible

to literally reverse the first decision.ch Finally, assume that the ex-ante decision maker

perceives a different damage elasticity than the ex-post decision maker (they have differ-

ent γs, with the ex-ante value higher than the ex-post value): this captures, in a simple

way, the intertemporal disagreement.

p1105 We make two further simplifying assumptions, for tractability. First, we take the

ex-post decision maker to perceive a damage elasticity of exactly 0 and the ex-ante deci-

sion maker to use the value γ>0. Second, we assume that χE>χg, ie, that—climate

effects aside—the coal technology is a more efficient one for producing energy, regardless

of the level at which the two technologies are used (due to the assumption of perfect

substitutability). How can we now think about outcomes without commitment?

p1110 It is clear that the ex-post decisionmaker sees no reason to use the green technology at

all. Facing a given amount of ng that he cannot decrease (and will not want to increase),

the level of nE will be determined by the first-order condition
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cf
np0425 Karp (2005), Gerlagh and Liski (2012), and Iverson (2014) analyze optimal taxes in the presence of time-

inconsistent preferences.
cg

np0430 See also Azzimonti (2011) for a similar derivation.
ch

np0435 We may think of this setup as a reduced-form representation for a case when an ex-ante investment in

capital or a new technology makes it profitable to use at least ng units of labor in green energy production,

even if it the emission reduction is not valued per se. In a dynamic model, the cost of this investment

would at least partly arise ex-ante, but this is not of qualitative importance for the argument.
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1�α�ν

1�nE�ng
¼ νχE
χEnE + χgng

: (17)

This expression delivers a linear (affine) and decreasing expression for nE as a function of

ng: nE¼h(ng), with h0<0 and independent of ng.

p1115 What is the implied behavior of the ex-ante decision maker without commitment?

She will want to maximize

e�γϕχEhðngÞð1�hðngÞ�ngÞ1�α�νðχEhðngÞ+ χgngÞν

by choice of ng, a decision that delivers a second-order polynomial equation as first-order

condition, just like in the baseline case (though nowwith somewhat more involved coef-

ficients in the polynomial). Does this first-order condition admit the first best outcome of

the ex-ante decision maker? Such a first best would amount to the solution of the two

first-order conditions

γϕχE +
1�α�ν

1�nE�ng
¼ νχE
χEnE + χgng

(18)

and

1�α�ν

1�nE�ng
¼ νχg
χEnE + χgng

(19)

which result from taking derivatives with respect to nE and ng, respectively. It is easy to see

that these cannot deliver the same solution as the problem without commitment. For

one, Eqs. (19) and (17) cannot deliver the same values for both nE and ng, since they differ

in one place only and χE>χg. Thus, we are in a second-best world where the ex-ante

decision maker uses her instrument but cannot, without an additional instrument, obtain

her first-best outcome. Moreover, total energy use and/or total labor used to produce

energy will be lower with the ex-ante decision on green energy than in the absence

of it, comparing Eqs. (17) and (18). This model is stylized and it would appear that

the specific predictions could change when moving to a more general setting. However,

the second-best nature of the setting would remain.

s0295 4.14.5 The Green Paradox
p1120 The Green Paradox, a term coined by Sinn (2008), refers to the following logical chain.

Decisions to subsidize green technology so as to speed up the research efforts in this direc-

tion will, if these efforts are successful, lead to better and better alternatives to fossil fuel

over time. This, in turn, implies that fossil-fuel producers have an incentive to produce

more in advance of these developments, given that their product is more competitive

now than it will be in the future. As an extreme example, imagine that cold fusion is

invented but takes one year to implement, so that one year from now we have essentially
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free, green energy in the entire economy. Then owners of oil wells will produce at max-

imum capacity today and, hence, there will be much higher carbon dioxide emissions

than if cold fusion had not been invented. Hence the “paradox”: green technology

(appearing in the future) is good but therefore bad (in the short run).

p1125 Our static model fully cannot express the Green Paradox, of course, since the essence

of the paradox has to do with how events play out over time. Consider therefore a very

simple two-period version of the model that allows us to think about how the intertem-

poral decision for oil producers depends on the availability of green technology. We

assume that consumers’ preferences are linear so that the gross interest rate is given by

1/β.We assume that fossil fuel is (free-to-produce) oil and that ρ¼1, so that oil and green

energy are perfect substitutes.We also assume that there is no green technology in the first

period. A simplified production function thus reads e�γϕ1E1kαEν
1 for period 1 and

e�γϕ1ðE2 +ϕ2E1ÞkαðE2 +EgÞν for period 2; for simplicity, we also abstract from the costs

for producing green energy and setEg to be exogenous, with n¼1 in both periods). Here,

ϕ1 and ϕ2 allow us to capture a carbon depreciation process that does not occur at a geo-

metric rate, a feature we argued is realistic. Our notation reveals that capital cannot be

accumulated in this example, but we will comment on accumulable capital later.

p1130 Given this setting, the price of oil in period 1 is given by p1¼ νe�γϕ1E1kαEν�1
1 and in

period 2 it is given by p2¼ νe�γϕ1ðE2 +ϕ2E1ÞkαðE2 +EgÞν�1
. All of the available oil, �E, will

be used up in the laissez-faire allocation and so oil use in the two periods will be given by

the Hotelling condition, a condition we derived and analyzed in Section 2: p1¼βp2.
Recall that this equation expresses the indifference between producing a marginal unit

of oil in period 1 and in period 2. This condition implies that E1 can be solved for from

e�γϕ1E1Eν�1
1 ¼ βe�γϕ1ð �E�E1ð1�ϕ2ÞÞð �E�E1 +EgÞν�1

. Clearly, this equation has a unique

solution and comparative statics with respect to Eg shows that more green energy in

period 2 makes E1 rise and E2 fall. Hence the Green Paradox.

p1135 Is the move of emissions from period 2 to period 1 bad for welfare? The negative

externality (SCC) of emissions in period 1 is γϕ1(y1+βϕ2y2) and the present value of

the corresponding externality in period 2 is γϕ1βy2. In the absence of a green technology
in period 2 (Eg¼0) it is easy to show that y2<y1 in the laissez-faire allocation and, hence,

at least for a range of positive values of Eg, the externality damage is higher for early emis-

sions. Intuitively, emissions in period 2 have two advantages. One is that they hurt the

economy only once: emissions in period 1 will, except for the depreciated fraction

1�ϕ2, remain in the atmosphere—a significant factor given calibrated carbon-cycle

dynamics—and hence also lower second-period TFP. The second advantage of emissions

in the future is that their negative effect is discounted (to the extent we assume β<1).

Note, finally, that the possibility of accumulating physical capital would not change any

of these conclusions: with more green energy in the second period, capital accumulation

with rise somewhat to counteract the initial effect, and it would work toward an increase

in p2, but this mechanism would not overturn our main observation.
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p1140 Can the future appearance of green technology also make overall welfare go down in

the laissez-faire allocation? This is much less clear, as an additional unit of Eg (for free) has

a direct positive welfare effect.ci However, now consider competitive production of

green energy under laissez-faire, at a unit labor cost χg. Here, a second-best argument

would suggest that there is a negative “induced externality” of green energy production:

since the economy is far from the optimum, and emissions in period 1 would be detri-

mental, any additional unit of Eg would have a negative side-effect on welfare. Hence,

a(t least a small) tax on green energy production would be desirable! The reason for this

perhaps counterintuitive effect—aside from the Green-Paradox logic—is that the total

amount of fossil fuel used will still be �E: green technology, in this setting, will not curb

the use of fossil fuel, only change the timing of emissions (in the wrong direction).

p1145 The previous example points to counterintuitive policy implications: green technol-

ogy should be discouraged. However, aside from the assumptions that make the Green

Paradox relevant, this result also relies on second-best analysis. In the social optimum,

green technology should not be taxed (nor subsidized): there is, simply, no externality

from producing green technology in this model. If green technology is developed in

an R&D activity, then support of this activity (relative to other activities) may be called

for, but only if there is an R&D externality to green technology development that is, in

the appropriate sense, larger than the corresponding one for fossil-fuel technology devel-

opments. Hence, the optimum (in this economy, where oil is free to produce) involves

fossil-fuel taxes but no net support to green technology.

p1150 Is the Green Paradox empirically relevant? The key assumption that leads to the par-

adox is that the accumulated use of fossil fuel is the same under laissez-faire as in the opti-

mal allocation. In this case, suboptimality only comes from the speed at which the fossil

reserves are used. That all reserves are used also in the optimal allocation is arguably rea-

sonable when it comes to conventional oil with low extraction costs (eg, Saudi oil).

However, it is not reasonable for nonconventional reserves and coal. Here, policy,

including subsidies to the development of future green energy production, can and

should affect how much fossil resources are left in ground. So suppose, instead, that

we focus on fossil fuel in the form of coal and that we maintain our assumption that

the marginal cost of coal is constant (in terms of labor or some other unit). Then an

increase in Eg would lead to a lower demand for coal and hence have an impact on coal

use: it would clearly induce lower coal production in the second period. Lower coal use,

in turn, has a positive externality on the economy. Moreover, coal use in period 1 is not

affected. Hence, the conclusion here is the opposite one: green energy has a positive

effect on the economy (beyond its direct positive effect, to the extent it comes for free).
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In addition, relative to a laissez-faire allocation it would be beneficial to subsidize, not tax,

green energy production. Which case appears most relevant? We take the view that the

latter is more relevant. The argument has two parts. First, the intertemporal reallocation

of emissions emphasized in the Green-Paradox argument, though logically coherent, is

not, by our measure, quantitatively important. The main reason is that the total amount

of oil is rather small and its effect on climate is limited, and a reallocation of emissions due

to oil over time is of second-order importance compared to being able to control the

cumulated (over time) emissions. Second, if the fossil fuel is costly to extract then there

would be lower emissions, as argued earlier, and in terms of the total amount of fossil fuel

available, most of it is costly to extract (most of it is coal). Coal is produced at a price much

closer to marginal cost and the Hotelling part of the coal price appears small. This argu-

ment, moreover, is quantitatively important given the large amounts of coal available.

s0300 4.15 Regional Heterogeneity
p1155 Nordhaus’s basic DICE model is a one-region integrated assessment model, but there are

by now several calibrated models in the literature with more than one region. His own

RICE (R for Regional) model was perhaps the first multiregion model and it had 7

regions, defined by geographic and economic indicators; Krusell and Smith (2015) have

developed a model at the extreme end of heterogeneity, treating one region as a

1-by-1-degree square with land mass on the global map. Regional models can serve a

variety of purposes and we first briefly discuss the chief purposes. We then use a multi-

region version of our basic model as an illustration; in particular, we use a simple version

of Hassler and Krusell (2012) and look at some extensions.

p1160 A major purpose for looking at regional heterogeneity comes from recognizing that

damages are very different in different parts of the world; some regions, such as Canada

and most of Russia, are even expected to gain from a warmer climate. Thus, using a

multiregion IAM as a simulation device, one can trace out the heterogeneous effects

of climate change under different policy scenarios. Even if there is no agreement on a

social welfare function for the world, surely policymakers are very interested in this

heterogeneity.

p1165 Another purpose of a multiregion IAM is to look at the effects of regionally hetero-

geneous policies. Suppose theWestern world adopts a strict carbon tax and the rest of the

world does not. How effective will then the western policies be in combatting climate

change, and what will its distributional consequences be?

p1170 Relatedly, one of the key concepts in policymakers’ studies of climate change is carbon

leakage. The idea here is simply that when carbon is taxed at higher rates in some regions

than in others, the decreases in carbon use in the high-tax regions will presumably be

(partially, or fully) offset by increases in carbon use in other regions. Direct carbon leakage

would for example occur if the oil shipments are simply redirected away from low-tax to
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high-tax regions. But there can also be indirect carbon leakage in that the other factors of

production (capital and/or labor) can move to where carbon taxes are lower—and hence

carbon will be used more there as a result. Differential policies can also affect outcomes

through trade (see, eg, Gars, 2012 andH�emous, 2013). Finally, when there is R&D in the

development of fossil-fuel and green technologies, differential policies in this regard

come into play as well (H�emous, 2013, looks at this case as well).

p1175 Still another important aspect of a multiregion IAM is its potential for discussing adap-

tation to climate change through the migration of people (along with other production

factors).cj Adaptation is not just important in practice but it is important to think about

from a theoretical and quantitative perspective since the damages from climate change

really are endogenous and depend on how costly it is to migrate. If migration were cost-

less, significant warming would potentially be less detrimental to human welfare since

there are vast areas on our continents that are too cold today but, with significant warm-

ing, inhabitable. There is very little research on this issue so far (Brock et al., 2014 and

Desmet and Rossi-Hansberg, 2015 are promising exceptions) but we believe it is an

important area for future research and one with much potential. Empirical research

on the costs of migration is also scant, but some work does exist (Feng et al., 2010

and, for a study of conflict in this context, see Harari and La Ferrara (2014) Q13; see also

the review Burke et al., 2015).

s0305 4.15.1 A Two-Region IAM with Homogeneous Policy: Oil
p1180 Our simple model is easily extendable to include another region (or more). Let us look at

a series of simple cases in order to illustrate some of the main points made in the litera-

ture.ck Let us first look at heterogeneous damages, so assume that production in region 1

is e�γ1Ekα1n
1�α�ν
1 Eν

1 whereas production in region 2 is e
�γ2Ekα2n

1�α�ν
2 Eν

2. Energy is coming

from fossil fuel only, and let us first assume that it is (costless-to-produce) oil available at a

total amount �E in a third region of the world, which supplies the oil under perfect com-

petition (the third region thus plays no role here other than as a mechanical supplier of

oil). Let us also for simplicity start out by assuming that the two regions are homogeneous

in the absence of climate damages, so that k1¼k2¼k and n1¼n2¼n. It is easy to work

out a laissez-faire equilibrium for this world and we can look at different cases, the first of

which is that when neither capital nor labor can move. Thus, the only trade that occurs

takes the form that the oil-producing region sends oil to the two other regions and is paid

in consumption goods; regions 1 and 2 do not interact, other than by trading in the
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competitive world oil market. All of the oil will be used and the equilibrium oil distri-

bution will now be determined by the following condition:

e�γ1 �EEν�1
1 ¼ e�γ2EEν�1

2 ,

ie, by (E1 +E2¼ �E and)

E1

E2

¼ e
γ2�γ1
1�ν

�E:

Thus, the relative use of oil is higher in the country with lower climate damages.cl Sup-

pose that region 1 experiences stronger damages. Clearly, then, region 1 is worse off and

the damage has a small “multiplier effect” to the extent that its energy used is curbed:

more energy is used in region 2. In other words, we would see lower TFP in region

1 but lower activity there also because of reduced energy use. Consumption is a fraction

1�ν of output, with the remainder sent to the third, oil-producing region.

p1185 If we also allow capital to move—but maintain that the populations cannot move—

the output effect will be somewhat strengthened as capital will also move to region 2 to

some extent. If half of capital is owned by each region, this makes region 1 gain, however,

because its GNP will rise even though its GDP will fall. In the real world, there are mov-

ing costs and cultural and other attachments to regions, so full and costless migration is

probably not an appropriate assumption even in the long run (as the static model is sup-

posed to capture a longer-run perspective).

p1190 Suppose now that regions 1 and 2 consider a common tax τ on carbon and suppose

that this tax is collected in each country and redistributed back lump-sum to the local

citizens. Would such a tax be beneficial? To regions 1 and 2, yes. The analysis depends

on the size of the tax but suppose the tax is low enough that firms are not sufficiently

discouraged from using oil that the total amount of oil use is lowered. Then the relative

energy uses in the two regions will still satisfy the equations above and the levels will not

change either. The price of oil, p, will satisfy

p¼ νy1=E1� τ,

the first term of which is independent of the tax size (for a small enough tax). Hence,

country i’s consumption will now be yi� (p+τ)Ei+τEi¼ (1�ν)yi+τEi so that con-

sumption is strictly increasing in τ for both regions. Thus, the two regions can use

the tax to shift oil revenues from the oil-producing region to its own citizens, without

affecting output at all.cm When the tax is high enough that p reaches zero, the level of

production responds to taxation: as producers now receive nothing for their oil, they
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are indifferent as to howmuch to supply. At that tax level, the total energy supply will still

be given by �E and the equations above, but now consider a slightly higher tax, still with a

zero price of oil. Then the total amount of energy E is then lower and is determined from

τ¼ νe�γ1Ekαn1�α�νEν�1
1 and

E1

E�E1

¼ e
γ2�γ1
1�ν E:

It is straightforward to show, if the γs are not too far apart, that these two equations imply

a lower E and E1 as τ is raised and that E1/E2 will rise. Now, for each region there would

be an optimal τ and there would be a conflict between these two values. Generally, the

region with a higher climate externality would favor a higher tax.

s0310 4.15.2 A Two-Region IAM with Homogeneous Policy: Coal
p1195 These discussions all refer to the case of oil, ie, a free-to-extract fossil fuel. Suppose we

instead look at coal, and assume that coal is domestically produced: it costs 1/χ i units of
labor per unit, as in most of our analysis earlier. We also assume that the transport costs for

coal are inhibitive so that there is no trade at all. The only connection between the

regions is thus the climate externality. In the absence of taxes the world equilibrium is

then determined independently of the externality and according to

1�α�ν

χ i�Ei

¼ ν

Ei

for i¼1,2.

p1200 Now the reason to tax in order to transfer resources away from a third region and to

the home country is no longer applicable; the only reason to tax is the climate externality.

As in the oil case, let us assume that any tax on coal is lump-sum transferred back to

domestic consumers. What is then the best outcome for each of the two regions? The

two countries can, in principle, act in a coordinated fashion so as to maximize overall

welfare—by maximizing world output—and then choose a point on the Pareto frontier

by the use of transfers.World output is maximized by setting the tax equal to the marginal

damage externality in the world, ie, γ1y1+γ2y2. Thus, the social planner chooses E1 and

E2 to solve

γ1e
�γ1ðE1 +E2Þkα1 1�E1

χ1

� �1�α�ν

Eν
1 + γ2e

�γ2ðE1 +E2Þkα2 1�E2

χ2

� �1�α�ν

Eν
2 ¼

e�γ1ðE1 +E2Þkα1 1�E1

χ1

� �1�α�ν

Eν
1

1�ν�α

χ1�E1

� ν

E1

� �
¼

e�γ2ðE1 +E2Þkα2 1�E2

χ2

� �1�α�ν

Eν
2

1�ν�α

χ2�E2

� ν

E2

� �
:
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The first line represents the global damage externality (which is also the optimal tax on

coal); it has to be set equal to the net benefit of emissions in each of the two regions

(the following two lines). The allocation will have lower E1 and E2 amounts (provided,

at least, both γs are positive) than in the laissez-faire allocation.

p1205 Suppose, however, that the regions cannot use transfers to arrive at a Pareto-optimal

allocation. Then an optimal allocation would be obtained by maximizing a weighted

value of the utilities of consumers in the two regions. Often, macroeconomic models

adopt the utilitarian approach. Assuming, as in a benchmark case above, logarithmic util-

ity of consumption, and a utilitarian social welfare function, we would then need to solve

max
E1,E2

log e�γ1ðE1 +E2Þkα1 1�E1

χ1

� �1�α�ν

Eν
1

 !
+ log e�γ2ðE1 +E2Þkα2 1�E2

χ2

� �1�α�ν

Eν
2

 !
:

This problem delivers two simple first-order conditions:

γ1 + γ2¼
1�ν�α

χ1�E1

� ν

E1

¼ 1�ν�α

χ2�E2

� ν

E2

:

It is easy to see from these two equations the only parameters that influence emissions in

country i are parameters specific to that country plus the damage elasticity parameter of

the other country. Suppose now that we try to back out what tax on coal in country i

would be necessary to attain this allocation. From the firm’s first-order condition we

obtain

τi¼ e�γ1ðE1 +E2Þkαi 1�Ei

χi

� �1�α�ν

Eν
i

1�ν�α

χi�Ei

� ν

Ei

� �
:

Let us now evaluate the right-hand side at the utilitarian optimum as given by the pre-

vious equations. This delivers

τi¼ γ1 + γ2ð Þe�γ1ðE1 +E2Þkαi 1�Ei

χ i

� �1�α�ν

Eν
i :

Does this imply a uniform tax across countries? The answer is no. We obtain, in partic-

ular, that

τ1
τ2
¼ k1

k2

� �α 1�E1

χ1
1�E2

χ2

0
BB@

1
CCA

1�α�ν

E1

E2

� �ν

¼ y1

y2
:
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Clearly, this expression is not 1 in general. It depends on the ratio of capital stocks (note

that E1 and E2 do not) and the expression involving the Es and χs is also not equal to 1 in
general: it is above (below) 1 if χ1 is above χ2. In the latter case, the richer country

imposes a larger tax on carbon. Note, however, that we obtain a common tax rate,

ie, a common tax on coal per output unit.

p1210 We have learned from the earlier analysis (i) that the Pareto optimum involves a glob-

ally uniform tax on coal (along with some chosen lump-sum transfers across regions) but

(ii) the utilitarian optimum assuming no transfers across regions does not, and instead

prescribes—in the benchmark case we look at—a tax that is proportional to the country’s

output. It is straightforward to go through a similar exercise with population sizes differ-

ing across regions; in this case, the optimal tax rate in region i is equal to the region’s

per-capita income times the world’s population-weighted γs.

s0315 4.15.3 Policy Heterogeneity and Carbon Leakage
p1215 International agreements appear hard to reach and it is therefore of interest to analyze

policy heterogeneity from a more general perspective. So suppose region 1 considers

a tax on its fossil fuel but knows that region 2 will not use taxes.What are the implications

for the output levels of the two regions and for the climate implied by such a scenario?We

again begin the analysis by looking at the case of oil, and we start off by assuming that

neither capital nor labor can move across regions.

p1220 In a decentralized equilibrium, oil use in region 1 is given by

p+ τ¼ νe�γ1ðE1 +E2Þkα1n
1�α�ν
1 Eν�1

1

and in region 2 it is given by

p¼ νe�γ2ðE1 +E2Þkα2n
1�α�ν
2 Eν�1

2 :

Thus, we can solve for E1 and E2 given E1 +E2
 �E. Clearly, we must have p>0—

otherwise, region 2 would demand an infinite amount of oil—and so we first conclude

that E1 +E2¼ �E: there is no way for one country, however large, to influence total

emissions. What the tax will do is change energy use across regions: region 1 will use

less and region 2more.Moreover, in utility terms region 1 is worse off and region 2 better

off from this unilateral tax policy. This example illustrates direct (and full) carbon leakage:

if one region taxes oil, oil use will fall in this region but there will be an exact offset

elsewhere in the world.

p1225 In the coal example, the situation is rather different. The laissez-faire allocation is now

given by

τ1¼ e�γ1ðE1 +E2Þkα1 1�E1

χ1

� �1�α�ν

Eν
1

1�ν�α

χ1�E1

� ν

E1

� �
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and

0¼ 1�ν�α

χ2�E2

� ν

E2

:

We see that coal use in region 2 now is independent of the tax policy in region 1.cn It is

easy to show that region 1’s coal use will fall and that, at least if both γs are positive and
locally around τ1¼0, welfare will go up in both regions. There will be an optimal tax,

from the point of view of region 1’s utility, and it is given by the SCC (computed ignor-

ing the negative externality on region 2), ie, γ1y1.
p1230 If one allows capital mobility, as in Krusell and Smith (2015), there will be indirect

carbon leakage. In the case of oil, a tax in region 1 would act as a multiplier and tilt the

relative oil use more across regions, ie, increase the leakage. In the case of coal, whereas

there is no leakage when capital cannot flow, there is now some leakage: the lower use of

coal will decrease the return to capital in region 1 and some capital will then move to

region 2, in turn increasing emissions there. We thus see that the extent of leakage

depends on (i) how costly fossil fuel is to extract and (ii) to what extent other input factor

flow across regions.co

p1235 It would be straightforward to apply this model, and even dynamic versions of it as

they can allow closed-form analysis, for a range of qualitative and quantitative studies.

A recent example is Hillebrand and Hillebrand (2016), who study tax-and-transfer

schemes in a dynamic multiregion version of the model.

s0320 4.15.4 More Elaborate Regional Models
p1240 Multiregion models of the sort discussed here can be applied rather straightforwardly, and

without much relying on numerical solution techniques, in a number of directions. How-

ever, some extensions require significant computational work. One example is the case

where the intertemporal cross-regional trade is restricted; a specific case is that where there

are shocks and these shocks cannot be perfectly insured. Krusell and Smith (2014, 2015)

study such models and also compare outcomes across different assumptions regarding such

trade; in their models with regional temperature shocks, the model is similar to that in

Aiyagari (1994), with the Aiyagari consumers replaced by regions, andwhere the numerical

methods borrow in part from Krusell and Smith (1998). The Krusell and Smith (2015)

model has regions represent squares that are 1 by 1 degree on the map; Nordhaus’s

G-Econ database with population and production on that level of aggregation can then
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be used to calibrate the model. Thus, the calibration makes the initial model output dis-

tribution match that in the data, and the marginal products of capital are assumed to be

equal initially—these two restrictions are made possible by choosing TFP and capital-stock

levels for each region. There is also heterogeneity in two aspects of how regions respond to

climate change. One is that for any given increase in global temperature, the regional

responses differ quite markedly according to certain patterns, as discussed in

Section 3.1.4; Krusell and Smith use the estimates implied by a number of simulations

of advanced climate models to obtain region-specific parameters. These estimated

“climate sensitivities” are plotted by region on the global map in left panel of Fig. 13.

p1245 A second element is differences in damages from climate change across regions. In the

latest version of their work and as mentioned in Section 3.3.3, Krusell and Smith use the

assumption that there is a common, U-shaped damage function for all regions defined in

terms of the local temperature, ie, there ideal temperature is the same at all locations. This

common damage function has three parameters which are estimated to match, when the

model is solved, the aggregate (global) damages implied by Nordhaus’s DICE damage

function for three different warming scenarios (1, 2.5, and 5 degrees of global warming).

The estimates imply that an average daily temperature of 11.1°C (taken as a 24-h average)

is optimal.

p1250 The right panel of Fig. 13 displays the model’s predicted laissez-faire outcomes in year

2200. We see large gains in percent of GDP in most of the northern parts of the northern

hemisphere and large losses in the south. Overall, the damage heterogeneity is what is

striking here: the differences across regions swamp those obtained for any comparisons

over time of global average damages. The results in this figure of course rely on the

assumption that the damage function is the same everywhere so that warming implies

gains for those regions that are too cold initially and losses for those that are too warm.

This, however, seems like a reasonable assumption to start with and, moreover, is in line

with recent damage-function estimates using cross-sectional data: see Burke et al. (2015).

These results at the very least suggest that the returns from further research on hetero-

geneity should be rather high.

p1255 We already mentioned H�emous’s (2014) Q14work on the R&D allocation across regions,

emphasizing the importance of understanding the determinants and consequences of the

regional distribution of R&D and of trade in goods with different carbon content.cp

Another very promising and recent line of research that we also made reference to

above is that on endogenous migration pursued in Brock et al. (2014) and Desmet

and Rossi-Hansberg (2015). The latter study, which is an early adopter of the kind of

damage-function assumption (for both agriculture and manufacturing) used in the later

study by Krusell and Smith (2015), assumes free mobility and that there is technology

heterogeneity across regions, with operative region-to-region spillovers. The model
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structure used by Desmet and Rossi-Hansberg is particularly tractable for the analysis of

migration, as it uses indifference conditions to distribute agents across space. In contrast,

models where location is a state variable (in a dynamic sense) and moving is costly are

much more difficult to characterize, as moving then is a highly multidimensional and

nonlinear problem both with regard to state and control variables. Stylized two-region

models like those studied herein and in H�emous’s work can perhaps be solved for endog-

enous migration outcomes but full dynamics are probably very challenging to solve for.

s0325 5. DYNAMIC IAMS

p1260 Even though the static IAM setting analyzed in the previous section is useful in many

ways, its value in quantitative evaluations is limited: climate change plays out very slowly

over time—the dynamics of the carbon cycle especially—and the intertemporal econom-

ics aspects involving the comparison between consumption today and consumption far

out in the future are therefore of essence. Thus, a quantitatively oriented integrated

assessment model of economics and climate change needs to incorporate dynamics. In

addition, there are some conceptual issues that cannot be properly discussed without a

dynamic setting, such as time preferences.

p1265 To our knowledge, the first steps toward modern integrated assessment model appear

in Nordhaus (1977). A little over a decade later, Nordhaus developed a sequence of

dynamic models, all in the spirit of the simple model above, but formulated in sufficient

complexity that numerical model solution is required. The core, one-region version of

Nordhaus’s model is DIce: a Dynamic Integrated Climate-Economy model, described in

detail in Nordhaus and Boyer (2000). In one respect, almost all the dynamic IAMs,

including Nordhaus’s, are more restrictive than the setting in our previous section: they

focus on a planning problem, ie, on characterizing optimal allocations. That is, decen-

tralized equilibria without carbon policy, or with suboptimal carbon policy, are rarely

analyzed, let alone explicitly discussed in dynamic models.cq In our present treatment,

we insist on analyzing both optima and suboptimal equilibria, in large part because

the quantitative assessments of the “cost of inaction” cannot be computed otherwise.

p1270 In what follows we will discuss a general structure for which we define the social cost

of carbon and, under some additional assumptions, can derive a simple and directly inter-

pretable formula for the tax. It is a straightforward extension of the results from the static

model above. This material is contained in Section 5.1. In Section 5.2 we then make

further assumptions, relying also on the finite-resource modeling from Section 2, and

simplify the general structure so as to arrive at an easily solved, and yet quantitatively rea-

sonable, model that can be used for positive as well as normative analysis. Throughout,

the discussion follows Golosov et al. (2014) rather closely.
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s0330 5.1 The Social Cost of Carbon in a General Dynamic Model
p1275 We now focus on how the SCC is determined in a dynamic setting that is reasonably

general. For this, we use a typical macroeconomic model with a representative (for

the global economy, at this point) agent, as in Nordhaus’s DICE model, a production

structure, and a specification of the climate system as well as the carbon cycle.

p1280 The representative agent has utility function

0

X∞
t¼0

βtU Ctð Þ,

whereU is a standard, strictly concave utility function of (the one and only) consumption

good C and where β 2 [0,1) is the discount factor. The resource constraint for the con-

sumption good is more broadly a constraint for the final good, because like in most of the

macroeconomic literature we treat consumption and investment as perfect substitutes.

The constraint thus reads

Ct +Kt+1¼Yt + 1�δð ÞKt,

which involves a typical capital accumulation specification with geometric depreciation

at rate δ and where Y denotes global output. Global output, in turn, is generated from

Yt ¼F0, t K0, t,N0, t,E0, t,Stð Þ:
Here, “0” represents the sector producing the final good. The function F0 is assumed to

display constant returns to scale in the first three inputs. N0, t is labor used in this sector

and E0, t ¼ E0,1, t,…,E0,I , tð Þ denotes a vector of different energy inputs. We use a subin-

dex t on the production function to indicate that there can be technical change over time

(of various sorts and deterministic as well as stochastic). S, finally, is atmospheric carbon

concentration, and it appears in the production function because it causes damages—

through the effect of S on the climate (in particular through the temperature).

p1285 In our formulation here, as discussed earlier, we adopt the common assumption

that damages only appear in the production function. Moreover, they only appear

in the time-t production function through atmospheric carbon concentration at t, thus

subsuming the mapping from S to temperature and that from temperature to output

loss in one mapping. As we already argued, these assumptions are convenient in that

they map neatly into Nordhaus’s DICE model. We should remind the reader that the

inclusion of only St in the damages at t captures a lack of dynamics; as we pointed out,

this should still be a reasonable approximation to a more complex setting where, con-

ceptually, one would include past values of S in the production function at t as a way of

capturing the full dynamics. An extension to include such lagged variables is straight-

forward but would not greatly change the results as the temperature dynamics are

rather quick.
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p1290 Turning to energy production, we assume that there are Ig�1 “dirty” energy sources

(involving fossil fuel), i¼ 1,…, Ig�1, and a set of green sources, i¼ Ig,…, I . Each com-

ponent of E0, t, E0, i, t for i¼ 1,…, I , is then produced using a technology Fi, t, which uses

the three inputs capital, labor, and the energy input vector. Some energy sources, such as

oil, may be in finite supply. For those i in finite supply, Ri, t denotes the beginning-of-

period stock at t and Ei, t the total amount extracted (produced) at t. Thus, the exhaustible

stock i evolves as

Ri, t+1¼Ri, t�Ei, t � 0: (20)

Production for energy source i, whether it is exhaustible or not, is then assumed to obey

Ei, t ¼Fi, t Ki, t,Ni, t,Ei, t,Ri, tð Þ� 0: (21)

The resource stock appears in the production function because the production costs may

depend on the remaining resource stock. Notice, also, that St does not appear in these

production functions: we assume that climate change does not cause damages to energy

production. This, again, is a simplification we make mainly to adhere to the TFP damage

specification that is common in the literature, but it also simplified formulas and improves

tractability somewhat. Given that the energy sector is not so large, this simplification

should not be a major problem for our quantitative analysis.

p1295 To close the macroeconomic part of the model, we assume that inputs are allocated

across sectors without costs, again a simplifying assumption but one that appears reason-

able if the period of analysis is as long as, say, 10 years. Thus we have

XI
i¼0

Ki, t ¼Kt,
XI
i¼0

Ni, t ¼Nt, and Ej, t ¼
XI
i¼0

Ei, j, t: (22)

We assume that the sequence/process for Nt is exogenous.

p1300 Finally, we let the carbon cycle generally be represented by a function S
�
t as follows:

St ¼ S
�
t
E

f
i,�T , E

f
�T +1,…, Ef

t ,
� �

: (23)

Here, T periods back represents the end of the preindustrial era and Ef
s �
PIg�1

i¼1 Ei, s is

fossil emission at s and we recall that Ei, s is measured in carbon emission units for all

i. When we specialize the model, we will adopt a very simple structure for S
�
t that is

in line with the discussion in the section earlier on the carbon cycle.

p1305 We are now ready to state an expression for the SCC. Using somewhat abstract (but

obvious) notation, and denoting the social cost of carbon at time t, in consumption units

at this point in time, by SCCt, we have

SCCt ¼t

X∞
j¼0

βj
U

0 ðCt+ jÞ
U

0 ðCtÞ
@F0, t+ j

@St+ j

@St+ j

@E
f
t

: (24)
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Before we discuss this equation, let us emphasize—as we pointed out in the context of the

static model—that this expression amounts to keeping decisions fixed as emissions are

increased incrementally. Ie, this concept of the social cost of carbon does not correspond

to a policy experiment (where presumably induced changes in decisions would add indi-

rect damage effects, positive or negative). Golosov et al. (2014) derive this equation as

part of an optimal allocation but then the interpretation really is that the right-hand side

equals the OSCCt.

p1310 Eq. (24) is easily interpreted. First,
@St+ j

@E
f
t

captures the carbon cycle dynamics: it tells us

howmuch the atmospheric carbon content j periods ahead is increased by a unit emission

at t. That amount of increase in St+j then changes final output in period t+1 by
@F0, t+ j

@St+ j

per unit. The total effect (the multiplication of these two factors), which is presumably

negative, is the marginal damage in that period in terms of the final output good arising

from a unit of emission at t. To translate this amount into utils at t+ j one multiplies by

U
0 ðCt+ jÞ, and to bring the utils at t+ j back to time-t utils one multiplies by βj: utility

discounting. The division by U
0 ðCtÞ then translates the amount back into consumption

units at t. Finally, since one needs to take into account the effect of emissions at all points

in time t, t +1,… , one needs the infinite sum.

p1315 Conceptually, thus, Eq. (24) really is straightforward. However, in its general form it

is perhaps not so enlightening. A key result in Golosov et al. (2014) is that with some

assumptions that the authors argue are weak, one can simplify the formula considerably

and even arrive at a closed-form expression in terms of primitive parameters. We present

the assumptions one by one.

p1320
enun0010 Assumption 1.p1325 UðCÞ¼ logC.

Logarithmic utility, both used and relaxed in our static model, is very often used in

macroeconomic models and seems appropriate as a benchmark. It embodies an assump-

tion about the intertemporal elasticity of consumption but obviously also about risk

aversion.

enun0015 Assumption 2.

F0, t K0, t,N0, t,E0, t,Stð Þ¼ exp �γtStð ÞF�0, t K0, t,N0, t,E0, tð Þ,
where we have normalized so that S is the atmospheric CO2 concentration in excess of

that prevailing in preindustrial times, as in the earlier section, and where γ can be time-

and state-dependent.

p1330 This assumption was discussed in detail in Section 3.3: we argue that it allows a

good reduced-form approximation to the most commonly used assumptions on the

S-to-temperature and the temperature-to-damage formulations in this literature.
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enun0020 Assumption 3.

St ¼
Xt+T

s¼0

1� dsð ÞEf
t�s (25)

where ds 2 0,1½ � for all s.
p1345 A linear carbon cycle was also discussed Section 3.2.4 on carbon circulation above and

argued to be a good approximation. The linear structure was also simplified further there,

and we will use that simplification below.

enun0025 Assumption 4.

p1355 Ct/Yt does not depend on time.

p1350 This assumption, which is tantamount to that used in the textbook Solow model, is

not an assumption on primitives as we usually define them. However, it is an assumption

that can be shown to hold exactly for some assumptions on primitives—as those that will

be entertained below—or that holds approximately in a range of extensions; see Barrage

(2014). Major changes in saving behavior away from this assumption are needed to dras-

tically alter the quantitative conclusions coming out of our SCC formula.

p1360 Now given these four assumptions only a minor amount of algebra suffices to arrive at

a formula for the SCC, as well as for the optimal tax on carbon. It is

SCCt ¼Yt t

X∞
j¼0

βjγt+ jð1� djÞ
" #

: (26)

As can be seen, this formula is a straightforward extension of that arrived at for the static

economy. As in the static economy, the formula for the tax as a fraction of output is a

primitive: there, simply γ; here, a present value of sorts of future γs. Note, of course,

here as well as for the static model, that if one needs to assign a specific value to the

optimal tax, one would strictly speaking need to evaluate output at its optimal level,

and the optimal level of output is not expressed in closed form here (and may be cum-

bersome to compute). However, given our quantitative analysis later, we note that the

optimal tax rate does not alter current output so much. Hence, a good approximation to

the optimal tax rate is that given by the expression in brackets in Eq. (26) times current

output.cr

p1365 In the static economy, we assumed a Cobb–Douglas form for output, as we will in

the next section as well for our positive analysis. However, Cobb–Douglas production
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is apparently not necessary for the result earlier. What is true is that Cobb–Douglas

production, along with logarithmic utility and 100% depreciation for capital, are very

helpful assumptions for arriving at a constant C/Y ratio (Assumption 4), but we also

know that an approximately constant C/Y ratio emerges out of a much broader set of

economies.

p1370 We note that, aside from the damage parameter γ, utility discounting and carbon

depreciation now matter very explicitly as well. This is quite intuitive: it matters how

long a unit of emitted carbon stays in the atmosphere and it also matters how much

we care about the future. As for how γ appears, note that the formula is an expectation

over future values—as in the static model, a certainty equivalence of sorts applies—but

that one could also imagine γ as evolving over time, or incorporating different amounts of

uncertainty at different points in time.cs Of course, suppose more information is revealed

about γ as time evolves, the optimal tax will evolve accordingly (as, eg, in a specification

where γ is assumed to follow a unit-root process).

p1375 A final expression of our SCC is obtained by (i) assuming thatt γt+ j

h i
¼ γ t for all j (as

for example for a unit root process) and (ii) letting the 1�djs be defined by Eq. (13)

(which we argued gives a good account of the depreciation patterns). Then we obtain

SCCt=Yt ¼ γ t
φL

1�β
+

ð1�φLÞφ0

1� 1�φð Þβ
� �

: (27)

Here, the expression inside the parenthesis on the right-hand side can be thought of as the

discount-weighted duration of emissions, an object that is stationary by assumption here.

p1380 A remarkable feature of the formula for the SCC as a fraction of output as derived here

is that it depends on very few parameters. In particular, no production parameters appear,

nor do assumptions about technology or the sources of energy. In contrast, we will see in

the positive analysis below that such assumptions matter greatly for the paths of output,

the climate, energy use, and the total costs of suboptimal climate policy. These are obvi-

ously important as well, so we need to proceed to this analysis. However, for computing

what optimal policy is, straightforward application of the formula above works very well,

and in some sense is all that is needed to optimally deal with climate change. To compute

the optimal quantity restrictions is much more demanding, because then precisely all

these additional assumptions are made, and to predict the future of technology (especially

that regarding energy supply) is extremely difficult, to say the least. Section 5.2.3 cali-

brates the key parameters behind the formula above and Section 5.2.4 then displays

the numerical results for the social cost of carbon.
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s0335 5.2 A Positive Dynamic Model
p1385 The positive dynamic model will be a straightforward extension of the static model in

Section 4 in combination with the basic model from Section 2.3.2 (without endogenous

technical change).

p1390 Thus we assume a production function that is Cobb–Douglas in capital, labor, and an

energy input, along with TFP damages from climate:

Yt ¼ e�γtStAtK
α
t N

1�α�ν
0t Eν

t : (28)

Here, we maintain the possibility that γ changes over time/is random.

p1395 There are three energy-producing sectors, as in one of the extensions of the static

model. Sector 1 thus produces “oil,” which is in finite supply and is extracted at zero

cost. The accounting equation Eot¼Rt�Rt+1 thus holds for oil stocks at all times.

The second and third sectors are the “coal” and the “green” sectors, respectively. They

deliver energy using

Ei, t ¼ χ itNit for i¼ c,g: (29)

Here, Nt¼N0t+Nct+Ngt. We will focus on parameters such that coal, though in finite

supply, will not be used up; hence, its Hotelling premium will be zero and there will be

no need to keep track of the evolution of the coal stock. ct This specification captures the

key stylized features of the different energy sectors while maintaining tractability. In prac-

tice, oil (as well as natural gas) can be transformed into useable energy quite easily but

these resources are in very limited supply compared to coal. Coal is also more expensive

to produce, as is green energy.

p1400 Here, energy used in production of the final good, Et, then obeys

Et ¼ κoE
ρ
ot + κcE

ρ
ct + κgE

ρ
gt

	 
1=ρ (30)

with
P

i¼o, c,gκi¼ 1. As before, ρ<1 regulates the elasticity of substitution between dif-

ferent energy sources; the κs are share parameters and also influence the efficiency with

with the different energy sources are used in production. In addition, coal is “dirtier” than

oil in that it gives rise to higher carbon emissions per energy unit produced. With Eot and

Ect in the same units (of carbon emitted), the calibration therefore demands κo>κc.
p1405 The variables At, χ it, and Nt are assumed to be exogenous and deterministic. Popu-

lation growth is possible within our analytically tractable framework but we abstract from

considering it explicitly in our quantitative exercises below, since A andN play the same
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role.cu Our final assumption, which is key for tractability, is that capital depreciates fully

between periods (δ¼1). This is an inappropriate assumption in business-cycle analysis

but much less so when a model focusing on long-run issues; a model period will be cal-

ibrated to be 10 years.

s0340 5.2.1 Solving the Planner's Problem
p1410 For brevity, we do not state the planner’s problem; it is implicit from the description

earlier. The first-order conditions for Ct and Kt yield

1

Ct

¼ βt

α

Ct+1

Yt+1

Kt+1

:

Together with the resource constraint

Ct +Kt+1¼Yt

we then obtain an analytical solution for saving as Kt+1¼αβYt for all t. It follows that

Ct/Yt is equal to 1�αβ at all times, and we have therefore demonstrated that

Assumption 4 is verified for this economy. A byproduct of our assumptions here, then,

are that the formula for the optimal carbon tax, Eq. (26), holds exactly.

p1415 What is the planner’s choice for the energy inputs, and what is the resulting effect on

atmospheric carbon concentration and, hence, the climate? First, we assume that ρ<1,

and from this Inada property we then conclude that the energy choices will be interior at

all times. Looking at the first-order conditions for Et and Eot, we obtain

νκo

E
1�ρ
ot E

ρ
t

�SSCt

Yt

¼ βt

νκo

E
1�ρ
o, t+1E

ρ
t+1

�SSCt+1

Yt+1

 !
, (31)

where SSCt/Yt is, again, defined Eq. (26). This equation expresses Hotelling’s formula in

the case where there is a cost of using carbon: the damage externality (thus, playing a

similar role to an extraction cost).

p1420 Looking at the other two energy source, by choosing Ni, t optimally we obtain

χct
νκc

E
1�ρ
ct E

ρ
t

�SCCt

Yt

� �
¼ 1�α�ν

Nt�Ect

χct
�Egt

χgt

(32)

and
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χgt
νκg

E
1�ρ
gt E

ρ
t

¼ 1�α�ν

Nt�Ect

χct
�Egt

χgt

:
(33)

From the perspective of solving the model conveniently, it is important to note now that

SSCt/Yt is available in closed form as a function of primitives: the remaining system of

equations to be solved is a vector difference equation but only in the energy choices. Ie,

the model can be solved for energy inputs first, by solving this difference equation, and

then the rest of the variables (output, consumption, etc.) are available in the simple closed

forms given above.

p1425 To solve the vector difference equation—to the extent there is no uncertainty—is also

simple, though in general a small amount of numerical work is needed.cv A robust numer-

ical method goes as follows.With any given value forEot, the Eqs. (32) and (33) can be used

to solve for Ect and Egt, and thus Et. The solution is nonlinear but well defined. For any

given initial stock of oil R0, one can now use a simple shooting algorithm. The

“shooting” part is accomplished by (i) guessing on a number for Eo0; (ii) deriving the all

the other energy inputs at time 0; (iii) using the Hotelling Eq. (31), which is stated in terms

ofEo1 andE1, to obtainEo1 as a function ofE1; (iv) combining this relation betweenEo1 and

E1 with Eqs. (32) and (33) evaluated for period 1 to obtain all the energy choices in period

1; and (v) going back to step (iii) to repeat for the next period. The so-obtained path for all

energy inputs in particular delivers a path for oil extraction. To checkwhether the fired shot

hits the target involves simply checking that the cumulated oil use exactly exhausts the

initial stock asymptotically. If too much or too little is used up, adjust Eo0 appropriately

and run through the algorithm again.

p1430 If there is uncertainty about γ that is nontrivial and does not go away over time, one

needs to use recursive methods, given the nonlinearity of the vector difference equation.

It is still straightforward to solve, however, with standard versions of such methods.

s0345 5.2.2 Competitive Equilibrium
p1435 It is straightforward to define a dynamic (stochastic) general equilibrium for this economy

as for the static model. All markets feature perfect competition. Firms in the final-goods

sector make zero profits, as do firms in the coal and green-energy sectors. In the oil sector,

there is a Hotelling rent, and hence profits. These profits are delivered to the represen-

tative consumer, who otherwise receive labor and capital income and, to the extent there

is a tax on fossil fuel, lump-sum transfers so that the government budget balances. When

taxes are used, we assume that they are levied on the energy-producing firms (oil and

coal). The consumer’s Euler equation and the return to capital satisfying the first-order

condition for capital from the firm’s problem deliver the constant saving rate αβ.
The energy supplies (or, equivalently, the labor allocation) is then given by a set of
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conditions similar to those from the planning problem. Assuming that the carbon tax in

period t is set as an exogenous fraction of output in period t, we then obtain from the

energy producers’ problems

νκo

E
1�ρ
ot E

ρ
t

� τt ¼ βt

νκo

E
1�ρ
o, t+1E

ρ
t+1

� τt+1

 !
, (34)

χct
νκc

E
1�ρ
ct E

ρ
t

� τ

� �
¼ 1�α�ν

Nt�Ect

χct
�Egt

χgt

,
(35)

and

χgt
νκg

E
1�ρ
gt E

ρ
t

¼ 1�α�ν

Nt�Ect

χct
�Egt

χgt

:
(36)

Since this vector difference equation is very similar to the planner’s vector difference

equation, it can be solved straightforwardly with the same kind of algorithm. The

laissez-faire allocation is particularly simple to solve.

s0350 5.2.3 Calibration and Results
p1440 In the spirit of quantitative macroeconomic modeling, the calibration of our model

parameters is critical. Also in this part, we followGolosov et al. (2014) in selecting param-

eter values. The calibration is important to review in some detail here, as calibration of

this class of models is not standard in the macroeconomic literature. Given our assump-

tions, two parameters are easy to select: we assume that α and ν are 0.3 and 0.04, respec-
tively; the value for the capital share is standard in the macroeconomic literature and the

energy share is taken from the calibration in Hassler et al. (2015).

s0355 5.2.3.1 Discounting
p1445 As will be clear from our results, the discount factor matters greatly for what optimal tax

to recommend. We do not take stand here but rather report our results for a range of

values for β. Nordhaus’s calibrations start from interest-rate data; interest rates should

mirror the interest rate, if markets work, so to set 1/β�1¼0.015 is then reasonable.

Stern, in his review on climate change, takes a very different view and uses what is essen-

tially a zero rate: 1/β�1¼0.001. A view that sharply differs from the market view can be

motivated on purely normative grounds, though then there may be auxiliary implications

of this normative view: perhaps capital accumulation should then be encouraged more

broadly, eg, using broad investment/saving subsidies. Persson and Sterner (2007) Q15, how-

ever, argue informally that it is possible to discount consumption and climate services—to

the extent the latter enter separately in utility—at different rates.
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p1450 A third and, we think, interesting argument for using a lower discount rate is that it is

reasonable to assume that discounting is time-inconsistent: people care about themselves

and the next generation or so with rates in line with observed market rates but thereafter,

they use virtually no discounting. The idea would be that I treat the consumption of my

grand-grand-grand children and that of my grand-grand-grand-grand children identi-

cally in my own utility weighting. If this is a correct description of people’s preferences,

and if people have commitment tools for dealing with time inconsistency, we would see

it in market rates, but there are not enough market observations for such long-horizon

assets to guide a choice of discount rates. Hence, it is not easy to reject a rate such as 0.1%

(but, by the same token, there is no market evidence in favor of it either). If people have

no commitment tools for dealing with time inconsistency, observed market rates today

would be a mix of the short- and long-run rates (and very heavily weighted toward

present-bias), thus making it hard to use market observations to back out the longer-

run rates. These arguments can be formalized: it turns out that the present model—if

solved with a simplified energy sector (say, coal only)—can be solved analytically also

with time-inconsistent preferences (see Karp, 2005, Gerlagh and Liski, 2012, and

Iverson, 2014).

s0360 5.2.3.2 The carbon cycle
p1455 We calibrate the carbon cycle, as indicated, with a linear system implying that the carbon

depreciation rates are given by Eq. (13). Thus with the depreciation rate at horizon j

given by 1�dj ¼φL + 1�φLð Þφ0 1�φð Þj, we have to select three parameter: φL, φ0,

and φ. Recall the interpretation that φL is the share of of carbon emitted into the atmo-

sphere that stays there forever, 1�φ0 the share that disappears into the biosphere and the

surface oceans within a decade, and the remaining part, 1�φLð Þφ0, decays (slowly) at a

geometric rate φ.We set φL to 0.2, given the estimate in the 2007 IPCC report that about

20% any emission pulse remains in the atmosphere for several thousand years.cw Archer

(2005), furthermore, argues that the excess carbon that does depreciate has a mean

lifetime of about 300 years. Thus, we set (1�φ)30¼0.5, implying φ¼0.0228. Third,

the 2007 IPCC report asserts that about 50% of any CO2 emission pulse into the atmo-

sphere has left the atmosphere after about 30 years. This means that d2¼0.5 so that

1�1

2
¼ 0:2+ 0:8φ0ð1�0:0228Þ2, and hence φ0¼0.393. Finally, to set the initial condi-

tion for carbon concentration we showed above that the assumed depreciation structure

is consistent with the existence of two “virtual carbon stocks” S1 (the part that remains in

the atmosphere forever) and S2 (the part that depreciates at rate φ), with

S1, t ¼ S1, t�1 +φLE
f
t and S2, t ¼φS2, t�1 +φ0ð1�φLÞEf

t , and St¼S1, t+S2, t. We choose

starting values so that time-0 (ie, year-2000) carbon equals 802, with the division
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S1¼684 and S2¼118; the value of S1 comes from taking the preindustrial stock of 581

and adding 20% of accumulation emissions.cx

s0365 5.2.3.3 Damages
p1460 Turning to the calibration of damages, recall that we argued that for a reasonable range of

carbon concentration levels the exponential TFP expression e�γS is a good approxima-

tion to the composed S-to-temperature and temperature-to-TFP mappings in the liter-

ature. It remains choose γ, deterministic or stochastic. Here, in our illustrations, we will

focus on a deterministic γ and only comment on uncertainty later. Following the discus-

sion in the damage section earlier and Golosov et al. (2014), with S measured in GtC

(billions of tons of carbon), an exponential function with parameter γt¼5.3�10�5 fits

the data well.

s0370 5.2.3.4 Energy
p1465 Turning, finally, to the energy sector, we first need to select a value for ρ, which guides

the elasticity of substitution between the energy sources. Stern (2012) is a metastudy of

47 studies of interfuel substitution and reports the unweighted mean of the oil–coal, oil–
electricity, and coal–electricity elasticities to be 0.95. Stern’s account of estimates of

“long-run dynamic elasticities” is 0.72. In terms of our ρ, the implied numbers are

�0.058 and �0.390, respectively, and the former will constitute our benchmark.

p1470 As for the different energy sources, for oil we need to pin down the size of the oil

reserve. According to BP (2010), the proven global reserves of oil are 181.7 gigaton.

However, these figures only refer to reserves that are economically profitable to extract

at current conditions. Rogner (1997), on the other hand, estimates the global reserves of

potentially extractable oil, natural gas, and coal taken together to be over 5000 Gt, mea-

sured as oil equivalents.cy Of this amount, Rogner reports around 16% to be oil,

ie, 800 Gt. We use a benchmark that is in between these two numbers: 300 Gt. To

express fossil fuel in units of carbon content, we set the carbon content in crude oil

to be 846 KgC/t oil. For coal, we set it to the carbon content of anthracite, which is

716 KgC/t coal.cz As for coal, as implied by Rogner’s (1997) estimates, the coal supply

is enough for several hundreds of years of consumption at current levels, and hence we

have assumed the scarcity rent to be zero.
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p1475 To calibrate κo and κcwe use relative prices of oil to coal and oil to renewable energy,
given by

κo
κc

Eot

Ect

� �ρ�1

and
κo

1�κo� κc

Eot

Egt

� �ρ�1

,

respectively. The average price of Brent oil was $70 per barrel over the period 2005–09
(BP, 2010); with a barrel measuring 7.33 metric tons and a carbon content of 84.6%, the

oil price per ton of carbon is then $606.5. As for coal, its average price over the same

period is $74 per ton. With coal’s carbon content of 71.6%, this implies a price of

$103.35 per ton of carbon.da The implied relative price of oil and coal in units of carbon

content is 5.87.

p1480 As for renewables/green energy, there is substantial heterogeneity between differ-

ent such sources. With unity as a reasonable value of the current relative price between

green energy and oil, we employ data on global energy consumption to finally pin

down the κs. Primary global energy use in 2008 was 3.315 Gtoe (gigaton of oil equiv-

alents) of coal, 4.059 of oil, 2.596 of gas, and 0.712+0.276+1.314¼2.302 of nuclear,

hydro, and biomass/waste/other renewables. Based on the IPCC tables quoted earlier,

the ratio of energy per ton between oil and anthracite is then
42:3

26:7
¼ 1:58, implying

that 1 t of oil equivalents is 1.58 t of coal.db With these numbers and the value for ρ
of �0.058, we can finally use the equations above to back out κo¼0.5008 and

κc¼0.08916.

p1485 The parameters χct, which determines the cost of extracting coal over time, are set

based on an average extraction cost of $43 per ton of coal (see IEA, 2010, page 212).

Thus, a ton of carbon in the form of coal costs $43/0.716. The model specifies the cost

of extracting a ton of carbon as
wt

χct
, where wt is the wage. The current shares of world labor

used in coal extraction and green energy production is very close to zero, so with total

labor supply normalized to unity we can approximate the wage to be wt ¼ 1�α�νð ÞYt.

With world GDP at $700 trillion per decade and a gigaton of carbon (our model unit)

costing wt=χct ¼ 1�α�νð ÞYt=χct to produce delivers 43 	 109/0.716¼0.66 	 700 	 1012/
χc0 and hence χc0¼7693. This means, in other words, that a share

1

7693
of the world’s

labor supply during a decade is needed to extract one gigaton of carbon in the form of

coal. The calibration of χg0 comes from using the fact that χg0/χc0 equals the relative price
between coal and green energy, thus delivering χg0¼7693/5.87¼1311 since the prices
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of oil and green are assumed to be equal and the relative price of oil in terms of coal is

5.87. Lastly, we posit growth in both χct and χgt at 2% per year.dc

s0375 5.2.4 Results
p1490 We begin by reporting what our model implies for the optimal tax on carbon. Given our

calibration, and expressed as a function of the discount rate, we plot the tax per ton of

emitted carbon in Fig. 14, given annual global output of 70 trillion dollars.dd

p1495 Fig. 14 displays our benchmark as a solid line along with two additional lines repre-

senting two alternative values for γ, the higher one of which represents a “catastrophe

scenario” with losses amounting to about 30% of GDP and the lower one representing

an opposite extreme case with very low losses. The numbers in the figure can be com-

pared to the well-known proposals in Nordhaus and Boyer (2000) and in the Stern

review (Stern, 2007), who suggest a tax of $30 and $250 dollar per ton of carbon, respec-
tively. As already pointed out, these proposals are based on very different discount rates,

with Nordhaus using 1.5% per year and Stern 0.1%. For these two discount-rate values,

the optimal taxes using our analysis are $56.9 per ton and $496 per ton, respectively, thus
showing larger damages than in these studies. There are a number of differences in

assumptions between the model here and those maintained in, say, Nordhaus’s work;

perhaps the most important one quantitatively is that we calibrate the duration of carbon

in the atmosphere to be significantly higher.

p1500 The figure reveals that, to the extent the catastrophe scenario—which comes from a

hypothesis Nordhaus entertained in a survey study—might actually materialize, there will
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np0540 Under our calibration, coal use does not go to zero, which contradicts it being a finite resource. Strictly

speaking, one should instead, then, solve the model under this assumption and the implication that coal

would have scarcity value. But we consider it quite likely that a competitive close and renewable substitute

for coal is invented over the next couple of hundred years, in which case our solution would work well as

an approximation.
dd

np0545 The graphs are taken from Golosov et al. (2014).
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be dramatic consequences on the level of the optimal tax: we see that the tax is roughly

multiplied by a factor 20.

s0380 5.2.5 Positive Implications
p1505 Fossil fuel use in the optimal allocation and in the laissez-faire allocation are shown in

Fig. 15. We base our results in this section on the discount rate 1.5%.

p1510 Looking at the comparison between the optimum and laissez faire, we see a markedly

lower use of fossil fuel in the optimum.de In the laissez-faire scenario, there would be a

continuous increase in fossil fuel use, but in the optimum the consumption of fossil fuel is

virtually flat.

p1515 It is important to realize that the difference between the fossil-fuel use in the optimum

and in laissez faire is almost entirely coming from a lower coal use in the former. In Figs. 16

and 17, we look separately at coal use and oil use in the optimal vs the laissez-faire alloca-

tions. Although the tax on carbon is identical for oil and coal in the optimal allocation, its

effects are very different: coal use is simply curbed significantly—the whole path is shifted

down radically—but oil use is simply moved forward slightly in time. With optimal taxes,
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Fig. 15f0080 Fossil fuel use: optimum vs laissez faire.

Fig. 16f0085 Coal use: optimum vs laissez faire.

de
np0550 The model predicts coal use in laissez faire of 4.5 GtC during the coming decade; it is currently roughly

3.8 GtC. It predicts oil use of 3.6 GtC, which is also close to the actual value for 2008 or 3.4 GtC.
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coal use would fall right now to almost half; a hundred years from now, laissez-faire coal use

would be 7�higher than optimally. Green energy use is very similar across the optimum

and laissez-faire allocations.

p1520 Total damages are shown in Fig. 18. We note large, though not gigantic, gains from

moving from laissez faire to the optimum allocation. The gains grow over time, with

damages at a couple of percent of GDP in the laissez-faire allocation, thus about double

its optimal value at that time. In 2200, the difference is a factor of six.

p1525 We can also back out the path for global temperature in the two scenarios, using the

known mapping from S to temperature. Fig. 19 illustrates that laissez faire is associated

Fig. 18f0095 Total damages as a percent of global GDP: optimum vs laissez faire.

Fig. 17f0090 Oil use: optimum vs laissez faire.

Fig. 19f0100 Increases in global temperature: optimum vs laissez faire.
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with a temperature rise of 4.4°C a hundred years from now; in the optimum, heating is

only 2.6 degrees. Toward the end of the simulation period, however, due to massive coal

use, laissez faire predicts increased heating by almost 10°C; the optimum dictates about 3

degrees.

p1530 Finally, Fig. 20 displays the evolution of the (net-of-damage) production of final-

good output (GDP). The intertemporal trade-off is clear here, but not as striking as

one might have guessed: the optimal allocation involves rather limited short-run losses

in GDP, with optimal output exceeding that of laissez faire as early as 2020. 100 years

later, GDP net of damages is 2.5% higher in the optimum and in year 2200, it is higher

by almost 15%.

s0385 5.2.6 Discussion
p1535 How robust are the quantitative results in Section 5.2.4? First, the tax formula appears

remarkably robust. The point that only three kinds of parameters show up in the formula

is a robustness measure in itself; eg, no details of the fossil-fuel stocks, production tech-

nologies, or population matter. Strictly speaking, these features begin mattering once one

or more of the main assumptions behind the formula are not met, but they will only mat-

ter indirectly, eg, insofar as they influence the consumption-output path, and if their

impact here is minor, the formula will be robust. In a technical appendix to the

Golosov et al. (2014) paper, Barrage (2014) considers a version of the model where

not all of the assumptions are met. In particular, this version of the model has more stan-

dard transitional dynamics (with a calibration in line with the macroeconomic literature).

For example, the assumption that the consumption-output ratio is constant will not hold

exactly along a transition path, but the departures almost do not change the results at all.

Also, at least US data show very minor fluctuations in this ratio so to the extent a model

delivers more drastic movements in the consumption-output ratio it will have trouble

matching the data. Higher curvature in utility also delivers very minor changes in the

tax rate, with the correction that discounting now involves not just β but also the
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Fig. 20f0105 Net output: optimum vs laissez faire.
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consumption growth rate raised to 1�σ, where σ¼1 gives logarithmic curvature and

σ>1 higher curvature.

p1540 Second, when it comes to the positive analysis—eg, the implications for temperature

and damages under different policy scenarios—the message is quite different: many of the

assumptions can matter greatly for the quantitative results. Perhaps the best example of

nonrobustness is the example considered in Golosov et al. (2014): the elasticity of sub-

stitution between energy sources was raised by setting ρ¼0.5, ie, assuming an elasticity of

2 instead of one slightly below one. If the different energy sources are highly substitutable,

coal can easily be used instead of oil, making the laissez-faire allocation deliver very high

coal use. On the other hand, taxes are nowmore powerful in affecting the use of different

energy sources. This means, in particular, that the difference in outcomes between an

optimal tax and laissez-faire is very large compared to the benchmark, where the different

energy sources are less substitutable. Hence, the substitutability across energy sources is an

example of an area where more work is needed. Relatedly, we expect that the modeling

of technical change in this area—energy saving, as in Section 2.3.3 or making new energy

resources available—will prove very important.

p1545 A number of straightforward extensions to the setting are also possible and, in part,

they have been pursued by other researchers.df One is the inclusion of damages that

involve growth effects; Dell et al. argue that such effects may be present.dg It is easy

to introduce such damages to the present setting by letting the TFP term read

e�γlS+ γgSt, where γl regulates level effect of carbon concentration S, and γg the damages

to the growth rate of output; the baseline model admits closed-form solution. As already

pointed out, the baseline model can also accommodate time-inconsistent preferences

rather easily.dh

p1550 Finally, the discussion of dynamic integrated assessment models here is based entirely

on the simple baseline model in Golosov et al. (2014) not because it is the only model of

this sort, or even the most satisfactory one in some overall sense; rather, this model has

been chosen, first, because it is the model with the closest links to standard macroeco-

nomic settings (with forward-looking consumers, dynamic competitive equilibriumwith

taxes, and so on). Second, the baseline model in Golosov et al. admits highly tractable

analysis (with closed-form solutions) and hence is very well suited for illustrations; more-

over, for the optimal carbon tax it gives a very robust formula that is also quantitatively

adequate. The model is also useful for positive analysis but here it is important to point

out that many other approaches can offer more realistic settings and, at least from some
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df
np0555 For example, Rezai and van der Ploeg (2014).

dg
np0560 See Moyer et al. (2013).

dh
np0565 Such cases have been discussed by Karp (2005) and, in settings closely related to the model here, Gerlagh

and Liski (2012) and Iverson (2014) show that it is possible to analyze the case without commitment rel-

atively straightforwardly; lack of commitment and Markov-perfect equilibria are otherwise quite difficult

to characterize.
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perspectives, do a better job at prediction. It would require a long survey to review the

literature and such an endeavor is best left for another paper; perhaps the closest relative

among ambitious, quantitative settings is the WITCH model, which also builds on

forward-looking and, among other things, has a much more ambitiously specified energy

sector.di
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